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IMPORTANT NOTICES 
 
 
We suggest you read the following guide to buying at BCVA in conjunction with our full Terms & Conditions at the 
back of the catalogue. 
 
HOW TO BID 
To register as a buyer with us, you must register online or in person and provide photo and address identification by 
way of a driving licence photo card or a passport/identity card and a utility bill/bank statement. This is a security 
measure which applies to new registrants only. 
 
We operate a paddle bidding system. Lots are offered for sale in numerical order and we usually offer 
approximately 80-120 lots per hour. We recommend that you arrive in plenty of time before the lots you are wishing 
to bid on are up for sale. 
 
ABSENTEE BIDS 
If you cannot attend an auction in person, BCVA can bid on your behalf, acting upon your instructions to secure an 
item for you at the lowest possible price as allowed by other bids and reserves.  
 
You can leave bids in person, through our website, by email or telephone - detailing your intended bids clearly, 
giving your price limit for each lot (excluding Buyer’s Premium and VAT). We cannot accept liability for failure to 
execute such bids or for errors or omissions. All bids must be received before the start of the sale (10am GMT) in 
order to ensure placement. If we receive more than one bid of the same value the first one received will take 
precedence. Bids may be rounded down to the nearest amount consistent with the auctioneers bidding increments.  
 
ONLINE BIDDING 
To register for live bidding or to follow the sale online please visit www.ibidder.com, this service incurs an additional 
fee of 3% of the hammer price (plus VAT, if applicable). 
 
CONDITION REPORTS 
All goods are excluded from the Sale of Goods Act 1979 and sold as seen. Bidders must satisfy themselves as to 
the condition of each lot. Condition reports will be made available on our website wherever possible and are 
available on request via our email, our website, or ibidder.com. Requests for condition reports must be submitted by 
4pm on the day prior to the auction. Please note that we are unable to give verbal condition reports for any lot. 
 
BUYER’S PREMIUM 
All items in our auction are subject to buyer’s premium of 20% plus VAT (24% in total) which will be added to the 
hammer price for items up to £150,000. The commission then reduces to 12% plus VAT for items with a hammer 
price of £150,001 and over. 
 
In the event that a lot has an asterisk (*) beside the lot number in the catalogue, this indicates that the item is 
owned by an entity or company required to pay VAT for which an extra 20% is payable on the hammer price. 
Normal buyer’s premium applies. 
 
PAYMENT & COLLECTION 
All items must be paid for and collected 
within 3 working days of the auction. 
Payment methods are: bank transfer 
cash (up to £9,000), debit or credit card 
with chip and pin. We do not accept 
card payments over the phone, 
cheques, American Express or Diners 
Club cards.   

 
LOCATION 
BCVA, Units 1-3 Yelverton Road (off 
Hungerford Road), Brislington, Bristol, 
BS4 5HP is situated close to the A4 
Bath Road. From the A4 take the 
A4174, at the first roundabout take the 
first exit onto West Town Lane/B3119. 
Take the first left onto Hungerford 
Road, Yelverton Road is approx. 100 
metres on the left. 
 
PARKING 
Car parking is available at our premises in addition to on street parking in the surrounding area (subject to normal 
traffic regulations). 
 
PUBLIC TRANSPORT 
The number 96 First Bristol stops in Hungerford Road some 135 metres from Yelverton Road. 
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CARS 

1330 
A 2008 Toyota Yaris TR Special 
Edition five door hatchback, 
registration number BL57 ZPR, 
1296cc, petrol, manual, no former 
keepers, mileage reading 19328 (Not 
Warranted), MOT expired November 
2018, V5 document available 
(Deceased Estate). 
£1,500 - 2,000 
1331 
A 2011 Hyundai i10 Classic five door 
hatchback, registration number BT11 
BKL, 1248cc, petrol, manual, no 
former keepers, mileage reading 
14637 (Not Warranted), MOT until 
May 2019, V5 document available 
(Deceased Estate). 
£2,000 - 2,500 
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DAY ONE 
 

TECHNOLOGY 
 
BCVA wipe all electronic 
devices by factory reset, hard 
reset, drive wipe and drive 
removal. For this to be 
confirmed the device must be 
powered up and physically 
checked that the wipe has been 
completed. Any devices that 
we cannot confirm as wiped 
are recycled (Not Sold at 
Auction) or sold with the 
storage drive removed. 
 
It is the buyer's responsibility 
to make all necessary checks 
prior to bidding to establish if 
the device is blacklisted or 
blocked and the service 
provider is able to activate or 
register the unit. BCVA run 
checks where possible 
(detailed within the 
description). Please note - No 
refund will be given, even if a 
unit is sold and subsequently 
blacklisted/blocked, etc. 
 
Glossary of Terms: 
 
Activation Locked - Apple 
devices iCloud locked 
Activation Clear - Apple 
devices account unlocked, able 
to register 
Passcode Locked - Locked by 
Passcode 
Wiped - Factory reset/data 
deleted/data overwritten 
FRP Locked - Factory reset 
protection - locked to previous 
owners account  
 
HDD/SSD - Hard Drive/Solid 
State Drive Removed - Drive 
physically removed 
Blacklist Clear - Not on the 
lost/stolen register 

 
1* 
An Apple iPad 2 (Wi-Fi Only) 16GB 
model A1395 (Serial number: 
DN6G84C4DKPH) (Activation clear).  
£40 - 60 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2* 
An Apple iPad Air (Wi-Fi/Cellular) 
16GB in Space Grey (IMEI: 
351977065773719) (Activation clear) 
(Damaged screen glass and cosmetic 
damage to power button.)  
£40 - 60 
3* 
A Samsung Galaxy T560 9.6" 8GB  
Tablet in White (Serial: 
R52J716EWNN) (FRP clear).  
£20 - 30 
4* 
Six smartphones: A ZTE Avid Plus 
Z828 (IMEI: 862579035202159), a 
Nokia Lumia 530 RM-1017 (IMEI: 
356476060917657), a Nokia TA-1060 
(IMEI: 353414091031480), Samsung 
Galaxy Ace 3 GT-S7275R (IMEI: 
352318062922992), a Samsung 
Galaxy Fame GT-S6810P (IMEI: 
353686060283404) and a Samsung 
Galaxy Young 2 SM-G130HN (IMEI: 
356644061543703) (All FRP clear). 
£20 - 30 
5* 
Two Samsung Galaxy J3 SM-J320FN 
(IMEI numbers: 355754089737574 / 
352337086268943), a Samsung 
Galaxy Grand Prime SM-G531H/DL 
(IMEI: 352550074129766), a 
Samsung Galaxy J5 SM-J500FN (IMEI: 
358990076523646) and a Samsung 
Galaxy J2 Prime Duos SM-G532G/DS 
(IMEI: 353298082221089) (All FRP 
locked), (Sold for spares or repairs). 
£20 - 30 
6* 
Two Samsung Galaxy S7 SM-G930F 
(IMEI numbers: 358439070644263 / 
357810087131950), a Samsung 
Galaxy J3 Prime SM-J327T (IMEI: 
355604084644756) and a Samsung 
Galaxy J5 SM-J500FN (IMEI: 
355269077139386) (All FRP locked, 
all with damaged screen glass) (For 
spares or repair). 
£20 - 30 
7* 
An Apple iPad 1st Gen (Wi-
Fi/3G/GPS) A1337 64GB (IMEI: 
012223000730618) (Activation 
clear). 
£20 - 30 
8* 
An Apple iPad Air (Wi-Fi/Cellular) 
A1475 64GB in Space Grey (IMEI: 
35884505033681) (Activation clear).  
£60 - 80 
 
 

9* 
A Samsung Galaxy Tab 4 SM-T230 
8GB Wi-Fi 7" Tablet in White (Serial: 
R52FA0V7PJV) (FRP clear). 
£20 - 30 
10* 
A Motorola Moto G4 Play 16GB 
(IMEI: 354145071543347) and an 
HTC One M8 16GB (IMEI: 
357871056793998) (Both FRP clear).  
£30 - 40 
11* 
A Samsung Galaxy S7 SM-G930A 
(IMEI: 357425072975343), a 
Samsung Galaxy J3 Prime SM-J327T 
(IMEI: 355604083924217), a 
Samsung Galaxy J1 Mini (2016) Duos 
SM-J105H-DS (IMEI: 
354610087252175) and a Samsung 
Galaxy Core Prime SM-G361F (IMEI: 
354350077959949) (All FRP locked), 
(Sold for spares or repairs). 
£20 - 30 
12* 
Six assorted Samsung smartphones 
and an Alcatel smartphone (All with 
cracked screen glass or other 
cosmetic damage) (All FRP locked), 
(All sold for spares or repairs). 
£20 - 30 
13* 
A Huawei Y6 2018 ATU-L11 16GB 
(IMEI: 867269030819430), a Huawei 
G Play Mini 2015 CHC-U01 Dual Sim 
8GB (IMEI: 866781020611412) and a 
Huawei Ascend G700 U10 8GB (IMEI: 
86269802217635) (All FRP clear).  
£30 - 40 
14* 
Two Apple iPhone SE A1723 (IMEI 
numbers: 355441073206648 / 
356611087260422) (Both activation 
locked), (Sold for spares or repairs). 
£40 - 60 
15* 
Five Apple iPhones and an iPod 
touch: 1 x iPhone SE A1723, 3 x 
iPhone 5s A1457, 1 x iPhone 5 A1429 
and an iPod Touch A1421. (All with 
damaged screen glass and other 
cosmetic damage) (All Activation 
locked), (All sold for spares or 
repairs). 
£20 - 30 
16* 
Three Apple iPhone 5C A1905 (IMEI 
numbers: 358802055212069 / 
358544054048512 / 
358543056244665) (All Activation 
locked), (Sold for spares or repairs). 
£30 - 40 
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17* 
Three Apple iPhone 6s A1688 (IMEI 
numbers: 359159077119791 / 
353799088682687 / 
353267077477261) (All with damage 
screen and camera glass, all 
Activation locked), (Sold for spares 
or repairs). 
£40 - 60 
18* 
An Apple iPhone 6 Plus A1524 (IMEI: 
354436064574633) and an iPhone 6s 
Plus A1687 (IMEI: 
355729075293394) (Both activation 
locked), (Sold for spares or repairs). 
£40 - 60 
19* 
Two Apple iPhone 5S A1457 (IMEI 
numbers: 352049067101684 / 
352054069084763) (Both activation 
locked), (Sold for spares or repairs).  
£30 - 40 
20* 
Two Apple iPhone 6s A1688 (IMEI 
numbers: 356676087221831 / 
359487080858950) (Both Activation 
locked), (Sold for spares or repairs). 
£40 - 60 
21* 
Two iPhone 5s A1533 (IMEI 
numbers: 013849002077100 / 
013984001419175), an iPhone 5s 
A1457 (IMEI: 359140074410276), an 
Apple iPhone 5 A1429 (IMEI: 
013710003193041) and an Apple 
iPhone SE A1723 (IMEI: 
35384086958589) (All with damaged 
screen glass and other cosmetic 
marks) (All activation locked), (Sold 
for spares or repairs).  
£30 - 40 
22* 
Six Samsung smartphones: 1 x 
Galaxy S8 SM-G950F, 1 x Galaxy S7 
edge SM-G935F, 1 x Galaxy S7 edge 
DUOS SM-G935FD, 1 x Galaxy S6 
edge SM-G925F and 2 x Galaxy S7 
SM-G930F (All with damaged screen 
and back glass) (All FRP locked), (All 
sold for spares or repairs). 
£20 - 30 
23* 
A Sony Xperia XZ F8332, a Sony 
Xperia L1 G3311 and a Sony Xperia X 
F5121 and a (All FRP locked) (Sold 
for spares or repair only). 
£20 - 40 
 
 
 
 

24* 
A Samsung Galaxy A5 2017 SM-
A520F (IMEI: 354071099932454), a 
Samsung Galaxy A3  2017SM-A320FL 
16GB ( IMEI: 354639091602752) and 
a Samsung Galaxy A3 SM-A310F 
(IMEI:356161071098750) (All FRP 
locked), (Sold for spares or repairs). 
£20 - 30 
25* 
Five Huawei smartphones: 1 x Nova 
Lite PRA-LA1 16GB (FRP locked), 1 x 
GR3 LTE TAG-L21 (FRP locked), 1 x 
Huawei Y6 Dual SIM SCL-L21 (FRP 
locked, Damaged screen glass and 
cosmetic damage to casing), 1 x 
Huawei P8 Lite ALE-L21 Dual-SIM 
16GB (FRP clear, damage to display 
and back cover) and 1 x Huawei P8 
Premium Edition GRA-CL10 64GB 
(FRP clear, Damaged screen glass) 
(All sold for spares or repairs). 
£20 - 30 
26* 
An Apple iPhone 5s 16GB model 
A1453 (IMEI: 352026063527294) 
and an Apple iPhone 5C 8GB model 
A1507 (IMEI: 358543059848454) 
(Both activation locked), (Sold for 
spares or repairs). 
£20 - 30 
27* 
A Samsung Galaxy S III GT-I9300 
32GB (IMEI: 353165050652324), a 
Samsung Galaxy J1 SM-J100H 4GB 
(IMEI: 353010076752569), a 
Samsung Galaxy Ace 4 SM-G357FZ 
8GB (IMEI: 357255064127714) and a 
Samsung Galaxy Ace 2 GT-I8160 
(IMEI: 356035059054649) (All FRP 
clear).  
£20 - 30 
28* 
An Apple iPhone 5s A1533 64GB 
(IMEI: 013790007034557) and an 
Apple iPhone 5s A1457 16GB (IMEI: 
352050069878881) (Both activation 
locked) (Sold for spares or repairs). 
£20 - 40 
29* 
A Samsung Galaxy J3 SM-J320FN 
(IMEI: 357960082332465), a 
Samsung Galaxy J2 Prime SM-G532M 
(IMEI: 353109085322917) and a 
Samsung Galaxy J5 SM-J500FN (IMEI: 
358990071975437) (All FRP locked), 
(Sold for spares or repairs). 
£20 - 30 
 
 
 

30* 
Twenty boxed as new Mayhem 
reversible cables for android phones. 
£20 - 30 
31* 
Ten boxed as new Mayhem Power 
Rush power bank and torches. 
£20 - 30 
32* 
Twelve boxed as new Mayhem 
fusion power ultra thin power banks. 
£20 - 30 
33* 
Twenty boxed as new Mayhem 
reversible cables for android phones. 
£20 - 30 
34* 
A Microsoft Lumia 650 16GB in 
White (IMEI: 355126079241265) 
(FRP clear).  
£20 - 30 
35* 
A Microsoft Lumia 650 16GB in 
White (IMEI: 358897070191298) 
(FRP clear).  
£20 - 30 
36* 
An Apple iPhone 6s A1688 64GB in 
Rose Gold (IMEI: 358570073151805) 
(Activation clear). 
£80 - 100 
37* 
An Apple iPhone 6S A1688 16GB in 
Rose Gold (IMEI: 355688075514615) 
(Activation clear).  
£80 - 100 
38* 
An Apple iPhone 7 256GB A1778 in 
Silver (IMEI: 359214070170166) 
(Activation clear).  
£160 - 180 
39* 
An Apple iPhone 7 128GB A1660 in 
Rose Gold (IMEI: 355824084159973) 
(Activation clear).  
£120 - 140 
40* 
An Apple iPhone 7 Plus 32GB A1784 
in Rose Gold (IMEI: 
356572082490812) (Activation 
clear). 
£100 - 140 
41 
An Apple iPhone 7 Plus A1784 32GB 
in Gold (IMEI: 355354080863477) 
(Activation clear, slight damage to 
edge of screen glass). 
£80 - 100 
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42* 
Two Samsung Galaxy S7 SM-G930F 
(IMEI numbers: 356397087706701 / 
353555084855879) (Both FRP 
locked), (Sold for spares or repairs). 
£20 - 30 
43* 
Two Samsung Galaxy A3 (2017) SM-
A320FL 16GB (IMEI numbers: 
359751089869650 / 
353118094449488) (Both FRP 
locked), (Sold for spares or repairs). 
£30 - 40 
44* 
A Samsung Galaxy A3 SM-A300FU 
16GB (IMEI: 356570062915543) and 
a Samsung Galaxy A5 SM-A500FU 
16GB (IMEI: 35802206549998) (Both 
FRP clear).  
£30 - 40 
45* 
A Samsung Galaxy J3 Emerge SM-
J327P 16GB (IMEI: 
359102086042232) and a Samsung 
Galaxy J3 2016 SM-J320FN 8GB 
(IMEI: 357960080363462) (Both FRP 
clear).  
£30 - 40 
46* 
A Samsung Galaxy Note 4 SM-N910S 
32GB (IMEI: 354678065651189) and 
a Samsung Galaxy Core 2 SM-
G355HN 4GB (IMEI: 
358533061768220) (Both FRP clear).  
£20 - 30 
47* 
A Huawei P9 EVA-L09 32GB in 
Titanium Grey (IMEI: 
862836034680862) (FRP clear). 
£30 - 40 
48* 
A Huawei P8 Lite ALE-L21 Dual Sim 
16GB in Black (IMEI: 
862046036724920) (FRP clear, slight 
crack to back glass part). 
£30 - 40 
49* 
A Sony Xperia Z1 C6903 16GB in 
Black (IMEI: 358091055631474) (FRP 
clear).  
£30 - 40 
50* 
A Samsung Galaxy S8 SM-G950F 
64GB (IMEI: 359038080725093) (FRP 
clear, damaged screen and back 
glass).  
£40 - 60 
 
 
 
 

51* 
An Apple iPhone 6 A1586 16GB in 
Space Grey (IMEI: 
354427062075665) (Activation 
clear).  
£40 - 60 
52* 
An Apple iPhone 7 32GB A1778 in 
Black (IMEI: 354828090170750) 
(Activation clear) (Damaged screen 
glass).  
£80 - 100 
53* 
An Apple iPhone 6S 64GB model 
A1688 in Space Grey (IMEI: 
355427076454939) (Activation 
Clear). 
£60 - 80 
54* 
An Apple iPhone 7 A1778 128GB in 
Black (IMEI: 353802082380306) 
(Activation clear).  
£120 - 140 
55* 
An Apple iPhone 8 A1863 256GB in 
Space Gray (IMEI: 
356698085810845) (Activation 
clear).  
£140 - 160 
56* 
An Apple iPhone 6 A1549 64GB in 
Space Grey (IMEI: 35698606017704) 
(Activation clear) (Damaged screen 
glass).  
£30 - 40 
57* 
An Apple iPhone 7 128GB A1778 in 
Jet Black (IMEI: 353843089117341) 
(Activation clear).  
£120 - 140 
58* 
A Huawei P8 Lite PRA-LX1 2017 Dual 
Sim (IMEI: 867437031586288) and a 
Huawei P10 Lite WAS-LX1A Dual Sim 
(IMEI: 864041031293441) (Both FRP 
locked), (Sold for spares or repairs). 
£20 - 30 
59* 
A Motorola Moto G4 Play XT1602 
Dual Sim Smartphone (IMEI: 
354144077610572) complete with 
box and charger (FRP clear).  
£30 - 40 
60* 
A boxed as new Xiaomi Redmi Pro 
Premium Edition Dual SIM TD-LTE 
64GB 2016021 in Gold (IMEI: 
861603032006446) with case and 
two screen protectors. 
£40 - 60 
 

61* 
A boxed as new Xiaomi Xiaomi Mi 5s 
Dual SIM TD-LTE 64GB in White/Pink 
(IMEI: 864454032538229) with case 
and screen protector. 
£40 - 60 
62* 
A boxed as new Samsung Galaxy A5 
2017 SM-A520F 32GB in Gold Sand 
(IMEI: 356650094886795). 
£80 - 100 
63* 
A boxed as new Huawei P20 Pro CLT-
L29 128GB Dual Sim smartphone in 
Midnight Blue (IMEI: 
867260033261167). 
£140 - 160 
64* 
A boxed as new Ulefone Armor 2 
64GB, Dual Sim, IP68 Waterproof 
Smartphone in Gold (IMEI: 
352102090263086) (Boxed with 
accessories but missing plug).  
£80 - 100 
65* 
A Huawei P20 lite ANE-LX1 64GB 
Dual Sim in Midnight Black (IMEI: 
869828036775306) (FRP locked), 
(Sold for spares or repairs). 
£20 - 30 
66* 
A Huawei P20 Pro CLT-L09 128GB 
(IMEI: 867259031753670) (FRP 
locked), (Sold for spares or repairs). 
£30 - 40 
67* 
Two Apple iPhone 5S A1457 (IMEI 
numbers: 352049068475236 / 
352055061486781) (Both activation 
locked), (Sold for spares or repairs). 
£30 - 40 
68* 
A Huawei Y5 Y560-L01 (IMEI: 
867818026203619), Huawei Ascend 
Y550-L02  (IMEI: 86517102009113) 
and a Huawei Ascend G300 U8815 
(IMEI: 861229013048577) (All FRP 
clear). 
£20 - 30 
69* 
A Samsung Galaxy SM-G900F 16GB 
(IMEI: 352558068399576), a 
Samsung GT-L9195 8GB (IMEI: 
35373706375393) and a Samsung 
Galaxy A3 SM-A300FU 8GB (IMEI: 
353974070007520) (Screen glass 
damaged) (All FRP clear).  
£20 - 30 
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70* 
A Samsung Galaxy J2 Prime SM-
G532G/DS 8GB Dual Sim in Black 
(IMEI: 353319097663527) and a 
Samsung Galaxy J2 SM-J200H/DS 
8GB Dual Sim in Black (IMEI: 
357154088080241) (Both FRP clear) 
£30 - 40 
71* 
A Huawei Honor 8 Lite PRA-LX1 
16GB in Black (IMEI: 
864463031790301) and a Samsung 
Galaxy A3 (2016) SM-A310F 16GB 
(IMEI: 358979073553946) (Both FRP 
clear) (Both with damaged back 
covers).  
£20 - 30 
72* 
Two Sony Xperia L1 G3311 
Smartphones (Both FRP locked), 
(Sold for spares or repairs). 
£20 - 30 
73* 
A Samsung Galaxy J5 Prime SM-
G570F/DD (IMEI: 355009080691142) 
and a Samsung Galaxy J5 (2016) SM-
J510FN (IMEI: 357655083949735) 
(Both FRP Locked), (Sold for spares 
or repairs). 
£20 - 40 
74* 
A Samsung Galaxy S8 SM-G950F 
64GB (IMEI: 355257090412146) (FRP 
locked), (Sold for spares or repairs). 
£40 - 60 
75* 
A Samsung Galaxy S8 SM-G950F 
64GB in Midnight Black (IMEI: 
355257096661555) (FRP locked, 
damaged screen glass, (Sold for 
spares or repairs). 
£20 - 30 
76* 
Two Apple iPhone 6 model A1586 
(IMEI numbers: 35540072906665/ 
355410072129556) (Damaged 
screen glass, Activation locked) (Sold 
for spares or repair). 
£30 - 40 
77* 
Two Apple iPhone 6 model A1586 
(IMEI numbers: 359313066460548/ 
3553930711290919) (Damaged 
screen glass, activation locked) (Sold 
for spares or repair). 
£30 - 40 
 
 
 
 
 

78* 
Two iPhone 6s Plus A1687 (IMEI 
numbers: 353287074820925 / 
353337071656838) (Both activation 
locked), (Sold for spares or repairs). 
£40 - 60 
79* 
Two Apple iPhone 6s A1688 (IMEI 
numbers: 356650084100496 / 
359487085376016) (Both activation 
locked), (Sold for spares or repairs). 
£40 - 60 
80* 
Two Apple iPhone A1586 (IMEI 
numbers: 354428065970324 / 
352073066087116 ) (Both with 
damaged screen glass, both 
activation locked), (Sold for spares or 
repairs). 
£30 - 40 
81* 
An iPhone 6s A1688 (IMEI: 
35380108978873) and an iPhone 6 
A1586 (IMEI: 359281063244159) 
(Both activation locked), (Sold for 
spares or repairs). 
£40 - 60 
82* 
An Apple iPhone 7 A1778 (IMEI: 
355314081273142) and an Apple 
iPhone 7 A1660 (IMEI: 
355832085083522) (Both with 
damaged screen glass, activation 
locked). 
£40 - 60 
83* 
Two Apple iPhone 7 A1778 (IMEI 
numbers: 356561082685521 / 
359209076530934) (Damaged 
screen glass, activation locked). 
£40 - 60 
84* 
Three Apple iPhone 6S model A1688 
(IMEI numbers: 355430072262140 / 
355396082806855 / 
355688073869169) (All with 
damaged screen glass, activation 
locked) (Sold for spares or repair). 
£40 - 60 
85* 
Two Apple iPhone A1586 (IMEI 
numbers: 355410075913097 / 
356952068680679) (Both with 
damaged screen glass, both 
activation locked), (Sold for spares or 
repairs). 
£30 - 40 
 
 
 
 

86* 
An Apple iPhone 6 A1549 (IMEI: 
35579107161566) and an Apple 
iPhone 6 A1586 (IMEI: 
356958062702419) (Both Activation 
locked), (Sold for spares or repairs). 
£40 - 60 
87* 
Two Apple iPhone 6 model A1586 
(IMEI numbers: 359480080578355 / 
352026073619149) (Activation 
locked) (Sold for spares or repair). 
£40 - 60 
88* 
Two Apple iPhone 6 model A1586 
(IMEI numbers: 356984065058492/ 
359278066045872) (Damaged 
screen glass, Activation locked) (Sold 
for spares or repair). 
£30 - 40 
89* 
Two Apple iPhone 6 model A1586 
(IMEI numbers: 359480087660669/ 
35541207236611) (Activation 
locked) (Sold for spares or repair). 
£40 - 60 
90* 
Two Apple iPhone 6 model A1586 
(IMEI numbers: 359315068184224/ 
355401078156438) (Activation 
locked) (Sold for spares or repair). 
£40 - 60 
91* 
An Apple iPhone 7 Plus 32GB A1784 
(IMEI: 353810086334237) (Damaged 
screen glass, activation locked) (Sold 
for spares or repair).  
£30 - 40 
92* 
An Apple iPhone 6S 32GB model 
A1688 (IMEI: 359484089221116) 
(Activation locked) (Sold for spares 
or repair). 
£30 - 40 
93* 
An Apple iPhone 6S 64GB model 
A1688 (IMEI: 355396083763543) 
(Activation locked) (Sold for spares 
or repair). 
£30 - 40 
94* 
An Apple iPhone 6S 32GB model 
A1688 (IMEI: 359157074291068) 
(Activation locked) (Sold for spares 
or repair). 
£30 - 40 
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95* 
An Apple iPhone 6S 128GB model 
A1688 (IMEI: 355396088749430) 
(Activation locked, modified home 
button) (Sold for spares or repair). 
£30 - 50 
96* 
An Apple iPhone 6S 32GB model 
A1688 (IMEI: 353798089096731) 
(Activation locked) (Sold for spares 
or repair). 
£30 - 40 
97* 
Three Apple iPhone 6S 16GB model 
A1688 (IMEI numbers: 
355765070513709 / 
355429077659995 / 
35569707559894) (Activation 
locked) (Sold for spares or repair). 
£60 - 80 
98* 
An Apple iPhone SE A1662 (IMEI: 
355799075890754) (Activation 
locked) and an Apple iPhone SE 
A1723 (IMEI: 356607081123327) 
(Remote management locked, 
possibly activation locked), (Sold for 
spares or repairs). 
£30 - 40 
99* 
Two Apple iPhone 5 A1457 (IMEI 
numbers: 358827059022180 / 
359141075497452) (Both activation 
locked), (Sold for spares or repairs). 
£20 - 30 
100* 
An Apple iPhone 5S A1457 16GB in 
Silver (IMEI: 359262065331061) 
(Activation clear).  
£40 - 60 
101* 
Two Apple iPhone SE A1723 (IMEI 
numbers: 359145079118428 / 
359225070379177) (Both activation 
locked), (Sold for spares or repairs). 
£30 - 40 
102* 
An Apple iPhone 6 Plus 64GB model 
A1522 (IMEI: 359320061970736) 
(Heavily scratched screen glass, 
activation locked) (Sold for spares or 
repair). 
£30 - 50 
103* 
An Apple iPhone 6S 64GB model 
A1688 (IMEI: 35569696607057332) 
(Activation locked) (Sold for spares 
or repair). 
£30 - 40 
 
 

104* 
An Apple iPhone 6 32GB model 
A1586 (IMEI: 353024095246115) 
(Activation locked) (Sold for spares 
or repair). 
£20 - 30 
105 
An Apple iPhone 7 A1778 128GB 
(IMEI: 355328089248302) 
(Activation locked, (Sold for spares 
or repair).  
£40 - 60 
106* 
An Apple iPhone 7 A1778 32GB 
(IMEI: 352988099364044) 
(Activation locked), (Sold for spares 
or repairs). 
£30 - 50 
107* 
An Apple iPhone 7 A1778 32GB 
(IMEI: 353806088390169) 
(Activation locked), (Sold for spares 
or repairs). 
£30 - 50 
108* 
An Apple iPhone 7 A1778 in Gold 
(IMEI: 355314087950503) 
(Activation locked), (Sold for spares 
or repairs). 
£40 - 60 
109* 
An Apple iPhone 7 A1778 in Silver 
(IMEI: 355328080606581) 
(Activation locked, damaged screen 
glass), (Sold for spares or repairs). 
£20 - 40 
110* 
An Apple iPhone 7 A1778 in Silver 
(IMEI: 355332085142618) 
(Activation locked) (Sold for spares 
and repairs). 
£40 - 60 
111* 
An Apple iPhone 7 A1660 128GB 
(IMEI: 359464080099190) 
(Activation locked), (Sold for spares 
or repairs). 
£40 - 60 
112* 
An Apple iPhone 8 A1905 64GB in 
Space Grey (IMEI: 
356767087597583) (Activation 
locked), (Sold for spares or repairs). 
£40 - 60 
113* 
An Apple iPhone 8 Plus A1897 64GB 
(IMEI: 352978096334306) 
(Activation locked), (Sold for spares 
or repairs). 
£40 - 60 
 

114* 
An Apple iPhone 8 A1905 64GB 
(IMEI: 356758084278731) 
(Activation locked), (Sold for spares 
or repairs). 
£40 - 60 
115* 
An Apple iPhone 8 Plus A1897 64GB 
(IMEI: 356775088560096) 
(Activation locked), (Sold for spares 
or repairs). 
£40 - 60 
116* 
An Apple iPhone 7 Plus 128GB A1784 
(IMEI: 355352080146091) 
(Activation locked), (Sold for spares 
or repairs). 
£40 - 60 
117* 
An Apple iPhone 8 64GB model 
A1905 (IMEI: 359496086038277) 
(Activation locked), (Sold for spares 
or repairs). 
£40 - 60 
118* 
An Apple iPhone X A1865 64GB 
(IMEI: 356726087115911) 
(Activation locked), (Sold for spares 
or repairs). 
£60 - 80 
119* 
An Apple iPhone 7 Plus 32GB A1784 
(IMEI: 355357087230962) 
(Activation locked), (Sold for spares 
or repairs). 
£30 - 50 
120* 
An Apple iPhone 7 Plus 32GB A1784 
(IMEI: 3556569082084009) 
(Activation locked) (Damaged screen 
glass), (Sold for spares or repairs). 
£30 - 50 
121* 
An Apple iPhone 8 Plus A1897 64GB 
(IMEI: 356769089591432) 
(Activation locked), (Sold for spares 
or repairs). 
£40 - 60 
122* 
A Canon EF 16-35mm f/2.8L II USM 
Ultra Wide Angle Lens with a Canon 
EW-88 Lens Hood and a Canon 
LP1219 Soft Lens Pouch. 
£300 - 350 
123* 
Canon EF 50mm f/1.2L USM with an 
Canon ES-78 Lens Hood and a soft 
storage pouch.  
£250 - 300 
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124* 
A Canon EF 70-200mm f/2.8 L IS II 
USM Zoom Lens with a Canon ET-87 
Lens hood, Canon Ring B (W) Tripod 
Mount and Canon LZ1326 Lens Case. 
£300 - 350 
125* 
A Sony PXW-FS7 4K Super-35 XAVC 
Professional Camcorder (Body Only) 
with many accessories including a 
Metabones Canon EF Lens to Sony E 
Mount T CINE Smart Adapter, a 
Vocas 0350-1700 Base Plate, a Sony 
XDCA-FS7 Extension Unit, two Sony 
FS7 grips with arms, two Bebob V98 
14.4V / 6.8AV-Mount Lithium-Ion 
Batteries, a Bebob Vs2-Rl V-Mount 
Charger, a Beyerdynamic MCE 85 PV 
Condenser Shotgun Microphone and 
a Manfrotto Pro Light Camcorder 
Case 195 for large camcorders. 
£3,000 - 3,500 
126* 
An as new Swarovski Habicht 6-
24x50 Rifle Scope (Serial: 
P770500953).  
£400 - 500 
127* 
A pair of Nikon Sportstar EX  8.2 WF 
8x25 waterproof compact binoculars 
with soft storage case.  
£20 - 30 
128* 
A pair of Olympus Coleman 10x50 
DPS-1 binoculars with carry case and 
a pair of USCAMEL UW020 8x25 
binoculars with storage pouch. 
£20 - 30 
129* 
A Canon PowerShot SX530 HS bridge 
camera (Missing battery cover), a 
Panasonic Lumix DMC-TZ57 16.0 MP 
compact camera, an Olympus VR-
340 compact camera, a Polaroid 
iS536 campact camera and a 
Polaroid iS426 compact camera.   
£30 - 40 
130* 
A boxed as new Panasonic Lumix 
TZ60 18.1MP Compact Digital 
Camera in Black (DMC-TZ60EB-K). 
£40 - 60 
131* 
A Pentax K-r SR 12.4 MP DSLR 
Camera with 18-55mm f/3.5-5.6 
Lens and a Nikon A300 Coolpix 
Digital Compact Camera. 
£20 - 30 
 
 
 

132* 
A Logitech HD Pro Webcam C920 
Web Camera with tripod, a Victure 
1080P Action Camera with 
waterproof casing and a Sony RM-
LVR2 Live remote control with Wi-Fi 
for Action Cameras.  
£40 - 60 
133* 
A boxed as new iPad Pro 10.5" Wi-Fi 
A1701 64GB  in Space Grey (Box 
sealed) (Serial: DMPWVDL8J28K).  
£180 - 200 
134* 
An boxed as new Apple iPad 9.7" 
(6th Gen) A1893 Wi-Fi 32GB in Space 
Grey (Serial: F9FWCAW6JF8J) (Box 
sealed).  
£140 - 160 
135* 
A boxed as new iPhone 6 64GB 
model A1549 in Gold (IMEI: 
359302068165999) (Box sealed). 
£120 - 140 
136* 
An Apple iPhone 6 64GB model 
A1549 in Space Grey complete with 
box  (IMEI: 355787070861326) (Does 
not power on, sold for spares or 
repair). 
£20 - 30 
137 
A boxed as new Samsung Galaxy S9 
SM-G960F/DS 64GB Dual Sim in Lilac 
Purple (IMEI: 357171093979027) 
(Box opened for display). 
£180 - 200 
138* 
A boxed as new iPhone 6 64GB 
model A1549 in Space Grey (IMEI: 
359229061865434) (Box sealed). 
£120 - 140 
139* 
An Apple iPhone 7 A1778 32GB in 
Matte Black (IMEI: 
353075093200918)  complete with 
box and accessories (As new apart 
from some small scratches to screen, 
activation clear). 
£80 - 100 
140* 
A boxed as new Apple Watch Series 
3 38mm A1858 in Space Grey with 
Black Sport Band (Serial: 
FHLVM2XUJ5X0) (Some cosmetic 
damage to box).  
£120 - 140 
 
 
 
 

141* 
A Garmin Forerunner 735XT GPS 
Multisport and Running  Smart 
Watch (Serial: 4S8137311) 
(Damaged screen glass).  
£30 - 40 
142* 
An Apple Watch Series 3 38mm in 
Space Grey with S/M Grey Sports 
Band (Activation locked), (Sold for 
spares or repairs). 
£30 - 40 
143* 
A Garmin Forerunner 10 GPS 
Running Watch in Black (Serial: 
2NE416475) and two fitness tracker 
bands. 
£30 - 40 
144* 
A Garmin Approach S60 GPS golf 
watch (Serial: 579023637). 
£60 - 80 
145* 
An Apple Watch Series 0 Sport 
(Aluminum, 42 mm) in Rose Gold 
(Screen loose, in need of repair) 
(Serial: FHLR21YSGR7M) (Activation 
clear).  
£30 - 40 
146* 
A pair of Beats by Dr. Dre Solo2 
Wireless On-Ear Headphones in 
Black with storage pouch (Serial: 
FL6PC3FEG8PM). 
£30 - 40 
147* 
A pair of Beats by Dr. Dre 
Powerbeats2 In-Ear Wireless 
Headphone in Black and Red with 
original charger cable and case 
(Serial: FL4QKB43G774). 
£20 - 30 
148* 
A pair of Apple Airpods wireless 
earphones with charging case. 
£30 - 40 
149* 
A Pair of Sennheiser HD 4.50 
Bluetooth Wireless Headphones 
with Active Noise Cancellation in 
Black and Silver.  
£20 - 30 
150* 
A Pair of Beats by Dre Powerbeats 3 
Wireless Earphones in Blue/Grey and 
a pair of Bose IE2 Soundsport 
Earphones with case and 
accessories. 
£20 - 30 
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151* 
A pair of Bose QuietComfort 25 
Special Edition Acoustic Noise 
Cancelling headphones with hard 
carry case.  
£30 - 40 
152* 
A pair of Bowers & Wilkins P3 Wired 
Headphones in White with hard case 
and a pair of Skullcandy Crusher 
S6CRW Wireless Headphones in 
Black.  
£30 - 40 
153* 
A Pair of Bose QuietComfort 15 
Acoustic Noise Cancelling 
Headphones in Black and Silver with 
cables and storage case.  
£30 - 40 
154* 
Two boxed as new GeekVape Aegis 
Legend 200W Mods (Boxes sealed) 
and a boxed as new Smoant Charon 
Mini 225W Mod (Over 18's only).  
£40 - 60 
155* 
A boxed as new Sapphire NITRO+ 
Radeon RX 580 Graphics Card - 8 GB 
GDDR5. 
£30 - 40 
156* 
A boxed as new Sapphire NITRO+ 
Radeon RX 580 Graphics Card - 8 GB 
GDDR5. 
£30 - 40 
157* 
A boxed as new Sapphire NITRO+ 
Radeon RX 580 Graphics Card - 8 GB 
GDDR5. 
£30 - 40 
158* 
A boxed as new Sapphire NITRO+ 
Radeon RX 580 Graphics Card - 8 GB 
GDDR5. 
£30 - 40 
159* 
A boxed as new Godox Ving V860II-S 
Pioneering TTL Li-on camera flash for 
Sony. 
£40 - 60 
160* 
A boxed as new Canon EF 50mm 
f/1.8 STM lens. 
£20 - 30 
161* 
Three Godox Witstro AD600 AD-AC 
power sources. 
£40 - 60 
 
 
 

162* 
A boxed as new Godox AD200 
pocket flash. 
£40 - 60 
163* 
A boxed as new Canon EF 50mm 
f/1.8 STM lens. 
£20 - 30 
164* 
Four boxed as new Godox AD-S6 
Witstro Accessory umbrella-style 
reflectors. 
£20 - 40 
165* 
A boxed as new Godox Ving V860II-C 
Pioneering TTL Li-on camera flash for 
Canon. 
£40 - 60 
166* 
Three boxed as new BD-07 barn 
doors and colour filters for AD200.  
£20 - 30 
167* 
A boxed as new Godox TT685-N 
Thinklite TTL camera flash for Nikon.  
£30 - 40 
168* 
A boxed as new Godox TT685-S 
Thinklite TTL camera flash for Sony.  
£30 - 40 
169* 
Eight as new (Sealed) LeaTure swivel 
mini ballhead stands. 
£20 - 30 
170* 
A boxed as new Godox Witstro 
AD360II-N TTL Powerful and 
Portable Flash for Nikon. 
£100 - 150 
171* 
Three boxed as new Godox X1T-S 
TTL Wireless Flash Trigger for Sony. 
£30 - 40 
172* 
Eight as new (Sealed) LeaTure swivel 
mini ballhead stands. 
£20 - 30 
173* 
A boxed as new Godox TT685-N 
Thinklite TTL camera flash for Nikon.  
£30 - 40 
174* 
A boxed as new Canon EF 50mm 
f/1.8 STM lens. 
£20 - 30 
175* 
A boxed as new Godox Ving V860II-C 
Pioneering TTL Li-on camera flash for 
Canon. 
£40 - 60 
 

176* 
Four boxed as new BD-07 barn doors 
and colour filters for AD200.  
£20 - 40 
177* 
A pre owned Canon EOS 5DS camera 
body with two Canon LP-E6 
batteries, Canon LC-E6E battery 
charger, shoulder strap and a Pelican 
iM2100 Storm Case with Foam 
lining. 
£400 - 500 
178* 
A boxed as new Godox AD600BM 
Witstro all in one outdoor flash.  
£120 - 150 
179* 
Twenty as new Polaroid 58mm CPL 
Circular Polarizer Camera Filters. 
£30 - 40 
180* 
A GoPro HERO6 Black 4K Action 
Camera and a GoPro 3-Way tripod. 
£80 - 100 
181* 
A GoPro HERO5 4K Action Camera 
with waterproof casing and a GoPro 
3-way tripod. 
£60 - 80 
182* 
A pre owned GoPro Hero 6 black. 
£60 - 80 
183* 
A boxed as new Canon EF 50mm 
f/1.8 STM lens. 
£20 - 30 
184* 
A boxed as new Nikon Nikkor AF-S 
DX 35mm f/1.8G lens. 
£30 - 40 
185* 
A boxed as new Canon EF 50mm 
f/1.8 STM lens. 
£20 - 30 
186* 
A boxed as new Godox AD200 
pocket flash. 
£40 - 60 
187* 
Three boxed as new Godox X1R-C 
TTL Wireless Flash Trigger for Canon. 
£30 - 40 
188* 
A boxed as new Godox AD600BM 
Witstro all in one outdoor flash. 
£120 - 150 
189* 
A boxed as new Godox Ving V860II-C 
Pioneering TTL Li-on camera flash for 
Canon. 
£40 - 60 
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190* 
Three boxed as new Godox X1T-S 
TTL Wireless Flash Trigger for Sony. 
£30 - 40 
191* 
Eight as new (Sealed) LeaTure swivel 
mini ballhead stands. 
£20 - 30 
192* 
Twenty as new Polaroid 58mm CPL 
Circular Polarizer Camera Filters. 
£30 - 40 
193* 
Twenty as new Polaroid 58mm CPL 
Circular Polarizer Camera Filters. 
£30 - 40 
194* 
Twenty as new Polaroid 58mm CPL 
Circular Polarizer Camera Filters. 
£30 - 40 
195* 
A boxed as new Godox TT685-C 
Thinklite TTL camera flash for Canon.  
£30 - 40 
196* 
Three boxed as new Godox X1R-N 
TTL Wireless Flash Trigger for Nikon. 
£30 - 40 
197* 
A boxed as new Nikon Nikkor AF-S 
DX 35mm f/1.8G lens. 
£30 - 40 
198* 
A boxed as new Godox TT685-C 
Thinklite TTL camera flash for Canon.  
£30 - 40 
199* 
Three boxed as new Godox X1R-N 
TTL Wireless Flash Trigger for Nikon. 
£30 - 40 
200* 
A boxed as new Godox TT685-S 
Thinklite TTL camera flash for Sony.  
£30 - 40 
201* 
A boxed as new Godox TT685-C 
Thinklite TTL camera flash for Canon.  
£30 - 40 
202* 
Twenty as new Polaroid 58mm CPL 
Circular Polarizer Camera Filters. 
£30 - 40 
203* 
Three boxed as new Godox X1T-S 
TTL Wireless Flash Trigger for Sony. 
£30 - 40 
204* 
A boxed as new Godox TT685-C 
Thinklite TTL camera flash for Canon.  
£30 - 40 
 

205* 
A boxed as new Godox TT685-C 
Thinklite TTL camera flash for Canon.  
£30 - 40 
206* 
A boxed as new Godox TT685-C 
Thinklite TTL camera flash for Canon.  
£30 - 40 
207* 
A boxed as new Godox TT685-C 
Thinklite TTL camera flash for Canon.  
£30 - 40 
208* 
A boxed as new Godox TT685-C 
Thinklite TTL camera flash for Canon.  
£30 - 40 
209* 
Three boxed as new Godox X1N TTL 
Wireless Flash Trigger for Nikon. 
£30 - 40 
210* 
A boxed as new Godox TT685-N 
Thinklite TTL camera flash for Nikon.  
£30 - 40 
211* 
A boxed as new Godox TT685C 
Thinklite TTL Camera Flash.  
£30 - 40 
212* 
A boxed as new Godox TT685-S 
Thinklite TTL camera flash for Sony.  
£30 - 40 
213* 
A boxed as new Godox AD600BM 
Witstro all in one outdoor flash. 
£120 - 150 
214* 
Three boxed as new Godox X1C TTL 
Wireless Flash Trigger for Canon. 
£30 - 40 
215* 
A boxed as new Godox AD600BM 
Witstro all in one outdoor flash. 
£120 - 150 
216* 
Three boxed as new Godox X1R-C 
TTL Wireless Flash Trigger for Canon. 
£30 - 40 
217* 
A boxed as new Nikon Nikkor AF-S 
DX 35mm f/1.8G lens. 
£30 - 40 
218* 
A boxed as new Canon EF 50mm 
f/1.8 STM lens. 
£20 - 30 
219* 
A boxed as new Nikon Nikkor AF-S 
DX 35mm f/1.8G lens. 
£30 - 40 
 

220* 
A boxed as new Canon EF 50mm 
f/1.8 STM lens. 
£20 - 30 
221* 
A boxed as new Nikon Nikkor AF-S 
DX 35mm f/1.8G lens. 
£30 - 40 
222* 
A boxed as new Canon EF 50mm 
f/1.8 STM lens. 
£20 - 30 
223* 
A boxed as new Nikon Nikkor AF-S 
DX 35mm f/1.8G lens. 
£30 - 40 
224* 
Two boxed as new, Godox Propac 
PB960 4500mAh Lithium Battery 
Flash Power Pack's with Dual 
Output. 
£40 - 60 
225* 
A boxed as new Canon EF 50mm 
f/1.8 STM lens. 
£20 - 30 
226* 
A boxed as new Godox AD600BM 
Witstro all in one outdoor flash. 
£120 - 150 
227* 
A boxed as new Canon EF 50mm 
f/1.8 STM lens. 
£20 - 30 
228* 
A boxed as new Godox Witstro 
AD360II-N TTL Powerful and 
Portable Flash for Nikon. 
£100 - 150 
229* 
A boxed as new Godox TT685-C 
Thinklite TTL camera flash for Canon.  
£30 - 40 
230* 
A boxed as new Godox TT685-S 
Thinklite TTL camera flash for Sony.  
£30 - 40 
231* 
A boxed as new Godox TT685-N 
Thinklite TTL camera flash for Nikon.  
£30 - 40 
232* 
A boxed as new Godox TT685-S 
Thinklite TTL camera flash for Sony.  
£30 - 40 
233* 
A boxed as new Godox TT685-S 
Thinklite TTL camera flash for Sony.  
£30 - 40 
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234* 
A boxed as new Godox TT685-S 
Thinklite TTL camera flash for Sony.  
£30 - 40 
235* 
Three boxed as new Godox X1T-N 
TTL Wireless Flash Trigger for Nikon. 
£30 - 40 
236* 
A boxed as new Godox TT685-S 
Thinklite TTL camera flash for Sony.  
£30 - 40 
237* 
A boxed as new Godox TT685-S 
Thinklite TTL camera flash for Sony.  
£30 - 40 
238* 
A boxed as new Godox TT685-S 
Thinklite TTL camera flash for Sony.  
£30 - 40 
239* 
A boxed as new Godox TT685-N 
Thinklite TTL camera flash for Nikon.  
£30 - 40 
240* 
A boxed as new Godox TT685-S 
Thinklite TTL camera flash for Sony.  
£30 - 40 
241* 
Three boxed as new Godox X1T-N 
TTL Wireless Flash Trigger for Nikon. 
£30 - 40 
242* 
A boxed as new Godox TT685-S 
Thinklite TTL camera flash for Sony.  
£30 - 40 
243* 
A boxed as new Godox AD600BM 
Witstro all in one outdoor flash.  
£120 - 150 
244* 
Three boxed as new Godox X1T-N 
TTL Wireless Flash Trigger for Nikon. 
£30 - 40 
245* 
Three boxed as new Godox X1N TTL 
Wireless Flash Trigger for Nikon. 
£30 - 40 
246* 
Ten boxed as new (Sealed) Godox 
FTR-16 wireless control flash trigger 
receivers. 
£20 - 30 
247* 
Four boxed as new Godox X1R-N TTL 
Wireless Flash Trigger for Nikon. 
£30 - 50 
248* 
Three boxed as new Godox X1T-N 
TTL Wireless Flash Trigger for Nikon. 
£30 - 40 

249* 
Four boxed as new Godox X1R-C TTL 
Wireless Flash Trigger for Canon. 
£30 - 50 
250* 
Three boxed as new Godox X1R-C 
TTL Wireless Flash Trigger for Canon. 
£30 - 40 
251* 
Ten boxed as new (Sealed) Godox 
FTR-16 wireless control Flash Trigger 
receivers. 
£20 - 30 
252* 
A Pelican 1620 hard transport case 
(Interior dimensions: 21.48" x 16.42" 
x 12.54") (No inner padding). 
£20 - 40 
253* 
Four boxed as new Samsung Gear VR 
headsets. 
£30 - 40 
254* 
Four boxed as new Samsung Gear VR 
headsets. 
£30 - 40 
255* 
Four boxed as new Samsung Gear VR 
headsets. 
£30 - 40 
256* 
A quantity of boxed as new, 1500 
fashion mini multimedia wireless 
desktops (Aprroximately 20). 
£20 - 30 
257* 
A quantity of as new Srocker 
wireless mice (Approximately 80).  
£20 - 30 
258* 
Four boxed as new Samsung Gear VR 
headsets. 
£30 - 40 
259* 
Four boxed as new Samsung Gear VR 
headsets. 
£30 - 40 
260* 
Four boxed as new Samsung Gear VR 
headsets. 
£30 - 40 
261* 
A quantity of boxed as new, 1500 
fashion mini multimedia wireless 
desktops (Aprroximately 20). 
£20 - 30 
262* 
A quantity of as new Srocker 
wireless mice (Approximately 95).  
£40 - 60 
 

263* 
A quantity of boxed as new, 1500 
fashion mini multimedia wireless 
desktops (Aprroximately 20). 
£20 - 30 
264* 
A quantity of as new Srocker 
wireless mice (Approximately 100). 
£20 - 30 
265* 
A pre owned Apple Apple iMac 21.5" 
(Late 2013) with 2.7 Intel Core i5, 
1TB HDD, 8GB RAM, Intel Iris Pro 
graphics running macOS High Sierra 
(Serial: C02N4E9ZF8J2) (Wiped) with 
an Apple Magic Trackpad and 
aluminium Apple Wireless Keyboard. 
£250 - 300 
266* 
A boxed as new ASUS TUF FX504G-
E4278T 15" Gaming Laptop (Intel i5 
8th Gen, NVIDIA GTX 1050 graphics, 
8GB RAM, 256GB SSD+1TB HDD, 
Windows 10 Home 64bit) including 
user guides and power adaptor (Box 
opened for display purposes) (Serial: 
J4NRCX03U256153). 
£250 - 300 
267* 
A boxed as new ASUS TUF FX504G-
E4278T 15" Gaming Laptop (Intel i5 
8th Gen, NVIDIA GTX 1050 graphics, 
8GB RAM, 256GB SSD+1TB HDD, 
Windows 10 Home 64bit) including 
user guides and power adaptor (Box 
opened for display purposes) (Serial: 
J4NRCX043097156). 
£250 - 300 
268* 
A boxed as new AG Neovo RX-22E 
LED-Backlit 22' LCD security display.  
£60 - 80 
269* 
One boxed as new Lenovo Think 
Vision T24i-10 Flat Panel Monitor 
23.8" (S/N VTD31165). 
£30 - 40 
270 
A 'One Wheel' mortorized skate 
board. 
£20 - 30 
271* 
One boxed as new Lenovo Think 
Vision T24i-10 Flat Panel Monitor 
23.8" (S/N VTD31155). 
£30 - 40 
272* 
A quantity of wireless phone 
chargers (Approximately 20). 
£20 - 30 
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273* 
A quantity of as new Srocker 
wireless mice (Approximately 80). 
£20 - 30 
274* 
A box of assorted cables, chargers, 
cases, headphones and other related 
items. 
£20 - 30 
275* 
A box of assorted headphones and 
earphones to include Bose, 
Skullcandy, Apple and Smiggle.  
£40 - 60 
276* 
A boxed as new LeaTure L508 black 
solid camera case with padded 
dividers and lock.  
£30 - 40 
277* 
A boxed as new LeaTure L508 black 
solid camera case with padded 
dividers and lock.  
£30 - 40 
278* 
A boxed as new LeaTure L508 black 
solid camera case with padded 
dividers and lock.  
£30 - 40 
279* 
A boxed as new LeaTure L508 yellow 
solid camera case with padded 
dividers and lock.  
£30 - 40 
280* 
A box of as new Pro-Tec Universal 
Folio Case Covers with Built-In Stand 
for 7-8 inch Tablets (Approximately 
50 items).  
£30 - 40 
281* 
Twenty-five Geekria hard shell 
headphone cases. 
£30 - 40 
282* 
Ten tablet holders. 
£20 – 30 
283* 
A box of as new Pro-Tec Universal 
Folio Case Covers with Built-In Stand 
for 7-8 inch Tablets (Approximately 
50 items).  
£30 - 40 
284* 
Twenty-five Geekria hard shell 
headphone cases. 
£30 - 40 
285* 
A quantity of Fitbit blaze charging 
stands (Approximately 30). 
£20 - 30 

286* 
A quantity of Velcro and zipper cable 
jackets (Approximately 55). 
£30 - 40 
287* 
A quantity of boxed as new, 1500 
fashion mini multimedia wireless 
desktops (Aprroximately 20). 
£20 - 30 
288* 
Four boxed as new Samsung Gear VR 
headsets. 
£30 - 40 
289* 
Four boxed as new Samsung Gear VR 
headsets. 
£30 - 40 
290* 
A boxed as new Sapphire NITRO+ 
Radeon RX 580 Graphics Card - 8 GB 
GDDR5. 
£30 - 40 
291* 
Four boxed as new Samsung Gear VR 
headsets. 
£30 - 40 
292* 
Four boxed as new Samsung Gear VR 
headsets. 
£30 - 40 
293* 
Four boxed as new Samsung Gear VR 
headsets. 
£30 - 40 
294* 
Two Neewer Carbon Fiber 63 
inches/160 centimeters Tripod 
Monopod with 360 Degree Ball 
Head,1/4 inch Quick Shoe Plate and 
Carrying Bag for DSLR Camera, Video 
Camcorder, Load Up to 33 
pounds/15 kilograms. 
£30 - 40 
295* 
A boxed as new Line 6 Helix LT 
Professional Amp and Effects Rig 
(Serial: (21)HLT3V6732000022).  
£200 - 250 
296* 
An Avid Pro Tools S6 Knob Module 
with original box (Model: 9100-
65443 Serial: EAEDN73600050E). 
£800 - 1,000 
297* 
A boxed as new LeaTure L508 yellow 
solid camera case with padded 
dividers and lock.  
£30 - 40 
 
 
 

298* 
A boxed as new LeaTure L508 black 
solid camera case with padded 
dividers and lock.  
£30 - 40 
299* 
A boxed as new Godox AD200 
pocket flash. 
£40 - 60 
300* 
Two Neewer Carbon Fiber 63 
inches/160 centimeters Tripod 
Monopod with 360 Degree Ball 
Head,1/4 inch Quick Shoe Plate and 
Carrying Bag for DSLR Camera, Video 
Camcorder, Load Up to 33 
pounds/15 kilograms. 
£30 - 40 
301* 
A boxed as new Godox Ving V860II-S 
Pioneering TTL Li-on camera flash for 
Sony. 
£40 - 60 
302* 
Two Neewer Carbon Fiber 63 
inches/160 centimeters Tripod 
Monopod with 360 Degree Ball 
Head,1/4 inch Quick Shoe Plate and 
Carrying Bag for DSLR Camera, Video 
Camcorder, Load Up to 33 
pounds/15 kilograms. 
£30 - 40 
303* 
A boxed as new Godox AD200 
pocket flash. 
£40 - 60 
304* 
A Sharp RT-1122H stereo cassette 
deck (Damaged plug, will need to be 
replaced) and a Sharp RT-30 stereo 
cassette deck. 
£20 - 30 
305* 
A boxed as new Koch DB60-H 
Dummybox Home (Box opened for 
display purposes).  
£30 - 40 
306* 
An as new Rode NT-USB Versatile 
Studio Quality USB Microphone 
(Some cosmetic damage to box).  
£30 - 40 
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307* 
Ten mayhem fusion dual sided 
connectors for iPhone and android 
phones, seven mayhem reversible 
cables for android phones, ten 
mayhem my buds premium 
earphones, twelve mayhem 
smartphone wallets mobile card 
holders. 
£20 - 30 
308* 
A box of assorted cables, chargers 
and other electrical items. 
£20 - 30 
309* 
An HP 15-db0599sa 15.6" Laptop in 
Burgundy with AMD A6-9225 
Radeon processor, 1 TB HDD, 4GB 
RAM running Windows 10 Home 
(Wiped) (Serial: CND82101MS). 
£80 - 100 
310* 
An HP Envy x360 15-bp005na 
Convertible Touchscreen Laptop 
with Intel Core i7-7500U, 1TB HDD, 
128GB SSD, 8GB RAM and NVIDIA 
GeForce 940MX graphics running 
Windows 10 Pro (Wiped) (Serial: 
8CG723OC1J).  
£240 - 280 
311* 
A Dell Inspiron 15 7000 Series 7568 
2-in-1 Laptop, 15.6" 4K Touchscreen, 
Intel i7-6500U, 256GB SSD, 8GB 
RAM, Backlit Keyboard running 
Windows 10 Home (Service tag: 
D2NGD82) (Wiped).  
£220 - 260 
312* 
Three Apple iPad mini (Wi-Fi 
Only/1st Gen) A1432 (Serial 
numbers: F4KJMPG6F194 
/DMPK5C4DF196 / DMPNC06PFP84) 
(One with damaged screen glass) (All 
activation locked), (Sold for spares or 
repairs). 
£40 - 60 
313* 
An Apple iPad mini 4 (Wi-Fi/Cellular) 
A1550 (IMEI: 359275061726944) 
and an Apple iPad mini 4 (Wi-Fi only) 
A1538 (Serial: F9FQV24RGHK9) 
(Both activation locked), (Sold for 
spares or repairs). 
£40 - 60 
 
 
 
 
 
 

314* 
Three Apple iPad mini (Wi-Fi 
Only/1st Gen) A1432 (Serial 
numbers: DMPNMYVHF196 / 
DLXKJ7TWF194 / F7NNN47LF196) 
(All activation locked), (Sold for 
spares or repairs). 
£40 - 60 
315* 
An Apple iPad mini (Wi-Fi/AT&T/GPS 
- 1st Gen) A1454 (Serial: 
F9FNM0FDF19F), an Apple iPad mini 
2 (Retina/2nd Gen, Wi-Fi Only) 
(Serial: F9FRD44QFCM5) and an 
Apple iPad mini 2 (Retina/2nd Gen, 
Wi-Fi/Cellular) A1490 (Serial: 
F9FSY37LFLMM) (All activation 
locked), (Sold for spares or repairs).  
£40 - 60 
316* 
An Apple iPad 4th Gen (Wi-
Fi/Cellular) A1460 (IMEI: 
990003062317181) and an Apple 
iPad 2 (Wi-Fi Only) 16GB (Serial: 
DMQGMTEBDKPH) (Both activation 
locked), (Sold for spares or repairs). 
£30 - 40 
317* 
Two Apple Apple iPad Air (Wi-Fi 
Only) A1566 (Serial numbers: 
DMPSR1R8HG5F / DMPRHBG2GVJ) 
(Both activation locked), (Sold for 
spares or repairs). 
£40 - 60 
318* 
Two Apple iPad Air (Wi-Fi Only) 
A1566 (Serial numbers: 
DMPWC3ZG5W3 / 
DMPQGA54G5VW) (Both activation 
locked, one with damaged screen 
glass), (Sold for spares or repairs). 
£30 - 40 
319.* 
Two Apple iPad mini 2 (Retina/2nd 
Gen, Wi-Fi Only) A1489 (Serial 
numbers: F9FRWJXUFCM9 / 
F4LLR2WQFCM8) (Both activation 
locked), (Sold for spares or repairs). 
£30 - 40 
320* 
Three Apple iPad mini 2 (Retina/2nd 
Gen, Wi-Fi Only) A1489 (Serial 
numbers: F9FQK589FCM6 / 
DLXM90J8FCM6 (Cosmetic damage 
to back) / F9FQC511FCM5) (All 
activation locked), (Sold for spares or 
repairs). 
£40 - 60 
 
 
 

321* 
Three Apple iPad mini (Wi-Fi 
Only/1st Gen) A1432 (Serial 
numbers: F7RMK4QBF196 / 
DLXKRBX2F193 / DLXJW3Z2F196) (All 
activation locked), (Sold for spares or 
repairs). 
£40 - 60 
322* 
Two Apple iPad mini 4 (Wi-Fi Only) 
A1538 (Serial numbers: 
F9FV4W65GHKJ / F9F21N3GHFK) 
(Both activation locked), (Sold for 
spares or repairs). 
£30 - 40 
323* 
Three Apple iPad mini (Wi-Fi 
Only/1st Gen) A1432 (Serial 
numbers: F4KJWBYTF193 / 
DMPKG6ELF197 / DMQNGJR2F196) 
(All activation locked), (Sold for 
spares or repairs). 
£40 - 60 
324* 
Two Apple Apple iPad Air (Wi-Fi 
Only) A1474 (Serial numbers: 
DMTLT75NFK14 / DMPQL050FK14) 
(Both activation locked), (Sold for 
spares or repairs). 
£40 - 60 
325* 
Two Apple iPad Air 2 (Wi-Fi Only) 
A1566 (Serial numbers: 
DMPNN1D5GVY / DMPQK0A7G5VT) 
(Both activation locked, one with 
cosmetic damage to back), (Sold for 
spares or repairs). 
£40 - 60 
326* 
An Apple iPad mini 2 (Retina/2nd 
Gen, Wi-Fi/Cellular) A1490 (Serial: 
F9FQ30EGFLMJ), Apple iPad mini 2 
(Retina/2nd Gen, Wi-Fi Only) A1489 
(Serial: DLXLT6BLFCM7), an Apple 
iPad 4th Gen (Wi-Fi/GPS) A1460 
(Serial: DMPJG1LJF18P) and an iPad 
Air (Wi-Fi/Cellular) A1475 (Serial: 
DMPMM0V3FKYC) (All with 
damaged screen glass, all activation 
locked), (Sold for spares or repairs). 
£40 - 60 
327* 
Two Apple iPad mini 4 (Wi-Fi Only) 
A1538 (Serial numbers: 
F9FRC1WGGHKF / F9FSK2QHGJ1) 
(Both activation locked), (Sold for 
spares or repairs). 
£30 - 40 
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328 
An Apple iPad Air 2 A1566 (Wi-Fi 
Only) 64GB (Serial: 
DMPPX65NG5VW) and an Apple 
iPad Air (Wi-Fi Only) A1474 16GB 
(Serial: DMPMX8WRFK10) (Both 
with damaged screen glass) (Sold for 
spares or repair). 
£30 - 40 
329* 
An Apple iPad Mini 2 (Retina/2nd 
Gen, Wi-Fi Only) A1489 32GB in 
Space Grey (Serial: DLXLMFKXFCM6) 
(Activation locked) (Sold for spares 
or repair). 
£20 - 30 
330* 
Two Amazon Kindle Fire HD 8 (7th 
Gen) tablets.  
£30 - 40 
331* 
Two Amazon Kindle Fire HD 8 (7th 
Gen) tablets.  
£30 - 40 
332* 
Three Amazon Kindle Fire HD 7 
(2012) tables.  
£30 - 40 
333* 
Two Amazon Kindle Fire (5th Gen) 
tablets and an Amazon Fire 8 (6th 
Gen) tablet. 
£30 - 50 
334* 
Three Amazon Kindle Fire (7th Gen) 
tablets and an Amazon Fire HD 7 
(4th Gen) tablet.  
£40 - 60 
335* 
Two Amazon Kindle Fire (5th Gen) 
tablets. 
£20 - 30 
336* 
Two Amazon Kindle Fire (5th Gen) 
tablets. 
£20 - 30 
337* 
An Apple iPad Air 2 (Wi-Fi Only) 
A1566 (Serial: DMPR6R5UG5VW) 
and an iPad Air (Wi-Fi Only) A1474 
(Serial: DMPLK0REFK14) (Both 
activation locked), (Sold for spares or 
repairs). 
£30 - 40 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

338* 
An Apple iPad Air 2 (Wi-Fi Only) 
A1566 (Serial: DMRSJ29VHG5D) and 
an iPad Air 2 (Wi-Fi/Cellular) A1567 
(IMEI: 352071071753326) (Both 
activation locked), (Sold for spares or 
repairs). 
£30 - 40 
339* 
An Apple iPad 3rd Gen (Wi-
Fi/Cellular) A1430 32GB (IMEI: 
013117008631746), an Apple iPad 2 
(Wi-Fi/GSM/GPS) A1396 64GB (IMEI: 
012923008006776), an Apple iPad 2 
(Wi-Fi Only) A1395 32GB (Serial 
number: DLXFJEV4DFHY) (Slight 
damage to screen glass and cosmetic 
damage to back) (All Activation 
locked).  
£20 - 40 
340* 
An Apple iPad Pro 9.7" A1674 32GB  
in Space Grey (IMEI: 
355651070064663) (Activation 
locked), (Sold for spares or repairs). 
£30 - 40 
341* 
An Apple iPad Air (Wi-Fi Only) A1474 
in Silver (Serial: DMVN201CFK14) 
(Activation locked), (Sold for spares 
or repairs). 
£20 - 40 
342* 
An Apple iPad 9.7" 5th Gen (Wi-Fi 
Only) 32GB model A1822 (Serial: 
GCJVLCDAHLF9) (Activation locked), 
(Sold for spares or repairs). 
£30 - 40 
343* 
Two Acer Iconia One 10 B3-A40 
Tablets (Serial numbers: 
NTLDPEE006721008568F00 / 
Unknown) and a Lenovo TAB 10 TB-
X103F Tablet (Serial: HA0TH43R) (All 
FRP locked), (Sold for spares or 
repairs). 
£30 - 40 
344* 
Three Samsung Galaxy Tab A SM-
T580 10.1" Tablets (Serial numbers: 
R52J502VM8Y / R52JB03W7EX / 
R52J20C58YA) (All FRP locked), (Sold 
for spares or repairs). 
£40 - 60 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

345* 
Two Samsung Galaxy Tab A SM-T580 
10.1" Tablets (Serial numbers: 
R52JA05SZBT / R52J70SCCVJ) and a 
Samsung Galaxy Tab 4 SM-T530 
10.1" (Serial: R52G20NQP6B) (All 
FRP locked), (Sold for spares or 
repairs). 
£40 - 60 
346* 
A Samsung Galaxy Tab A SM-T585 
16GB (Wi-Fi & LTE) 10.1" Tablet 
(IMEI: 353316094182592) and two 
Samsung Galaxy Tab A SM-T280 7" 
Tablets (Serial numbers: 
R52HB1DN02N / R52HBJ10H5EMX) 
(All FRP locked) (For spares or 
repair).  
£20 - 30 
347* 
An Amazon Kindle Fire 8 (6th Gen) 
tablet and an Amazon Kindle Fire 7 
(7th Gen) tablet.  
£30 - 40 
348* 
Three Amazon Kindle Fire 7 (7th 
Gen) Wi-Fi Tablets. 
£30 - 50 
349* 
Two Amazon Kindle Fire HD D025 
Wi-Fi Tablets. 
£20 - 30 
350* 
An Amazon Kindle Fire (5th Gen) Wi-
Fi tablet (Damaged screen glass), an 
Amazon Kindle Fire HDX (3rd Gen) 
and an Amazon Kindle Fire HD 6 (4th 
Gen).  
£20 - 30 
351* 
Two Amazon Kindle Paperwhite  6" 
eReaders (Model DP75SDI). 
£30 - 40 
352* 
Two Amazon Kindle Paperwhite  6" 
eReaders (Model DP75SDI). 
£30 - 40 
353* 
Two Amazon Kindle Paperwhite  6" 
eReaders (Model DP75SDI). 
£30 - 40 
354* 
Two Amazon Kindle Paperwhite  6" 
eReaders (Model DP75SDI). 
£30 - 40 
355* 
Three Amazon Kindle Paperwhite 6" 
eReaders (Model EY21). 
£30 - 40 
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356* 
Two Amazon Kindle Paperwhite  6" 
eReaders (Model DP75SDI). 
£30 - 30 
357* 
Two Amazon Kindle Paperwhite  6" 
eReaders (Model DP75SDI). 
£30 - 40 
358* 
Four Amazon Kindle 6" eReaders 
(Model D01100). 
£30 - 40 
359* 
An Amazon Amazon Kindle 6" 
eReader (Model WP63GW) and an 
Amazon Kindle Keyboard eReader 
(Model D00901). 
£20 - 30 
360* 
An Amazon Kindle Paperwhite 6"" 
eReaders (Model:EY21) and an 
Amazon Kindle 6" eReader 
(Model:SY69JL). 
£20 - 30 
361 
Two Amazon Kindle 7th Gen 
eReaders (Model: WP63GW). 
£30 - 40 
362* 
An Amazon Kindle Voyage WiFi 6" 
eReader (Model B013). 
£20 - 30 
363* 
Two Amazon Kindle Paperwhite 6" 
eReaders (Model: DP75SDI).  
£30 - 40 
364* 
Two Amazon Kindle Paperwhite 6" 
eReaders (Model: DP75SDI).  
£30 - 40 
365* 
Two Amazon Kindle Paperwhite 6" 
eReaders (Model: DP75SDI).  
£30 - 40 
366* 
An Amazon Kindle 6"" eReader 
(Model: WP63GW) and an Amazon 
Kindle 6" eReader (Model: DP75SDI).  
£20 - 30 
367* 
Two Amazon Kindle 6"" eReaders 
(Model: WP63GW). 
£20 - 30 
368* 
Two Amazon Kindle 6" eReaders 
(Model: WP63GW). 
£20 - 30 
369* 
Two Amazon Kindle Keyboard 6" 
eReaders (Model:D00901). 
£20 - 30 

370* 
An Amazon Kindle Voyage 6" 
eReader (Model: NM460GZ). 
£20 - 30 
371* 
An Amazon Kindle Voyage 6" 
eReader (Model: NM460GZ). 
£20 - 30 
372* 
An Amazon Kindle Voyage 6" 
eReader (Model: NM460GZ). 
£20 - 30 
373* 
An Amazon Kindle Voyage 6" 
eReader (Model: NM460GZ). 
£20 - 30 
374* 
An Amazon Kindle Voyage 6" 
eReader (Model: NM460GZ). 
£20 - 30 
375* 
Two Amazon Kindle Paperwhite 6" 
eReaders (Model: DP75SDI).  
£30 - 40 
376* 
Three Amazon Kindle 6"" eReaders 
(Model:D01100). 
£30 - 40 
377* 
Two Amazon Kindle Paperwhite 6" 
eReaders (Model: DP75SDI).  
£30 - 40 
378* 
Two Amazon Kindle Paperwhite 6" 
eReaders (Model: DP75SDI).  
£30 - 40 
379* 
Two Amazon Kindle Paperwhite 6" 
eReaders (Model: DP75SDI).  
£30 - 40 
380* 
Two Amazon Kindle Paperwhite 6" 
eReaders (Model: DP75SDI).  
£30 - 40 
381* 
Two Amazon Kindle Paperwhite 6" 
eReaders (Model: DP75SDI).  
£30 - 40 
382* 
Two Amazon Kindle Paperwhite 6" 
eReaders (Model: DP75SDI).  
£30 - 40 
383* 
Two Amazon Kindle Paperwhite 6" 
eReaders (Model: DP75SDI).  
£30 - 40 
384* 
Three Amazon Kindle Paperwhite 6" 
eReaders (Model: DP75SDI) (Two 
with slight screen damage).  
£30 - 40 

385* 
Two Amazon Kindle Paperwhite 6" 
eReaders (Model: DP75SDI). 
£30 - 40 
386* 
Two Amazon Kindle Paperwhite 6" 
eReaders (Model: DP75SDI).  
£30 - 40 
387* 
Five boxed as new Weisre PGX-58 
VHF dual wireless handheld 
microphones with receiver. 
£40 - 60 
388* 
Five boxed as new Weisre PGX-58 
VHF dual wireless handheld 
microphones with receiver. 
£40 - 60 
389* 
Five boxed as new Weisre PGX-58 
VHF dual wireless handheld 
microphones with receiver. 
£40 - 60 
390* 
A Harman Kardon Go + Play Portable 
Bluetooth Speaker.  
£40 - 60 
391* 
A boxed as new Samsung Gear S2 
Sport in dark grey (sealed). 
£40 - 60 
392* 
A boxed as new Roli Lightpad Block 
M. 
£30 - 40 
393* 
A boxed as new Samsung Gear S2 
Sport in dark grey (sealed). 
£40 - 60 
394* 
A pair of as new Bose QuietComfort 
35 II wireless Bluetooth headphones 
(Box opened).  
£80 - 100 
395* 
A boxed as new Ultimate Ears 
WONDERBOOM Bluetooth 
Waterproof Portable Speaker in 
Subzero Blue (Box sealed).  
£20 - 30 
396* 
A boxed as new Samsung Gear S2 
Sport in dark grey (sealed). 
£40 - 60 
397* 
Assorted new and preowned 
headphones/earphones to include 
Apple, Sony, Sound Geek and 
Pioneer (Approximately 25 items).  
£20 - 30 
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398* 
A boxed as new Samsung Gear S2 
Sport in dark grey (sealed). 
£40 - 60 
399* 
A boxed as new Samsung Gear S2 
Sport in dark grey (sealed). 
£40 - 60 
400* 
Ten mayhem buds Bluetooth 
headphones. 
£20 - 30 
401* 
An EBS MultiDrive Universal 
Overdrive Pedal and a Boss TU-3 
Chromatic Pedal Tuner for guitar and 
bass. 
£20 - 40 
402* 
A Reka Bluetooth Boombox, a Jabra 
SPEAK 410 Speakerphone, a Jam HX-
P570 Xterior PLUS Speaker System, a 
JBL Clip 2 Portable Speaker and a 
KitSound BOOMBAR+ Portable 
Speaker. 
£30 - 40 
403* 
A pair of Audeze LCD-MX4 Planar 
Magnetic Open Back Headphones 
with Certificate of authenticity, user 
guide and a foam lined hard case.  
£300 - 350 
404* 
Ten mayhem my buds crystal clear 
cable headphones (Five gold, four 
silver and one black). 
£20 - 30 
405* 
A boxed as new Samsung Gear S2 
Sport in dark grey (sealed). 
£40 - 60 
406* 
A boxed as new Samsung Gear S2 
Sport in dark grey (sealed). 
£40 - 60 
407* 
Five boxed as new Weisre PGX-58 
VHF dual wireless handheld 
microphones with receiver. 
£40 - 60 
408* 
Five boxed as new Weisre PGX-58 
VHF dual wireless handheld 
microphones with receiver. 
£40 - 60 
409* 
A boxed as new HPE SPS-DVR 
857642-002 10TB 7.2k 12G LFF SAS 
HDD (Serial: 2TKZVNDD) (Box 
sealed).  
£100 - 120 

410* 
A boxed as new HPE SPS-DVR 
857642-002 10TB 7.2k 12G LFF SAS 
HDD (Serial: 2TKLG82D) (Box sealed).  
£100 - 120 
411* 
A boxed as new HPE SPS-DVR 
857642-002 10TB 7.2k 12G LFF SAS 
HDD (Serial: 2TKW5RRD) (Box 
sealed).  
£100 - 120 
412* 
A boxed as new Sapphire NITRO+ 
Radeon RX 580 Graphics Card - 8 GB 
GDDR5. 
£30 - 40 
413* 
A Cisco AIR-CAP2702I-E-K9 Aironet 
2702I 2000 Series 802.11ac Dual 
Band Access Point (Serial: 
FCW1909NDHP).  
£100 - 140 
414* 
A boxed as new HPE SPS-DVR 
857642-002 10TB 7.2k 12G 3.5" SAS 
HDD (HUH721010AL5204) (Opened 
for display purposes).  
£100 - 120 
415* 
A boxed as new Sapphire NITRO+ 
Radeon RX 580 Graphics Card - 8 GB 
GDDR5. 
£30 - 40 
416* 
A Cisco AIR-CAP2702I-E-K9 Aironet 
2702I 2000 Series 802.11ac Dual 
Band Access Point (Serial: 
FCW19011N1SM).  
£100 - 140 
417* 
An APC Back UPS Pro 900, two 
Motorola XTNi walkie talkies and 
three base stations. 
£20 - 30 
418* 
A boxed as new Synology DiskStation 
DS415+ 4-Bay Network Attached 
Storage Server (Serial: 
15C1MIN525201).  
£60 - 80 
419* 
Five boxed as new Weisre PGX-58 
VHF dual wireless handheld 
microphones with receiver. 
£40 - 60 
420* 
Five boxed as new Weisre PGX-58 
VHF dual wireless handheld 
microphones with receiver. 
£40 - 60 
 

421* 
Eight boxed as new Sunnylife 
specular golden surface signal 
booster for Phantom 3/4 Inspire 1. 
£20 - 30 
422* 
A boxed as new Samsung Gear S2 
Sport in dark grey (sealed). 
£40 - 60 
423* 
A boxed as new Samsung Gear S2 
Sport in dark grey (sealed). 
£40 - 60 
424* 
A DJI GL100A Remote Controller, a 
DJI Spark F1C50 AC Power adaptor, a 
DJI Spark Battery Charging Hub and 
four DJI Spark Propeller Guards and 
a DJI Spark Storage bag. 
£40 - 60 
425* 
A boxed as new Samsung Gear S2 
Sport in dark grey (sealed). 
£40 - 60 
426* 
A boxed as new Samsung Gear S2 
Sport in dark grey (sealed). 
£40 - 60 
427* 
A boxed as new Samsung Gear S2 
Sport in dark grey (sealed). 
£40 - 60 
428* 
A boxed as new Samsung Gear S2 
Sport in dark grey (sealed). 
£40 - 60 
429* 
Ten boxed as new PGY-TECH filter 
lenses for Phantom 4 PRO-MRC-UV 
screw thread version. 
£30 - 40 
430* 
A DJI Mavic Air Quadcopter Drone in 
White with three batteries, a DJI C2 
Controller, hard case and storage 
bag (Rotors have some damage) 
(Mavic Air serial: 0K1DECS3BD0774). 
£120 - 160 
431* 
A boxed as new Samsung Gear S2 
Sport in dark grey (sealed). 
£40 - 60 
432* 
A boxed as new Samsung Gear S2 
Sport in dark grey (sealed). 
£40 - 60 
433* 
Ten boxed as new The Tablet Stents 
for Mavic. 
£20 - 30 
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434* 
Ten boxed as new Sunnylife 
Protection Partner for Phantom 
4Pro/Pro+ in white. 
£20 - 30 
435* 
A boxed as new Samsung Gear S2 
Sport in dark grey (sealed). 
£40 - 60 
436* 
A boxed as new Samsung Gear S2 
Sport in dark grey (sealed). 
£40 - 60 
437* 
A boxed as new Samsung Gear S2 
Sport in dark grey (sealed). 
£40 - 60 
438* 
Twenty, Lattcure 2 in 1 Smart Car 
Chargers with USB Port for DJI Mavic 
Pro Drone. 
£20 - 30 
439* 
A boxed as new Samsung Gear S2 
Sport in dark grey (sealed). 
£40 - 60 
440* 
A boxed as new Samsung Gear S2 
Sport in dark grey (sealed). 
£40 - 60 
441* 
A boxed as new Samsung Gear S2 
Sport in dark grey (sealed). 
£40 - 60 
442* 
Ten boxed as new Sunnylife 
Protection Partner for Phantom 
4Pro/Pro+ in white. 
£20 - 30 
443* 
Five boxed as new GeerTop F36050 
telescopes. 
£30 - 40 
444* 
An as new Ring Floodlight Cam in 
Black with box. 
£30 - 40 
445* 
A boxed as new Ring Spotlight Cam - 
Wired with HD video, audio and 
spotlight. 
£30 - 40 
446* 
A boxed ring video doorbell. 
£30 - 40 
447* 
A boxed as new mini high speed 
dome security camera (Model: 
M4RS-E).  
£20 - 30 
 

448* 
A boxed as new Cisco 8821 Unified 
Wireless IP Phone with World Mode 
(Model: CP-8821-K9=) (Power Supply 
Not Included).  
£40 - 60 
449* 
A boxed as new Cisco 8821 Unified 
Wireless IP Phone with World Mode 
(Model: CP-8821-K9=) (Power Supply 
Not Included).  
£60 - 80 
450* 
A boxed as new Neewer NW74K 7" 
HD 1280x800 IPS Camera Monitor.  
£20 - 30 
451* 
A boxed as new Samsung Gear S2 
Sport in dark grey. 
£40 - 60 
452* 
A boxed as new Garmin DriveSmart 
50 LMT-D 5" Sat Nav with Full 
European Lifetime Maps and Traffic 
and a TVIRD Sat Nav (Preowned in 
box).   
£30 - 40 
453* 
A boxed as new Samsung Gear S2 
Sport in dark grey (sealed). 
£40 - 60 
454* 
Six boxed as new WOWGO smart 
wristbands and two boxed as new 
unbranded smartwatches.  
£20 - 40 
455* 
A boxed as new Samsung Gear S2 
Sport in dark grey (sealed). 
£40 - 60 
456* 
A boxed as new Samsung Gear S2 
Sport in dark grey (sealed). 
£40 - 60 
457* 
A boxed as new Samsung Gear S2 
Sport in dark grey (sealed). 
£40 - 60 
458* 
Five tech21 Evo wallet phone cases 
for iPhone 7/8, three tech21 Evo 
mesh phone cases for iPhone 
5/5s/se, two tech21 Evo check 
phone cases for iPhone x.  
£30 - 40 
 
 
 
 
 
 

459* 
Five tech21 Evo wallet phone cases 
for iPhone 7/8, two tech21 Evo mesh 
phone cases for iPhone 5/5s/se, 
three tech21 Evo check phone cases 
for iPhone x.  
£30 - 40 
460* 
Five boxed as new Apple A1717 
iPhone Lightning Dock in Black. 
£30 - 40 
461* 
Five boxed as new Apple A1717 
iPhone Lightning Dock in Black (One 
box unsealed for display purposes). 
£30 - 40 
462* 
A quantity of portable power banks 
including Anker, MI and Mophie 
(Approximately 20).   
£30 - 40 
463* 
A quantity of portable power banks 
including Anker, Goji and PNY 
(Approximately 20).   
£30 - 40 
464* 
A boxed as new Samsung Gear S2 
Sport in dark grey (sealed). 
£40 - 60 
465 
A quantity of portable power banks 
including MI, Belkin, MPow and Goji 
(Approximately 20). 
£30 - 40 
466* 
Twelve assorted fitness tracker 
bands and watches to include FitBit, 
Sony and MI.  
£30 - 40 
467* 
Five boxed as new GeerTop F36050 
telescopes. 
£30 - 40 
468* 
Five boxed as new GeerTop F36050 
telescopes. 
£30 - 40 
469* 
A boxed as new Samsung Gear S2 
Sport in dark grey (sealed). 
£40 - 60 
470* 
A boxed as new HPE SPS-DVR 
857642-002 10TB 7.2k 12G LFF SAS 
HDD (Serial: 2TKRZ6YD) (Box sealed).  
£100 - 120 
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471* 
A boxed as new HPE SPS-DVR 
857642-002 10TB 7.2k 12G LFF SAS 
HDD (Serial: 2TKUS81D) (Box sealed).  
£100 - 120 
472* 
A boxed as new Samsung Gear S2 
Sport in dark grey (sealed). 
£40 - 60 
473* 
A boxed as new HPE SPS-DVR 
857642-002 10TB 7.2k 12G LFF SAS 
HDD (Serial: 2TKS4RHD) (Box 
sealed).  
£100 - 120 
474* 
A Lenovo ThinkPad T470 J20JN 14" 
Notebook (Serial: PF-0YGWDQ 18-
01) (SSD Removed) (Sold for spares 
or repair). 
£120 - 160 
475* 
An HP Notebook 14-BS0XX with Intel 
Celeron CPU N3060, 4GB RAM, 1TB 
HDD running Windows 10 Home 
(Serial number: 5CD8060CHN) 
(Wiped).  
£60 - 80 
476* 
An Apple Mac Mini (Late 2014) with 
1.4GHz Core i5 Processor, 4GB RAM, 
500GB HDD running macOS Mojave 
with original box (Serial: 
C07VM0V0G1HV) (Wiped) with an 
Apple A1314 wireless keyboard and 
an Apple A1296 wireless mouse.  
£160 - 180 
477* 
A boxed as new Apple MacBook Pro 
"Core i7" 2.6 15" with Touch Bar, 
15.4" Retina display and 256GB SSD 
(Late 2016 MLH32LL/A) (Sealed box).  
£400 - 450 
478 
A Lenovo Thinkpad 13 Type 20GK 
13.3" Ultrabook with Intel Core i3 
(SSD Removed) (Sold for spares or 
repair). 
£60 - 80 
479 
A Lenovo Thinkpad X260 Type 20F5 
Ultrabook with Intel Core i5 (SSD 
removed) (Sold for spares or repair).  
£80 - 120 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

480* 
A Dell Inspiron 17R 7720 Laptop with 
17.3" HD display, Intel i7-3610QM, 
6GB RAM, 1TB HDD running 
Windows 10 Home (No English 
language pack installed, currently in 
German) (Battery faulty, will not 
charge).  
£40 - 60 
481* 
An HP EliteBook 820 G3 Laptop with 
Intel Core i5 and 8GB RAM(Serial: 
5CG6503RM2) (SSD removed) (For 
spares or repair).  
£60 - 80 
482* 
Seven laptops: A Dell Inspiron 15 
5667 Core i3, 8GB RAM, 1TB HDD 
(Wiped, running Windows 10) 
(Cosmetic damages and crack to 
casing next to screen), a Medion 
Akoya E6227 (HDD removed), an HP 
Pavilion G6-2265SX  (HDD removed, 
trackpad faulty), an HP 1000-1433TU 
(Casing loose around hinges, HDD 
removed), a Dell Latitude E6410 
(HDD removed), an Acer Aspire S3-
391 Ultrabook (HDD removed) and 
an Acer Aspire ES1-111M Notebook 
(Motherboard/SSD removed), (All 
sold for spares or repair) 
£30 - 60 
483* 
Five boxed as new GeerTop F36050 
telescopes. 
£30 - 40 
484* 
Five boxed as new GeerTop F36050 
telescopes. 
£30 - 40 
485* 
A boxed as new Sapphire NITRO+ 
Radeon RX 580 Graphics Card - 8 GB 
GDDR5. 
£30 - 40 
486* 
A boxed as new Sapphire NITRO+ 
Radeon RX 580 Graphics Card - 8 GB 
GDDR5. 
£30 - 40 
487* 
A boxed as new Samsung Gear S2 
Sport in dark grey (sealed). 
£40 - 60 
488* 
A boxed as new Sapphire NITRO+ 
Radeon RX 580 Graphics Card - 8 GB 
GDDR5. 
£30 - 40 
 
 

489* 
A boxed as new Sapphire NITRO+ 
Radeon RX 580 Graphics Card - 8 GB 
GDDR5. 
£30 - 40 
490* 
A boxed as new Samsung Gear S2 
Sport in dark grey (sealed). 
£40 - 60 
491* 
A boxed as new Sapphire NITRO+ 
Radeon RX 580 Graphics Card - 8 GB 
GDDR5. 
£30 - 40 
492* 
An Apple MacBook Pro Retina 13" 
(Mid 2014) with Intel Core i5 2.6GHz, 
Intel Iris graphics, 8GB RAM, 128GB 
SSD running OS X Yosemite (Wiped) 
(Serial: C02NWAHVG3QH) with 
charger.  
£240 - 280 
493* 
A Dell Precision 5520 Anniversary 
Edition 15.6" UHD Touchscreen 
Mobile Workstation Laptop with 
Intel core i7 7th Gen (Service tag: 
J6LJSN2) (SSD removed, sold for 
spares or repair) 
£200 - 300 
494* 
An Apple MacBook Pro Retina 15" 
(Early 2013) with Intel Core i7, 8GB 
RAM, Intel HD Graphics 4000 
512MB, 256GB SSD and 256GB SDXC 
running OS X Mountain Lion (Wiped) 
(Turkish keyboard layout, missing 
two keys).  
£120 - 140 
495* 
A Corsair K95 Platinum RGB 
Mechanical Gaming Keyboard (UK 
Layout) with Cherry MX Speed 
Switches, Per Key Multicolour RGB 
Backlighting and Dual-Sided Soft 
Touch Wrist Rest in Black and a 
Corsair CH-9315011-EU DARK CORE 
RGB Wired/Wireless Gaming Mouse 
in Black. 
£40 - 60 
496* 
A boxed as new Samsung Gear S2 
Sport in dark grey (sealed). 
£40 - 60 
497* 
A boxed as new Samsung Gear S2 
Sport in dark grey (sealed). 
£40 - 60 
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498* 
A boxed as new Evoluent 
VerticalMouse 4 Right ergonomic 
mouse and a Fnatic Gear Rush LED 
Backlit Mechanical Pro Gaming 
Keyboard with  MX Cherry Blue 
Switches (German layout).  
£30 - 40 
499* 
A boxed as new Samsung Gear S2 
Sport in dark grey (sealed). 
£40 - 60 
500* 
A boxed as new Samsung Gear S2 
Sport in dark grey (sealed). 
£40 - 60 
501* 
A Lenovo ThinkPad T450 14" Core i5 
vPro Ultrabook (HDD removed, does 
not power up) and a Dell Latitude 
E6440 14" Core i5 Notebook  (HDD 
removed) (Sold for spares or 
repairs).  
£60 - 80 
502* 
A boxed as new Samsung Gear S2 
Sport in dark grey (sealed). 
£40 - 60 
503* 
A boxed as new Samsung Gear S2 
Sport in dark grey (sealed). 
£40 - 60 
504* 
A boxed as new Samsung Gear S2 
Sport (Dark grey). 
£60 - 80 
505* 
A boxed as new Samsung Gear S2 
Sport in dark grey (sealed). 
£40 - 60 
506 
A quantity of iTech Selfees selfie 
sticks, two Chamberlain myQ smart 
garage door controls and four 
Maplin 8GB MP3's (All as new). 
£30 - 40 
507* 
Five boxed as new GeerTop F36050 
telescopes. 
£30 - 40 
508* 
Five boxed as new GeerTop F36050 
telescopes. 
£30 - 40 
509* 
A boxed as new Samsung Gear S2 
Sport in dark grey (sealed). 
£40 - 60 
 
 
 

510* 
A boxed as new PlayStation VR Aim 
Controller and PS4 Bravo Team Disk 
Bundle (PSVR) 
£30 - 40 
511* 
A boxed as new Samsung Gear S2 
Sport in dark grey (sealed). 
£40 - 60 
512* 
A Corsair K95 Platinum RGB 
Mechanical Gaming Keyboard (UK 
Layout) with Cherry MX Speed 
Switches, Per Key Multicolour RGB 
Backlighting and Dual-Sided Soft 
Touch Wrist Rest in Black. 
£30 - 40 
513* 
Two 'New' Nintendo 3DS XL 
handheld consoles (One with slightly 
damaged screen), a Nintendo 3DS 
handheld console and two Nintendo 
DS lite handheld consoles. 
£40 - 60 
514* 
A Nintendo 3DS XL handheld 
console, a Nintendo 3DS handheld 
console and a Nintendo 2DS 
handheld console.  
£30 - 40 
515* 
A Mute City Customs HitBox Smash 
Box all-button arcade controller for 
Nintendo game consoles.  
£30 - 50 
516* 
A Nintendo 3DS XL console, a 
Nintendo 3DS console, a Nintendo 
2DS console and a Super Mario 3D 
Land game cartridge.  
£40 - 60 
517* 
An Xbox One X A1787 console with 
controller, cables and box.  
£140 - 160 
518* 
A Nintendo Wii RVL-001(EUR) 
console with Sensor Bar, Balance 
Board, two Nunchucks, five 
controllers, cables and various 
accessories.  
£30 - 40 
519* 
Sixteen boxed as new Nintendo 
Switch Super Mario Premium Game 
Card Cases. 
£30 - 40 
 
 
 
 

520* 
Sixteen boxed as new Nintendo 
Switch Splatoon 2 Joy-Con Comfort 
Grips.  
£30 - 40 
521* 
Sixteen boxed as new Nintendo 
Switch Zelda: Breath of the Wild 
Premium Game Card Cases. 
£30 - 40 
522* 
Five boxed as new GeerTop F36050 
telescopes. 
£30 - 40 
523* 
Five boxed as new GeerTop F36050 
telescopes. 
£30 - 40 
524* 
A pre-owned Philips System One 
REMstar Plus in carry bag. 
£30 - 40 
525* 
An as new Omron NE-C28P 
Compressor Nebuliser complete with 
carry bag and manual, a pre owned 
Medicare A2 blood pressure monitor 
and a pre owned Exergen TAT-2000C 
thermometer.  
£30 - 40 
526* 
A boxed as new NextSeq 500/550 
High Output Reagent Cartridge v2 
(300 cycles) (Ref: 15057929).  
£250 - 300 
527 
A Cardial Science Power Heart AED 
G3 automated external defibrillator, 
serial number 5120006. 
£80 - 120 
528* 
One boxed as new Covidien LigaSure 
Maryland Jaw Laparoscopic 
Sealer/Divider (5mm-37cm). 
£30 - 40 
529* 
One boxed as new Covidien LigaSure 
Maryland Jaw Laparoscopic 
Sealer/Divider (5mm-37cm). 
£30 - 40 
530* 
One boxed as new Covidien LigaSure 
Maryland Jaw Laparoscopic 
Sealer/Divider (5mm-37cm). 
£30 - 40 
531* 
An Omron Compair and a REMstar 
System One (Both pre-owned). 
£30 - 40 
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532* 
A Sumvision PYSC  Torre XL LED 
Bluetooth tower speaker with 
phone/tablet stand and built in 
radio.  
£20 - 30 
533* 
An Olympus BF-Q290 Video 
Bronchoscope with accessories and 
an Olympus Certificate of 
Decontamination in hard storage 
case and padded travel bag. 
£800 - 1,000 
534* 
One boxed as new Lenovo Think 
Vision T24i-10 Flat Panel Monitor 
23.8" (S/N VTD31115). 
£30 - 40 
535* 
A boxed as new LG 24UD58 24" IPS 
4K Ultra HD Monitor (Box opened for 
display purposes).  
£80 - 100 
536* 
An as new BenQ EW3270ZL 32" QHD 
Eye-Care Monitor complete with box 
and accessories (Opened for display 
purposes). 
£80 - 100 
537* 
A box of assorted cables, chargers, 
power adapters and other items. 
£30 - 40 
538* 
Two boxes of assorted phone, tablet, 
eReader and other cases/covers.  
£30 - 40 
539* 
A quantity of Logitech M535 
Bluetooth mice (Approximately 70). 
£40 - 60 
540* 
A quantity of Logitech M535 
Bluetooth mice (Approximately 70). 
£40 - 60 
541* 
A quantity of tablet cases to include; 
34 iPad covers, 9 iPad Mini covers 
and 7 Lenovo covers. 
£30 - 40 
542* 
A quantity of iPad Mini cases 
(Approximately 110). 
£40 - 60 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

543* 
Three laptop computers (Dell 
Lattitude 3440, HP ProBook 450 G1 
and an Acer Aspire 5755G), four 
tower PC's (Dell Vostro, HP ProDesk 
G1, Lenovo ThinkCentre, Dell 
PowerEdge T110 II), three HP 
monitors and a Lexmark E360dn 
printer (All computers have hard 
drives removed, (All items sold as 
spares or for repair).  
£30 - 40 
544* 
A pre owned Walker WPS5017SM 
HD 50" LED television with satellite 
tuner complete with accessories in 
original box (Cracked and damaged 
screen, (Sold for spares or repair). 
£10 - 15 
545* 
Five boxed as new GeerTop F36050 
telescopes. 
£30 - 40 
546* 
Five boxed as new GeerTop F36050 
telescopes. 
£30 - 40 
547* 
Five boxed as new GeerTop F36050 
telescopes. 
£30 - 40 
548* 
Four boxed as new Samsung Gear VR 
headsets. 
£30 - 40 
549* 
Four boxed as new Samsung Gear VR 
headsets. 
£30 - 40 
550* 
Four boxed as new Samsung Gear VR 
headsets. 
£30 - 40 
551* 
Two boxed as new Dell Seagate 
Barracuda 9CF26 500gb 3.5" SATA 
7200RMP hard drives (Boxes opened 
for display).  
£30 - 40 
552* 
A boxed as new Samsung 8GB 2RX8 
PC4-2133P RAM module 
(M393A1G43DB0-CPB) (Box opened 
for display).  
£30 - 40 
553* 
Three boxed as new Hynix 16GB 
PC3L-12800R HMT42GR7AFR4A-PB 
RAM modules (Boxes opened for 
display).  
£60 - 80 

554* 
A boxed as new Mitsubishi PLC 
FX3U-48MR/ES-A Programmable 
Logic Controller. 
£40 - 60 
555* 
Four boxed as new Samsung Gear VR 
headsets. 
£30 - 40 
556* 
Four boxed as new Samsung Gear VR 
headsets. 
£30 - 40 
557* 
Four boxed as new Samsung Gear VR 
headsets. 
£30 - 40 
558* 
Five as new Lenel- Lnl-1320 Dual 
Reader Interface Module Boards 
designed for advanced access 
control applications.  
£80 - 100 
559* 
Six as new Lenel- Lnl-1100 Alarm 
Input Module Boards. 
£80 - 100 
560* 
Five as new Lenel- Lnl-1320 Dual 
Reader Interface Module Boards 
designed for advanced access 
control applications.  
£80 - 100 
561* 
Five as new Lenel- Lnl-1320 Dual 
Reader Interface Module Boards 
designed for advanced access 
control applications.  
£80 - 100 
562* 
Four as new Lenel LNl-1200 16 
Output Control Module Boards.  
£60 - 80 
563* 
Five as new Lenel- Lnl-1320 Dual 
Reader Interface Module Boards 
designed for advanced access 
control applications.  
£80 - 100 
564* 
Two as new Lenel- Lnl-3300 
Intelligent System Controller IS 
designed for advanced access 
control applications.  
£100 - 120 
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565* 
Twenty Interlogix DC888 magnetic 
door contacts, five Interlogix DC108 
magnetic door contacts and a 
quantity of L67 1005 Cat5e U/UTP 
patch leads 0.5m. 
£30 - 40 
566* 
Five boxed as new TP-LINK MC210CS 
Gigabit Single-Mode Media 
Converters.  
£40 - 60 
567* 
Five boxed as new GeerTop F36050 
telescopes. 
£30 - 40 
568* 
A Brocade BR-MLX-1GCX24-X 24-
Port Copper Port Interface Module. 
£100 - 120 
569* 
A quantity of as new Srocker 
wireless mice (Approximately 105). 
£20 - 30 
570* 
A quantity of as new Srocker 
wireless mice (Approximately 80). 
£20 - 30 
571* 
Five boxed as new GeerTop F36050 
telescopes. 
£30 - 40 
572 
Eight pre-owned MC1300/MIC400 
forward facing CCTV cameras. 
£60 - 80 
573* 
A Honeywell MAXPRO NVR SE 32 
Channel, 8TB Performance Pack for 
IP video surveillance system. 
£400 - 500 
574* 
Twenty-five Geekria hard shell 
headphone cases. 
£30 - 40 
575* 
A quantity of Geekria hard shell 
headphone cases (Approximately 
15). 
£40 - 60 
576* 
A boxed as new HP OfficeJet Pro 
7740 Wide Format All-in-One Colour 
Inkjet Printer. 
£30 - 40 
577* 
A boxed as new HP OfficeJet Pro 
7740 Wide Format All-in-One Colour 
Inkjet Printer. 
£30 - 40 
 

578* 
A boxed as new HP Color LaserJet 
Pro M452nw Wireless Laser Network 
Printer.  
£40 - 60 
579* 
A quantity of Geekria hard shell 
headphone cases (Approximately 
15). 
£40 - 60 
580* 
Eighteen Geekria hard shell 
headphone cases. 
£40 - 60 
581* 
Eighteen Geekria hard shell 
headphone cases. 
£40 - 60 
582* 
A quantity of Geekria hard shell 
headphone cases (Approximately 
15). 
£40 - 60 
583* 
Twenty-five Geekria hard shell 
headphone cases. 
£30 - 40 
584* 
Twelve Geekria hard shell 
headphone cases. 
£30 - 40 
585* 
Five boxed as new GeerTop F36050 
telescopes. 
£30 - 40 
586* 
Five boxed as new GeerTop F36050 
telescopes. 
£30 - 40 
587* 
Five boxed as new GeerTop F36050 
telescopes. 
£30 - 40 
588* 
Five boxed as new GeerTop F36050 
telescopes. 
£30 - 40 
589* 
Five boxed as new GeerTop F36050 
telescopes. 
£30 - 40 
590* 
Five boxed as new GeerTop F36050 
telescopes. 
£30 - 40 
591* 
Five boxed as new GeerTop F36050 
telescopes. 
£30 - 40 
 
 

592* 
Five boxed as new GeerTop F36050 
telescopes. 
£30 - 40 
593* 
Two boxed as new Cisco IP phone 
7975. 
£30 - 40 
594* 
Two boxed as new Cisco IP phone 
7975. 
£30 - 40 
595* 
Five boxed as new GeerTop F36050 
telescopes. 
£30 - 40 
596* 
A boxed as new HPE SPS-DVR 
857642-002 10TB 7.2k 12G LFF SAS 
HDD (Serial: 2TKTM7GD) (Box 
sealed).  
£100 - 120 
597* 
A boxed as new HPE SPS-DVR 
857642-002 10TB 7.2k 12G LFF SAS 
HDD (Serial: 2TKSZSLD) (Box sealed).  
£100 - 120 
598* 
A boxed as new HPE SPS-DVR 
857642-002 10TB 7.2k 12G LFF SAS 
HDD (Serial: 2YGBU9LD) (Box 
sealed).  
£100 - 120 
599* 
Two boxed as new Cisco IP phone 
7975. 
£30 - 40 
600* 
Five boxed as new GeerTop F36050 
telescopes. 
£30 - 40 
601* 
Five boxed as new GeerTop F36050 
telescopes. 
£30 - 40 
602* 
Five boxed as new GeerTop F36050 
telescopes. 
£30 - 40 
603* 
Five boxed as new GeerTop F36050 
telescopes. 
£30 - 40 
604* 
Five boxed as new GeerTop F36050 
telescopes. 
£30 - 40 
605* 
Five boxed as new GeerTop F36050 
telescopes. 
£30 - 40 
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606* 
A boxed as new Dell Power Supply 
830W DPS-830AB (Box opened for 
display purposes).  
£40 - 60 
607* 
Five boxed as new GeerTop F36050 
telescopes. 
£30 - 40 
608* 
Two boxed as new Cisco IP phone 
7975. 
£30 - 40 
609* 
Five boxed as new GeerTop F36050 
telescopes. 
£30 - 40 
610* 
A quantity of iPad Mini cases 
(Approximately 120). 
£40 - 60 
611* 
A quantity of Lenovo tablet cases 
(Approximately 105). 
£30 - 40 
612* 
Five boxed as new GeerTop F36050 
telescopes. 
£30 - 40 
613* 
Five boxed as new GeerTop F36050 
telescopes. 
£30 - 40 
614* 
Two boxed as new Cisco IP phone 
7975. 
£30 - 40 
615* 
Five boxed as new GeerTop F36050 
telescopes. 
£30 - 40 
616* 
Two boxed as new HP RM1-2337-
000CN 220V Fuser Unit to fit Laserjet 
1160  Printers, two boxed as new HP 
Q6508-61006 LaserJet 2420 
Formatter Boards and an HP 
M351/M451 CE794-60001 Formatter 
Board (All boxes sealed).  
£60 - 80 
617* 
One boxed as new Star TSP143IIIU 
USB Printer. 
£20 - 30 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

618* 
Five Dell D5G6M 7.4mm to 4.5mm 
DC Power Dongle Cables, four boxed 
as new Dell Optiplex 725Y7 
390/790/990 SFF Coooling Fans, a 
Dell HW856 Precision T3500 T5500 
Dual Front Fan Assembly, a Dell 
P499X Laptop Bottom Base Cover 
and a Lenovo 41A5299 Preferred Pro 
Wired USB Keyboard (All boxed as 
new).  
£60 - 80 
619* 
Five boxed as new GeerTop F36050 
telescopes. 
£30 - 40 
620* 
Three as new Dell GA240PE1-00 
J211H J938H 240W power adapters, 
an as new Dell DA210PE1-00 D846D 
PA-7E 210W 19.5V AC adapter, two 
as new Dell PowerEdge R710 870W 
Power Supplies and a Dell 4DMNG 
Inspiron 1750 Battery (Boxes opened 
for display purposes). 
£60 - 80 
621 
A tray of assorted fitness watches. 
£20 - 30 
622* 
Five boxed as new GeerTop F36050 
telescopes. 
£30 - 40 
623* 
Five boxed as new GeerTop F36050 
telescopes. 
£30 - 40 
624* 
Five boxed as new GeerTop F36050 
telescopes. 
£30 - 40 
625* 
Five boxed as new GeerTop F36050 
telescopes. 
£30 - 40 
626* 
Five boxed as new GeerTop F36050 
telescopes. 
£30 - 40 
627* 
Five boxed as new GeerTop F36050 
telescopes. 
£30 - 40 
628* 
Five boxed as new GeerTop F36050 
telescopes. 
£30 - 40 
629* 
Five boxed as new GeerTop F36050 
telescopes. 
£30 - 40 

630* 
Five boxed as new GeerTop F36050 
telescopes. 
£30 - 40 
631* 
Five boxed as new GeerTop F36050 
telescopes. 
£30 - 40 
632* 
Twelve Mayhem fusion power ultra 
thin power banks. 
£20 - 30 
633* 
A boxed as new Samsung  Galaxy J3 
J320F 2016 8GB Dual Sim in Black 
(IMEI: 357813087200387). 
£40 - 60 
634* 
Four boxed as new Samsung Gear VR 
headsets. 
£30 - 40 
 
635* 
A boxed as new Samsung 8GB 2RX8 
PC4-2133P RAM module 
(M393A1G43DB0-CPBQ) (Box 
opened for display).  
£30 - 40 
 

DAY TWO 
 

FRAGRANCES 
AND TOILETRIES 

 
636* 
Two Ralph Lauren Polo Black eau de 
toilette (125ml) and two Ralph 
Lauren Polo Blue eau de toilette (1 x 
200ml, 1 x 125ml). 
£30 - 40 
637* 
Pasha De Cartier Edition Noire eau 
de toilette (50ml),  two Cartier Carat 
eau de parfum (1 x 10ml, 1 x 50ml) 
and a Carolina Herrera CHHC Prive 
eau de toilette (150ml). 
£30 - 40 
638* 
A Chanel No 5 eau de toilette 
(200ml), Bleu De Chanel pour 
homme eau de toilette (150ml) and 
a Chanel Gabrielle moisturizing body 
lotion (200ml). 
£60 - 80 
639* 
Dior Sauvage eau de toilette 
(200ml), Armani Code eau de toilette 
(125ml) and John Varvatos Dark 
Rebel eau de toilette (125ml). 
£30 - 40 
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640* 
Dolce & Gabbana The One eau de 
toilette (150ml), Paco Rabanne 1 
Million Cologne eau de toilette 
(125ml) and Aramis Black eau de 
toilette (240ml). 
£30 - 40 
641* 
Three Hugo Boss eau de toilette; 
Urban Journey (125ml), Man (125ml) 
and Bottled Unlimited (200ml). 
£30 - 40 
642* 
Five as new Hourglass Arch Brow 
sculpting pencils and Five Hourglass 
Ambient Powder Brushes. 
£40 - 60 
643* 
Five as new Hourglass Veil mineral 
primer (30ml). 
£40 - 60 
644* 
A quantity of as new skin care 
produts to include Clarins, Korres, 
Biotherm, Kiehl's, Bioderma and Bio 
Oil (Approximately 20 items). 
£30 - 40 
645* 
Chanel Allure Homme Sport hair and 
body wash (200ml), two Paco 
Rabanne Invictus deodorant sticks 
(75ml), a 1 Million deodorant stick 
(75ml), Mont Blanc Individuel eau de 
toilette (50ml - Unboxed) and a 
Calvin Klein CK One eau de toilette 
(200ml). 
£30 - 40 
646* 
Five as new Hourglass Veil mineral 
primer (30ml). 
£40 - 60 
647* 
Three as new Hourglass No 28 
primer serums (30ml) and three as 
new Hourglass Ambient Lighting 
palettes (3 x 3.3g). 
£40 - 60 
648* 
Two Jo Malone hand &body 
wash(2x250ml), Hermes deodrant 
(150ml), Sisley Floral toning lotion 
(250ml), Sisley  ecological day & 
night compound (125ml), The white 
Company  pomegranate scent 
diffuser. 
£20 - 30 
 
 
 
 
 

649* 
A quantity of as new toiletries to 
include Lush, Soap & Co Molton 
Brown and Soap & Glory together 
with a The White Company bath and 
body gift set and The White 
Company scent diffuser 
(Approximately 20 items). 
£20 - 30 
650* 
A quantity of as new NARS cosmetics 
to include Pure Radiant Tinted 
Moisturiser (50ml) and Natural 
Radiant Longwear Foundation 
(30ml). 
£40 - 60 
651* 
A quantity of as new Bare Minerals 
Original Foundation (approximately 
80, 0.3g). 
£20 - 30 
652* 
A quantity of as new beauty 
products and cosmetics to include 
Nars Mini Blush Orgasm, Fenty 
Beauty by Rihanna and Ole 
Henriksen cold plunge pore mask. 
£30 - 40 
653* 
Nineteen assorted as new Ted Baker 
toiletries to include body souffle, 
body lotion, hand cream, body spray 
and body wash. 
£30 - 40 
654* 
Two Elizabeth Arden 5th Avenue eau 
de parfum (125ml), Elizabeth Arden 
Splendor eau de parfum (125ml), 
DKNY Women eau de toilette 
(100ml) and Valentino Donna Rosa 
Verde eau de toilette (125ml). 
£30 - 40 
655* 
A Chanel  No 22 eau de parfum 
(200ml). 
£40 - 60 
656* 
A quantity of as new LiLash purified 
eye serum ( 4 x 2ml, 1 x 4ml). 
£30 - 40 
657* 
Hugo Boss Number One eau de 
toilette (125ml), Boss Orange Man 
eau de toilette (100ml) and Ralph 
Lauren Polo Red Intense eau de 
parfum (125ml). 
£30 - 40 
 
 
 
 

658* 
Viktor & Rolf Magic Dancing Roses 
eau de parfum (75ml), Dolce & 
Gabbana 3 L'Imperatice eau de 
toilette (100ml) and Hermes Voyage 
d'Hermes parfum (125ml). 
£30 - 40 
659* 
Christian Lacroix Eau So Couture eau 
de parfum (100ml), Nina Ricci Nina 
eau de toilette (80ml), Perry Ellis 18 
Orchid eau de parfum (100ml), Zara 
Orienta eau de toilette (200ml), 
Stacey by Stacey Solomon eau de 
parfum (100ml) and Discover Tunisia 
Tunisian Jasmine eau de cologne 
(200ml). 
£30 - 40 
660* 
Seventeen assorted as new 
L'Occitane products to include hand 
cream, body lotion, hand wash, 
shower gel, body milk, essential 
water and bath oil. 
£40 - 60 
661* 
Four as new Jo Malone products;  
body and hand wash (250ml), body 
and hand lotion (250ml) and two 
body creme (175ml). 
£30 - 40 
662* 
Seven as new Too Faced Peach 
Perfect comfort matte foundation 
infused with peach and sweet fig 
cream (48ml, various shades). 
£30 - 40 
663* 
Six as new LiLash purified eyelash 
serum (2ml) 
£30 - 40 
664* 
A quantity of as new NARS cosmetics 
to include Sheer Glow Foundation 
(30ml) and Natural Radiant 
Longwear Foundation (30ml). 
£40 - 60 
665* 
Eight as new Elemis Dynamic 
Resurfacing Facial Wash (200ml). 
£30 - 40 
666* 
A quantity of as new toiletires/skin 
care products to include Rivage, 
Rituls, Bath & Body Works, Kerastse, 
No 7, Bare Minerals, Manufaktura, 
Sea of Spa and Origins 
(Approximately 75 items). 
£40 - 60 
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667* 
Three boxed as new Hugo Boss The 
Scent gift sets (Eau de parfum 30ml 
and body lotion 100ml). 
£20 - 30 
668* 
A quantity of Bare Minerals original 
loose powder foundation. 
£30 - 40 
669* 
A quantity of Bare Minerals 
Complexion Rescue tinted hydrating 
gel cream. 
£20 - 30 
670* 
Two as new Bjork & Berries Dark 
Rain eau de parfum (50ml) and five 
as new Bjork & Berries White Forest 
hand cream (75ml). 
£40 - 60 
671* 
Christian Dior Gris Dior eau de 
parfum (125ml). 
£30 - 40 
672* 
Two Issey Miyake L'Eau D'Issey eau 
de toilette (125ml) and an Issey 
Miyake Nuit D'Issey parfum (125ml). 
£30 - 40 
673* 
An Abercrombie & Fitch Fierce 
cologne (200ml). 
£30 - 40 
674* 
Two Calvin Klein CK One eau de 
toilette (200ml, a Calvin Klein 
Obsession for men eau de toilette 
(125ml) and a CK One Shock for her 
eau de toilette (200ml). 
£20 - 30 
675* 
Christian Dior Oud Ispahan eau de 
parfum (200ml, unboxed and very 
slightly used). 
£40 - 60 
676* 
Two Jean Paul Gaultier Le Male eau 
de toilette (1 x  200ml, 1 x 125ml), 
Acqua Colonia No 4711 (170ml) and 
a Lavanda Cologne Aqua de Colonia 
(215ml). 
£30 - 40 
677* 
Christian Dior The Cachemire eau de 
parfum (125ml - Very slightly used). 
£120 – 150 
 
 
 
 
 

678* 
Three Antonio Banderas King of 
Seduction Absolute eau de toilette 
(200ml) and an Antonio Banderas 
The Secret eau de toilette (200ml). 
£30 - 40 
679* 
Nine assorted as new Clinique 
products; three dramatically 
different moisturizing gel (2 x 200ml, 
1 x 125ml - unboxed), a clarifying 
lotion 2 and 3 (Both 400ml), makeup 
brush cleanser (236ml), moisturizing 
gel with pump and moisturizing  jelly 
anti-pollution (Both 125ml) and a 
Clinique Exclusive set. 
£40 - 60 
680* 
Fifteen as new Hourglass Film Noir 
Full Spectrum Mascara Onyx (10g). 
£40 - 60 
681* 
Nine as new Hourglass Vanish 
Seamless Finish foundation brushes. 
£40 - 60 
682* 
Fifteen as new Hourglass Ambient 
Lighting powder (Dim Light, 10g). 
£60 - 80 
683* 
Five as new Hourglass Arch Brow 
Sculpting pencils and Five Hourglass 
Ambient powder brushes. 
£40 - 60 
684* 
Four as new Jo Malone products;  
shower oil (250ml), body and hand 
lotion (250ml), body creme (175ml) 
and a reed diffuser. 
£30 - 40 
 
685* 
Seven assorted as new Sakare 
products; a nail kit, two body butter 
(200ml), two hand and body lotion 
(240ml), a cuticle oil (10ml) and a 
salt scrub 350ml). 
£30 - 40 
686* 
Six as new Hourglass Vanish 
Seamless Finish foundation brushes. 
£30 - 40 
687* 
Five as new Hourglass 1.5mm 
mechanical gel eye liners in Obsidian 
( 3 x 0.6g ). 
£30 - 40 
687A* 
Six as new Hourglass Ambient 
Lighting palettes (3 x 3.3g). 
£40 - 60 

688* 
Five as new Hourglass Arch Brow 
sculpting pencils and Five Hourglass 
Ambient powder brushes. 
£40 - 60 
689* 
Six as new Hourglass Ambient 
Lighting palettes (3 x 3.3g) 
£40 - 60 
690* 
Eight assorted as new Neal's Yard 
products to include Mother's Balm, 
body lotion, foaming bath, shower 
gel and hair and body wash. 
£20 - 30 
691* 
A quantity of as new NARS cosmetics 
to include Pure Radiant tinted 
moisturiser (50ml) and Natural 
Radiant longwear foundation (30ml). 
£40 - 60 
692* 
Tom Ford Neroli Portofino body 
spray and body scrub (Both 150ml), 
Dior Joy moisturizing body lotion 
(200ml), Mugler Angel perfuming 
body cream (200ml) and Marc 
Jacobs Dot body lotion (150ml). 
£30 - 40 
693* 
Thirty as new Body Shop products to 
include body butter, whipped lotion, 
facial wash, shower gel, body lotion 
and body yoghurt. 
£20 - 30 
694* 
A quantity of as new Victoria's Secret 
products to include fragrance lotion, 
fragrance mist, eau de parfum, body 
lotion and body balm 
(Approximately 35 items). 
£30 - 40 
695* 
A quantity of as new toiletries/skin 
care items to include Fortnum & 
Mason, Buckingham Palace, Hermes, 
Penhaligon's, Cath Kidston and 
Crabtree & Evelyn (Approximately 20 
items). 
£30 - 40 
696* 
An Elizabeth Arden 5th Avenue eau 
de parfum (125ml), Paco Rabanne 
Lady Million eau de parfum (50ml), 
Yardley English Rose eau de toilette 
(125ml). 
£20 - 30 
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697* 
Issey Miyake L'Eau D'Issey pour 
Homme eau de toilette (125ml), 
Issey Miyake L'eau D'Issey eau de 
toilette (100ml), Lacoste eau de 
Lacoste L.12,12 Pour Lui magnetic 
(100ml), Calvin Klein eau de toilette 
(100ml). 
£30 - 40 
698* 
Eve Lom cleanser creme 
Demaquillante (200ml), Guerlain 
Super Aqua-Lotion (150ml), REN 
Moroccan Rose Otto body wash 
(200ml) and Dermalogica precleanse 
(150ml). 
£30 - 40 
699* 
Two Paco Rabanne perfume travel 
sets, a Jo Malone Cologne (30ml) 
and Lacoste Touch of Pink eau de 
toilette (90ml). 
£30 - 40 
700* 
Tata Harper hydrating floral essence 
(125ml), Sara Miller hand cream 
(150ml), Margaret Dabbs hand lotion 
(200ml), Marie-Stella-Maris No 31 
facial scrub (120ml), Suqqu 
musculate massage and mask cream 
(200g), Thermal Shine Abano 
(200ml) and Roger & Gallet precious 
restoring balm. 
£30 - 40 
701* 
Fifteen Victoria's Secret assorted 
fragrance mists and two fragrance 
body lotions. 
£20 - 30 
702* 
Five Sakare deep cleansing salt 
scrub, two Sakare  luxuriating body 
butter and three Sakare hand & 
body lotion. 
£30 - 40 
703* 
A quantity of as new toiletries/skin 
care products to include Lancome, 
Clinique, Kiehl's, Shea Moisture and 
Victorias Secret (14 items). 
£30 - 40 
704* 
Five as new Hourglass Veil mineral 
primer (30ml). 
£40 - 60 
705* 
A quantity of beauty products to 
include The white company, Kiehls, 
Clinique, Lush, No7, 
L'Occitan(Approximately 24 items). 
£40 - 60 

706* 
Six as new LiLash purified eyelash 
serum (2ml) 
£30 - 40 
707* 
Twelve as new men's grooming 
products to include L'Occitane 
shaving cream, Lancome youth 
activating concentrate, Clarins 
smooth shave and active face wash, 
Biotherm foam shaver and Truefitt & 
Hill shaving products. 
£30 - 40 
708* 
A quantity of beauty products to 
include Mary Kay, Avene, Biotherm, 
Olay, Soap & Glory, Garnier and 
Twelve Gold Collagen. 
£30 - 40 
709* 
Chloe eau de parfum (125ml), 
Carven Le Parfum perfumed 
deodorant (150ml), four assorted 
MAC lipsticks, a MAC veriscolour 
stain, Dior Addict lip glow and a Jo 
Malone scented candle. 
£30 - 40 
710* 
Two as new Aerin Scented Candles - 
L'Ansecoy Orange Blossom (190g), 
one as new Hollow Tree Scented 
Candle - Prospector (260g) and one 
as new Hollow Tree Scented Candle - 
Huckleberry (260g). 
£30 - 40 
711* 
Four as new Aerin Scented Candles - 
L'Ansecoy Orange Blossom (190g). 
£40 - 60 
712* 
Four as new Aerin Scented Candles - 
two Sintra Gardenia (190g) and two 
L'Ansecoy Orange Blossom (190g). 
£40 - 60 
713* 
Four as new Aerin Scented Candles - 
Sintra Gardenia (190g). 
£40 - 60 
714* 
Four as new Aerin Scented Candles - 
L'Ansecoy Orange Blossom (190g). 
£40 - 60 
715* 
A quantity of part used parfum/eau 
de toilette to include Hugo Boss, 
Calvin Klein, YSL (Approximately 35 
items). 
£60 - 80 
 
 
 

716* 
A quantity of part used eau de 
parfum/toilette to include Creed, 
Chanel, Loewe, Mont Blanc, 
Christian Dior, Maison Francis 
Kurkdjian and Dolce & Gabbana 
(Approximately 40 items). 
£120 - 150 
717* 
A quantity of part used eau de 
parfum/toilette to include Creed, 
Chanel, Christian Dior, Dolce & 
Gabbana, Abercrombie & FItch, 
Armani, Versace and Paco Rabanne 
(Approximately 40 items). 
£120 - 150 
718* 
A quantity of part used eau de 
parfum/toilette to include Acqua Di 
Parma, Chanel, Christian Dior, Dolce 
& Gabbana, Guerlain, Tom Ford and 
Mont Blanc (Approximately 40 
items). 
£120 - 150 
719* 
A quantity of part used parfum/eau 
de toilette to include Channel,Acqua 
Parma, Hugo Boss, Calvin Klein,  
(Approximately 50 items). 
£60 - 80 
720* 
Estee Lauder Nutrisious radiant 
energy lotion (200ml), Estee Lauder 
Re-Nutriv hydrating foam cleanser 
(125ml) Liz Earle cleanse and polish 
hot cloth cleanser (200ml), Mica 
refreshing toner (250ml), Mica hand 
cream (150ml) and Caudalie gentle 
cleansing milk (200ml). 
£30 - 40 
 

JEWELLERY 
AND WATCHES 

 
721* 
Two Swarovski Lifelong bangles, 
white, rose gold plating (5390818). 
£30 - 40 
722* 
A Swarovski Attract Trilogy round 
ring, blue, rhodium plating (Size J) 
(5448850) and a Swarovski Attract 
Trilogy round ring, white, rhodium 
plating (Size P/Q) (5448843). 
£30 - 40 
723* 
A pair of Swarovski stone pierced 
white rhodium earrings (5437971). 
£30 - 40 
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724* 
Two pairs of Swarovski Louison stud 
pierced earrings, White, Rhodium 
plating (5446025). 
£30 - 40 
725* 
A Swarovski Louison white rhodium 
necklace (5419235). 
£30 - 40 
726* 
Two pairs of Swarovski Iconic swan 
pierced earrings, white, rhodium 
plating (5429270). 
£30 - 40 
727* 
A Swarovski Further pendant, white, 
rose gold plating (5419853). 
£30 - 40 
728* 
Two Swarovski Duo Moon Y Teal, 
mixed plating necklace (5412630). 
£30 - 40 
729* 
A Swarovski Louison white rhodium 
necklace (5419235). 
£30 - 40 
730* 
A Swarovski Further pendant, white, 
rose gold plating (5419853). 
£30 - 40 
731* 
A pair of Swarovski stone pierced 
white rhodium earring set 
(5437971). 
£30 - 40 
732* 
Two Swarovski Duo Evil Eye ring, 
multi-coloured, rose gold plating 
(Size N) (5425858). 
£30 - 40 
733* 
Two Swarovski Mayfly pierced 
earrings, White, Rose gold plating 
(5410410).  
£30 - 40 
734* 
Two Swarovski Duo Evil Eye pendant, 
multi-coloured, Rose gold plating 
(5437517). 
£30 - 40 
735* 
Two Swarovski Luckily Hamsa Hand 
necklace, white, rhodium plating 
(5429731). 
£30 - 40 
736* 
A pair of Swarovski stone pierced 
white rhodium earrings (5437971). 
£30 - 40 
 
 

737* 
Two Swarovski Duo Moon hoop 
pierced earrings, black, rose gold 
plating (5440458).  
£30 - 40 
738* 
Two Swarovski Duo Evil Eye pierced 
earrings, multi-coloured, rose gold 
plating (5425860). 
£30 - 40 
739* 
A Swarovski Mayfly ring, white, rose 
gold plating (Size L) (5441190) and a 
Swarovski Mayfly bangle, white, rose 
gold plating (5410411). 
£30 - 40 
740* 
A boxed as new Paul Valentine 
watch along with a boxed as new 
Paul Valentine black leather strap 
and a Swarovski Stardust ball point 
pen in pale blue. 
£30 - 40 
741* 
A Swarovski Mayfly pierced earrings, 
white, rose gold plating (5410410) 
and a Swarovski Attract Trilogy 
round pendant, red, rhodium plating 
(5447060).  
£30 - 40 
742* 
A Swarovski Mayfly white/rose gold 
large necklace (5409354). 
£30 - 40 
743* 
Three pairs of Swarovski Angelic red 
crystal stud earrings (5446022). 
£30 - 40 
744* 
A Swarovski Louison white rhodium 
necklace (5419235). 
£30 - 40 
745* 
Two Swarovski Attract Trilogy round 
pendants, red, rhodium plating 
(5447060).  
£30 - 40 
746* 
Two Swarovski Iconic swan 
pendants, white, rhodium plating 
(5411791). 
£30 - 40 
747* 
A pair of Swarovski stone pierced 
pink/ rose gold earrings(5426004). 
£30 - 40 
748* 
Two pairs of Swarovski Louison stud 
pierced earrings, white, rhodium 
plating (5446025). 
£30 - 40 

749* 
Two Swarovski Luckily Hamsa Hand 
necklace, white, rhodium plating 
(5429731). 
£30 - 40 
750* 
A Swarovski Louison white rhodium 
necklace (5419235). 
£30 - 40 
751 
A gents as new Barkers of 
Kensington Turbo Sport watch. 
£60 - 80 
752 
A gents as new Barkers of 
Kensington Turbo Sport watch. 
£60 - 80 
753 
A gents as new Barkers of 
Kensington Turbo Sport watch. 
£60 - 80 
754 
A gents as new Barkers of 
Kensington Mega Sport watch in 
blue. 
£60 - 80 
755 
A gents as new Barkers of 
Kensington Premier Sport watch in 
blue. 
£60 - 80 
756 
A ladies as new Anthony James 
watch, a gents as new Anthony 
James Vintage watch and a ladies as 
new Barkers of Kensington Regatta 
watch.  
£100 - 120 
757 
A gents as new Barkers of 
Kensington Entourage Limited 
Edition watch. 
£60 - 80 
758 
A gents as new Barkers of 
Kensington Entourage Limited 
Edition watch. 
£60 - 80 
759 
A gents as new Barkers of 
Kensington Mega Sport watch in 
grey. 
£60 - 80 
760 
Nineteen assorted fashion watches 
to include Pulsar, Bering and Identity 
(Some as new, some pre-owned). 
£100 - 150 
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761 
Seven as new fashion watches; a 
Sekonda, a Ma-Ga, a French 
Connection, a Constant, a Paris 
Hilton and two Eaglemoss Australian 
divers watches. 
£60 - 80 
762* 
Two boxed as new Agent 
Provocateur mini gold coloured 
whistle necklaces (Size OS)  
£40 - 60 
763* 
A collection of unmarked white 
metal jewellery to include bangles, 
rings, bracelets etc.  
£40 - 60 
764* 
A collection of unmarked yellow 
metal jewellery items to include 
rings, bangles etc.  
£30 - 50 
765* 
A collection of costume jewellery. 
£30 - 50 
766* 
A collection of digital/electronic 
wristwatches to include Casio and G 
shock.  
£30 - 50 
767* 
A collection of gents mechanical 
wristwatches. 
£40 - 60 
768* 
A collection of mechanical 
wristwatches to include Casio.  
£30 - 50 
769 
Assorted costume jewellery, three 
breo digital watches, two Aquarius 
sports wristbands and nine pairs of 
sunglasses. 
£20 - 30 
770 
A quantity of costume jewellery to 
include new items. 
£60 - 80 
771 
Three trays of assorted fashion 
watches. 
£20 - 30 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SPORTS AND 
LEISURE ITEMS 

 
772* 
A quantity of as new miscellaneous 
camping and outdoor items to 
include a Trespass four man tent and 
an Aquaroll rolling water carrier. 
£30 - 40 
773* 
A quantity of as new beach 
accessories to include Waimea body 
and skim boards and beach towels. 
£20 - 30 
774* 
One boxed as new 5 Minutes Shaper 
fitness equipment, four as new 
Sweam Monopalme Monofins 
(Various sizes and colours) and a 
quantity of as new water bottles 
(Approximately 50). 
£20 - 30 
775* 
A gents pre owned Canyon Ultimate 
CF SLX F10 carbon fibre racing bike, 
size 3XL approx 620mm top tube 
(Suit a rider around 6'6" tall), full 
carbon frame/fork, Mavic Ksyrium 
SLR wheel set, Campagnolo Record 
carbon group set, 175mm cranks 
50/34 chain rings, 11 speed 12/27 
cassette, Ritchey WCS bar and stem, 
Canyon carbon seat pin, Fizik 
Antares saddle, Michelin Pro 4 
Endurance tyres, Shimano Ultegra 
carbon SPD pedals c/w Planet X 
padded bike bag. 
£1,000 - 1,400 
775A 
A Rampage Universal OST model 
M32717hr 16" mountain bike, 
Shimano 10 speed index. 
£20 - 30 
776* 
Eighteen Gaspari Nutrition 
SuperPump Max dietary supplement 
(Grape Cooler 640g). 
£40 - 60 
777* 
A quantity of protein/health 
supplement/tablets.  
£20 - 30 
778* 
A quantity of FreeMaster full finger 
sports gloves (Approximately 35). 
£30 - 40 
779* 
A quantity of Savage Gear 3D Hybrid 
Pike fishing hooks (17cm, 25cm) and 
Suicide Duck fishing hooks (15cm). 
£30 - 40 

780* 
A Master Massage Deluxe 70 pcs 
Basalt Massage Hot Stone Set with 
Bamboo Box America Brand. 
£40 - 60 
781* 
A quantity of IDEGG? LED outdoor 
and indoor camping lamps 
(Approximately 45). 
£30 - 40 
782* 
Four packs of Whey Optimum 
Nutrition Gold Standard Protein 
Powder (154 servings). 
£30 - 40 
783* 
A quantity of as new Gymstick 
fitness accessories to include body 
balls a performance board and a 
balance board. 
£20 - 30 
784* 
Two as new Char-Broil X200 Grill2go 
Carry-All Cases. 
£20 - 30 
785* 
A quantity of as new fishing 
accessories to include an Abu Garcia 
Ambassadeur 7500i Elite Reel, a 
Penn 515 MAG 3 reel, two 
Shakespeare Sigma Supra reels and a 
Shakespeare Agility rod. 
£40 - 60 
786* 
A quantity of sports and leisure 
items to include a Plastimo Iris 100 
Handheld Compass, a Salomon Soft 
Reservoir 1.5ltr and two Andake 
aluminium trekking poles (2 pack). 
£30 - 40 
787* 
A quantity of Pagao Drive bicycle 
light kits (Approximately 50). 
£40 - 60 
788* 
A quantity of as new miscellaneous 
sports and leisure items to include a 
Mars beach tent, yoga mats and 
cycling accessories. 
£40 - 60 
789* 
Two as new Char-Broil X200 Grill2go 
Carry-All Cases. 
£20 - 30 
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790* 
One pair of Nijdam ice hockey Skates 
in black (38-41 adjustable), one pair 
of Nijdam figure skates in white (38), 
one pair of Nijdam rental ice skates 
in red and white (29) and one pair of 
Nijdam Junior inline skates in white 
and pink (34-37 adjustable), all 
boxed as new. 
£30 - 40 
791* 
Seventeen as new fishing reels. 
£30 - 40 
792* 
One as new Kelty Redwing 44 hiking 
backpack in ponderosa pine. 
£20 - 30 
793* 
Three as new Wilson Showtime A800 
Baseball Gloves 12". 
£30 - 40 
794* 
A quantity of bicycle accessories to 
include three Mavic Yksion Pro UST 
Tubeless Folding Tyres (700x28c), 
two Panaracer inner tubes (24x1.50), 
three SRAM PC 1110 11 speed chains 
and a Selle Royal saddle. 
£30 - 40 
795* 
Two as new Kelty Redwing 44 Hiking 
Backpacks in ponderosa pine 
£40 - 60 
796* 
Five Bear Butt hammocks. 
£20 - 30 
797* 
A boxed as new Hyperextension 
bench AF1018F. 
£30 - 40 
798* 
Two Source Active exercise mats; 
one 6ft x 2ft, one circular.  
£30 - 40 
799* 
Two as new Kelty Redwing 44 Hiking 
Backpacks in ponderosa pine. 
£40 - 60 
800* 
A quantity of Pagao Drive bicycle 
light kits (Approximately 55). 
£40 - 60 
801* 
A quantity of Tofine foldable 
backpacks (Approximately 55). 
£30 - 40 
802* 
A quantity of miscellaneous sports 
and leisure accessories. 
£20 - 30 
 

803* 
A quantity hiking/ice shoe grips 
(Approximately 40). 
£30 - 40 
804* 
A quantity of drink holders for bikes 
and bike stands. 
£30 - 40 
805* 
A quantity of bike chin cleaners 
(Approximately 80). 
£40 - 60 
806 
Assorted camping equipment 
together with two radiators. 
£20 - 30 
807* 
A quantity of as new Waimea beach 
wear to include beach shorts 
(various sizes and colours), Water 
Sports Aqua Shoes (size 40) and UV-
Protective shirts along with a 
quantity of Waimea beach paddles 
and balls. 
£30 - 40 
808* 
A quantity of bike lights 
(Approximately 125). 
£40 - 60 
809* 
A quantity of mainly as new golf 
clubs to include Square Strike and 
Wilson and one as new Ogio 
Aquatech golf cart in black, charcoal 
and red. 
£30 - 40 
810* 
Eleven as new, FreeMaster Polarized 
Cycling Glasses. 
£20 - 30 
811* 
A set of golf clubs, golf balls and a 
golf bag. 
£30 - 40 
812* 
Twenty four as new Nike Pitch Team 
training footballs in orange and black 
(size 4). 
£40 - 60 
813* 
One Trakker Big Snooze wide 
sleeping bag, one Sinoideas SUV air 
bed mattress and one DC electric air 
pump. 
£20 - 30 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PLANT, MACHINERY, 
FORKLIFT AND 
HAND TOOLS 

 
814* 
A quantity of as new Acer Deep Hole 
Ppencils, Double Tipped marker pens 
and Deep Hole pencil leads 
(Approximately 55). 
£60 - 80 
815* 
Three Whelen elite lightbars. 
£40 - 60 
816* 
Four Whelen Elite lightbars. 
£40 - 60 
817* 
Four Whelen Elite lightbars (One 
Damaged) 
£40 - 60 
818* 
A VW front mounting subframe. 
£80 - 100 
819* 
A boxed as new P-90532 Makita 227 
piece home repair kit, an as new 
Duratool 129 piece tool set and an as 
new Recoil Metric Coil Thread Insert 
Repair Kit -part No 35007r.  
£30 - 40 
820* 
A Workzone 500W bench drill and a 
Titan 1500W SDS Plus rotary 
hammer drill. 
£20 - 30 
821* 
Ten boxed as new ESi ESZV222L 2 
Port Zone Valves, 22mm. 
£60 - 80 
822* 
One Stanley SCS-46 JET Petrol 
Chainsaw and one boxed as new 
GMC SDS Plus hammer drill 800W. 
£30 - 40 
823 
Three boxed as new Defender 
Uplight v3 low voltage T8 work 
lights. 
£40 - 60 
824* 
Four Whelen Elite lightbars. 
£40 - 60 
825 
Two boxed as new Warn synthetic 
rope kits. 
£40 - 60 
826* 
An as new Crowfoot wrench set. 
£20 - 30 
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827* 
A boxed Milwaukee AGV 10-125EK 
1000W angle grinder. 
£30 - 40 
828* 
A boxed Milwaukee AGV 10-125EK 
1000W angle grinder. 
£30 - 40 
829* 
A boxed Milwaukee AGV 10-125EK 
1000W angle grinder. 
£30 - 40 
830 
Nineteen as new Yale British 
Standard Euro Profile cylinders; four 
30/10/30 70mm, five 35/10/35 
80mm, nine 50/10/40 100mm and a 
45/10/45 100mm. 
£40 - 60 
831* 
A quantity of Master Lock Excell 
combination discus padlocks 
(Approximately 17). 
£40 - 60 
832* 
Two as new Mac Tools Bearing Race 
and Seal Driver Tool Set Kit 
BRD129MA for wheel bearings. 
£30 - 40 
833 
Five as new maximum security Yale 
AS Series Euro Profile cylinders 
(30/10/30 - 70mm), four maximum 
security (30/10/30 - 80mm), two 
standard security Euro Profile 
cylinders and one other. 
£30 - 40 
834 
A boxed as new Twyford Sola 
concealed unit thermostatic valve 
(SF1151CP - RRP £499). 
£100 - 120 
835 
A boxed as new Twyford Sola 
concealed unit thermostatic valve 
(SF1151CP - RRP £499). 
£100 - 120 
836 
Eleven assorted as new Master Lock 
padlocks together with eight as new 
Bare Tyre multi-tools. 
£40 - 60 
837 
Assorted as new plumbing fittings to 
include Aquatechnik and McAlpine. 
£30 - 40 
838* 
Six boxes of Promatic satin black 
spray paint (Six in a box). 
£20 - 30 
 

839* 
A quantity of The Ultimate 
upholstery adhesive (48 x 500ml) 
and Pro-Build super build primer (12 
x 500ml), all as new. 
£20 - 30 
840 
Fifteen as new maximum security 
Yale AS Series Euro Profile cylinders 
(30/10/30 - 70mm). 
£40 - 60 
841* 
A power disc break master break 
cylinder for a 1964.5 -1966 Ford 
Mustang, unused and in good 
condition. 
£30 - 40 
842 
Five as new PreciseFit universal 
fitment sets together with two 
boxed as new Craft Right digital 
detectors. 
£30 - 40 
843 
Three as new Homexpert by 
Honeywell 7 day 1 channel times 
witch for efficient heating control 
(THR850SUK) together with five as 
new Yale Smart Living smoke 
detectors and a Homelux Heat Wave 
LCD thermostat.. 
£40 - 60 
844* 
A quantity of assorted hand tools 
power tools and accessories to 
include new examples. 
£20 - 30 
845* 
Four Whelen Elite lightbars. 
£40 - 60 
846* 
A Mac tool precision torque 14-pc 
metric combination wrench set. 
£30 - 40 
847* 
One boxed as new Noco Genius 
GB150 12V 4000A lithium jump 
starter. 
£20 - 30 
848* 
One boxed as new Noco Genius 
GB150 12V 4000A lithium jump 
starter. 
£20 - 30 
849* 
Left and Right headlights 
manufactured by TYC, to fit Volvo 
mode cars. Black housing, lamps, 
and fittings included.  
£30 - 40 
 

850 
Eight sets of Fiskars  FiberComp 
pruner bypass  and four Fiskars 
PowerGear X pruner anvil L (All as 
new). 
£40 - 60 
851 
Two sets of Bristan Oval bath taps 
and a Grohe Feel mono tap (All as 
new). 
£40 - 60 
852* 
Six Katrin hand towel mini dispenser. 
£20 - 30 
853* 
A boxed as new Dewalt DCE088D1G 
10.8V Self Leveling Cross Line Green 
Laser. 
£40 - 60 
854 
Six as new Sola vandal resistant 
shower heads (SF1253CP). 
£40 - 60 
855 
Eight as new Twyford 1/2" BSP  P tail 
backnut shower wall outlets 
(SF1150CP). 
£40 - 60 
856 
Six as new Sola vandal resistant 
shower heads (SF1253CP). 
£40 - 60 
857* 
One boxed as new Lister Star C101 
horse clippers. 
£30 - 40 
858* 
One boxed as new Lister Star C101 
horse clippers. 
£30 - 40 
859* 
One boxed as new Lister Star C101 
horse clippers. 
£30 - 40 
860* 
One boxed as new Lister Star C101 
horse clippers. 
£30 - 40 
861* 
One boxed as new Lister Star C101 
horse clippers. 
£30 - 40 
862* 
A boxed as new Dewalt DCE088D1G 
10.8V Self Leveling Cross Line Green 
Laser. 
£40 - 60 
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863* 
A Fel-Pro 9903 PT Cylinder Head 
Gasket, one right hand side Iveco 
rear light cluster, not including 
connector, fittings or lamps. In good 
condition, with no scuffing, a heavy 
duty shock absorber and a 3 inch 
K&N air filter unused in red. 
£30 - 40 
864* 
One Atlas Copco / Rapid Torc RT-08 
Hydraulic Torque Wrench. 
£30 - 40 
865* 
A Expert By Facom E100109 1/2" 
Drive Torque Wrench 60 to 340 Nm. 
£30 - 40 
866* 
A Milwaukee tss1000 table. 
£30 - 40 
867 
Eight as new Twyford 1/2" BSP  P tail 
backnut shower wall outlets 
(SF1150CP). 
£40 - 60 
868 
Ten as new Twyford 1/2" BSP 
shower wall outlets (SF1150CP). 
£40 - 60 
869 
Ten as new Twyford 1/2" BSP 
shower wall outlets (SF1150CP). 
£40 - 60 
870* 
A Yale Lever Hoist PT 800 Kg 6 M. 
£100 - 120 
871* 
A quantity of assorted new tools to 
include Parkside soldering gun with 
solder feed, Bosh 12V drill, Powerfix 
Infrared Thermometer, Terratek 264 
pieces drill bits set cased. 
£30 - 40 
872* 
Two boxes of assorted used tools. 
£20 - 30 
873* 
A quantity of LED filament bulbs in 
packs of 6 (Approximately 55 packs). 
£40 - 60 
874* 
A Noblegen nitrogen generator 
(Serial number W6734-1) (model 
number NG1-1). 
£200 - 250 
875* 
One boxed as new Lucano 2 Step 
Stepladder in red. 
£20 - 30 
 
 

876* 
A pre owned Axminster Model 
Engineer Series SX1 Micro Mill. 
£80 - 120 
877* 
A pre owned Dewalt brushless xr 
flexvolt dhs780 cj1352 saw.  
£200 - 240 
878* 
A box of assorted new/used tools. 
£20 - 30 
879 
An as new J B Kind Blenheim real oak 
pre-finished internal glazed fire door 
(1981 x 838 x 35mm), RRP £240. 
£60 - 80 
880* 
Twenty four boxes of 50 as new 
multi-colour LED dragonfly solar fairy 
lights. 
£40 - 60 
881* 
Twenty four boxes of 50 as new 
multi-colour LED dragonfly solar fairy 
lights. 
£40 - 60 
882* 
Twenty four boxes of 50 as new 
multi-colour LED dragonfly solar fairy 
lights. 
£40 - 60 
883* 
One boxed as new WAI starter 
motor. 
£20 - 30 
884* 
One boxed as new WAI starter 
motor. 
£20 - 30 
885* 
One boxed as new WAI starter 
motor. 
£20 - 30 
886 
A quantity of assorted car parts and 
related items to include Lucas, 
Unipart and Streetwize. 
£60 - 80 
887* 
One boxed as new Dyson AB14 
Airblade hand dryer. 
£120 - 150 
888* 
Three boxed as new Arctic Z2 desk 
mount dual monitor arms with 4-
port USB hubs (13" to 27"). 
£30 - 40 
889* 
One boxed as new Stile Anderson 
enclosed fan (22"). 
£30 - 40 

890* 
Three boxed as new Metalicon Kardo 
pole mounted twin monitor arms. 
£30 - 40 
891* 
A quantity of miscellaneous items to 
include electrical and industrial 
goods. 
£30 - 40 
891A 
A Gearmec CDM44 diamond drilling 
rig (110v), Shibui 3 phase motor 
(110v), additional column etc., with 
wet dry vac and water pump. 
£500 - 1,000 
892* 
A quantity of miscellaneous items to 
include mainly car parts and 
accessories. 
£30 - 40 
893* 
A quantity of miscellaneous items to 
include car parts and oil spill kits. 
£30 - 40 
894* 
A quantity of miscellaneous items to 
include cable and industrial goods. 
£30 - 40 
895* 
One boxed as new Southern 
Enterprises Mirage mirrored storage 
cabinet. 
£60 - 80 
896* 
One boxed as new Devon Oak low 
bookcase DEV-26 (900 x 900 x 
320mm). 
£40 - 50 
897 
Three as new Twyford Bathrooms 
white Sola Vanity 2T vanity unity 
sinks (SA4562WH). 
£40 - 60 
898* 
A supreme Lucano step ladder. 
£30 - 40 
899* 
A pre owned Big Red 10 ton portable 
hydraulic body repair kit - SWE308. 
£30 - 40 
900* 
Two Newlec SPN metal consumer 
units. 
£30 - 40 
901* 
A Expert E117825 heavy duty 36" 
pipeline wrench. 
£30 - 40 
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902* 
One boxed as new Autel Maxidas 
DS808 automotive diagnosis system. 
£100 - 120 
903 
A quantity of assorted hand tools 
and accessories. 
£30 - 40 
904 
Two military metal storage boxes 
suitable for van/vehicle tool boxes. 
£40 - 60 
905* 
A 1996 Hyster side shift H4.00XL/5 
diesel five ton forklift truck, serial 
number G005A5355T (Unladen 
weight 5950kg), 4750.1 hours. 
£3,000 - 5,000 
906* 
A 2003 Jungheinrich EMC 10 
pedestrian stacker, serial number 
MCO3014181, one ton, 240 volt, 
built-in charger. 
£500 - 1,000 
906A 
Trailer mounted water pump unit: 
Lombarini diesel engine powering 
Rovatti pump unit SK265 22/8E. 
Manufactured by Javelin Water 
Engineering, serial number 
607175/34. 
£800 - 1,200 
 

CLOTHING 
AND SHOES 

 
907* 
Assorted as new Superdry clothing; 
four T-shirts (1 x M, 2 x L, 1 x XL) and 
a pair of Skinny Travis jeans (32"). 
£20 - 30 
908* 
One pair of as new J Crew women's 
8" Toothpick Jeans in dusty red (27) 
and two as new J Crew women's 
crewneck tees in white persimmon 
and white pink (S). 
£20 - 30 
909* 
A man's as new Rag & Bone New 
York Gregory Henley top in grey (M). 
£30 - 40 
910* 
Four pairs of J Crew women's HR 
New Slimboy Chinos (size 27, various 
colours). 
£30 - 40 
 
 
 
 

911* 
Three J Crew Mercantile dresses in 
various designs (S), one J Crew short-
sleeve button top in white (S) and 
one J Crew Sequin Cami in black (S), 
all as new. 
£20 - 30 
912* 
A ladies  as new Power Flex by 
Liverpool denim jacket in admiral 
blue (XS) and a  ladies as new Love 
by Liverpool denim jacket in bright 
white (XS). 
£30 - 40 
913* 
Three women's as new Brakeburn 
Daisy Pullover Hoodies in turquoise 
(Various sizes) and three Brakeburn 
Sausage Dog Roo bags (One size). 
£30 - 40 
914* 
A Dsquared2 Canada Patch Baseball 
Cap. 
£20 - 30 
915* 
A Dsquared2 invited VIP guests 
baseball cap. 
£20 - 30 
916* 
A Dsquared2 Men Icon Cotton 
Gabardine Baseball Hat Black. 
£20 - 30 
917* 
A Side AA Stereo Print Cotton 
Sweatshirt (Size S). 
£40 - 60 
918* 
A Side AA Stereo Print Cotton 
Sweatshirt (Size M). 
£40 - 60 
919* 
Five women's as new Brakeburn 
Daisy Pullover Hoodies in turquoise 
(Various sizes). 
£40 - 60 
920* 
Five men's as new Brakeburn Hike 
and Trail hoodies in burgundy 
(Various sizes). 
£40 - 60 
921* 
One pair of Supreme Rigid Slim Jeans 
in indigo (32), one Levi's hoodie (L), 
one Supreme Life Sucks Die Tee in 
black (L) and Supreme Reflective 
Camo Camp Cap, all as new. 
£40 - 60 
 
 
 
 

922* 
One pair of Liverpool Callie Crop 
jeans in Denmark Grind (6/28), one 
pair of Liverpool Cameron Cropped 
Boyfriend jeans in blue (6/28), one 
pair of Liverpool Avery Crop jeans in 
aluminium wash (6/28) and one 
Liverpool Boyfriend Blazer in black 
(L), all as new. 
£40 - 60 
923* 
One as new Power Flex by Liverpool 
ladies denim jacket in admiral blue 
(L) and one as new Love by Liverpool 
ladies denim jacket in bright white 
(L). 
£30 - 40 
924* 
Three fashion bags and a leather 
shirt bag (All pre-owned). 
£30 - 40 
925* 
An as new Fernandez of Roche 
Jewish Hasidic fedora hat from Kova 
Hats Brooklyn (Size 57) with hard 
case. 
£20 - 30 
926* 
An as new Doctor Martens black 
leather backpack with yellow 
stitching (No labels but as new) 
together with an as new Tumi wallet. 
£30 - 40 
927* 
Two pairs of Timberland trousers; 
Hybrid Cargo (34-32) and Squam 
Lake Chino (30-32). 
£20 - 30 
928* 
One as new John Varvatos long 
sleeved casual top in saphire. 
£40 - 60 
929* 
A pair of as new Hestra Tällberg 
Leather Driving and Dress Gloves (8). 
£20 - 30 
930* 
An as new Part Two Reina dress (36) 
and an as new Maje skirt (2). 
£20 - 30 
931* 
Nine assorted items of as new 
Chantelle lingerie. 
£20 - 40 
932* 
One as new Rag & Bone New York 
man's Rose Finn Polo shirt (S). 
£30 - 40 
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932A* 
One as new Rag & Bone New York 
man's Rose Finn Polo shirt (M). 
£30 - 40 
933* 
One pair of boxed as new women's 
Hunter Norris Field Printed Boot in 
moor green (UK8) and one as new 
The North Face Fantasy Ridge 
women's jacket in porcelain green 
(M). 
£20 - 30 
934* 
A quantity of as new Foxers ladies 
underwear in various styles (S) and 
two pairs of Foxers men's boxer 
briefs in light blue and French Rose 
(L). 
£30 - 40 
935* 
Four Paonie buffalo leather 
backpacks. 
£40 - 60 
936* 
Four Paonie buffalo leather 
backpacks. 
£40 - 60 
937* 
Four Paonie buffalo leather 
backpacks. 
£40 - 60 
938* 
An as new Billabong Surf Capsule 
Spring Fever jacket (Euro 10). 
£20 - 30 
939* 
A pair of Ecco cool 2.0 walking 
trainers (U.K 6). 
£30 - 40 
940* 
A pair of Ecco helsinki black shoes 
(U.K 8/8.5). 
£30 - 40 
941* 
Three pairs of Asics gel-flare 5 GS 
(U.K 3) and two pairs of Asics gel-
cumulus 19 GS (U.K 1.5). 
£30 - 40 
942* 
Two pairs of Nike WMNS Zoom Flys 
SP (Both 5). 
£40 - 60 
943* 
A pair of Converse Chuck Taylor All-
Star Platform High Miley Cyrus Pride 
2018 trainers (Size 8). 
£40 - 60 
 
 
 
 

 
944* 
A pair of Nike Revolution 4 trainers 
(Size 1) and a pair of Nike Air Max 
Command leather trainers (Size 9). 
£40 - 60 
945* 
Two pairs of Nike WMNS Zoom Flys 
SP (Both 7). 
£40 - 60 
946* 
Four pairs of men's as new Reebok 
Classic Rapide MU trainers in 
white/black/primal red/pink (Three 
UK 3, One UK 4.5). 
£30 - 40 
947* 
A pair of Balenciaga slip on shoes 
(C36). 
£30 - 40 
948* 
Two pairs of Nike WMNS Zoom Flys 
SP (Size 5 and 8). 
£40 - 60 
949* 
Two pairs of Nike WMNS Zoom Flys 
SP (Both 6). 
£40 - 60 
950* 
A pair of Nike Tanjun trainers (Size 4) 
and a pair of Nike Run Swift (Size 
10). 
£30 - 40 
951* 
Five pairs of Boston Athletics Rapide 
shoes in grey (UK 10). 
£30 - 40 
952* 
A pair of Nike Air Force 1 (UK. 6) and 
a pair of Nike Air Force 1 low ID (UK. 
8.5). 
£30 - 40 
953* 
A pair of Nike Air Max 270 trainers 
(Size 11). 
£30 - 40 
954* 
A pair of Reebok Yourflex trainer 9.0 
MT (U.K 7) and a pair of Reebok 
boxing boot-buck (U.K 9). 
£30 - 40 
955* 
Three pairs of boxed as new Adidas 
VS Pace trainers in grey and white (7, 
7.5, 8.5).  
£30 - 40 
956* 
Four pairs of as new ladies shoes to 
include Secret and Anne Michelle 
(5,7,7.5 and 8). 
£20 - 30 

957* 
A pair of Asics gel-exalt 4 (U.K 11), a 
pair of Asics gel-phoenix 8 (U.K 7), a 
pair of Asics gel-fujiattack 5 (U.K 
8.5). 
£30 - 40 
958* 
A pair of Reike Nen pull up leather 
sandals (Italy size 38). 
£30 - 40 
959* 
A pair of Asics gel-exalt 4 (U.K 11) 
and a pair of Asics gel-lyte v (Euro 
42.5). 
£30 - 40 
960* 
Five pairs of Boston Athletics Rapide 
shoes in grey (UK 10). 
£30 - 40 
961* 
A pair of Adidas Cloudfoam Racer 
trainer (U.K 3), a pair of Vans 
Seersucker Stripe J Crew (U.K 9), a 
pair of Reebok Club C 85 Diamond 
(U.K 5.5) (Damage to box). 
£30 - 40 
962* 
A pair of Puma basket bow trainers 
(U.K 50) (Damage to box), Puma one 
18.3 FG football boots (U.K 10), 
Puma future 18.4 TT football boots 
(U.K 10). 
£30 - 40 
963* 
A pair of Topman black Shephard 
loafers (U.K 10), Asos creeper brogue 
shoes (U.K 9), Ecco soft 5 sandals (EU 
37). 
£30 - 40 
964* 
Two pairs of Nike Air Zoom Vapor x 
HC (Both 8.5). 
£30 - 40 
965* 
Two  pair of Salomon Speedcross 4 
(U.K 4 and U.K 8) and a Salomon 
Snowboard Rhythm white (Size L). 
£30 - 40 
966* 
A pair of Under Armour Limitless 
Tr3.0 (U.K 10) and a pair of Under 
Armour Mojo LD82 (U.K 5.5).  
£30 - 40 
967* 
A pair of Ecco Biom Fjuel multisport 
trainers (U.K 4.5). 
£30 - 40 
968* 
Two pairs of Nike Air Zoom Vapor x 
HC (Both 9). 
£30 - 40 
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969* 
A Supreme cordura backpack. 
£30 - 40 
970* 
One as new Luisa Vannini black 
leather woman's handbag. 
£20 - 30 
971* 
Two Paonie buffalo leather 
backpacks. 
£30 - 40 
972 
An as new Carl Friedrik Holdall in 
brown. 
£40 - 60 
973* 
An as new Hugo Boss two piece suit 
(EU 54). 
£60 - 80 
974* 
A quantity of FreeMaster full finger 
and half-finger gloves 
(Approximately 65). 
£30 - 40 
975* 
A quantity of as new Sloggi Basic+ 
Premium Comfort 4 x Maxi women's 
underwear in black (Approximately 
20 packs). 
£60 - 80 
976* 
A quantity of socks and beach 
scarves. 
£30 - 40 
977* 
A box of pre-owned branded 
jackets/coats (9 items). 
£40 - 60 
978 
A box of as new M&S Kids shoes 
(Various styles and sizes). 
£30 - 40 
979* 
A quantity of as new towels. 
£20 - 30 
980* 
A quantity of as new Adidas sports 
socks in black, white and grey 
(Approximately 50 pairs, various 
sizes). 
£30 - 40 
981* 
A quantity of FreeMaster canvas 
bags (Approximately 15). 
£40 - 60 
982* 
A quantity of FreeMaster full finger 
gloves (Approximately 65). 
£30 - 40 
 
 

983* 
A quantity of FreeMaster canvas 
bags (Approximately 15). 
£40 - 60 
984* 
A large quantity of snapback hats. 
£30 - 40 
985* 
A quantity of bags to include; two 
FreeMaster vintage bags, two 
FreeMaster laptop bags and four 
Paonie canvas bags. 
£40 - 60 
986* 
A quantity of FreeMaster canvas 
bags (Approximately 15). 
£40 - 60 
987* 
A quantity of miscellaneous 
decorative garments and fabrics to 
include Asian style female clothing. 
£40 - 60 
988 
A quantity of as new children's 
Disney Minnie Mouse hat and gloves 
(Approximately 40 pairs).  
£30 - 40 
989* 
Sixty France 2018-2019 home Nike 
Mbappe number 10 football shirts 
(Various sizes). 
£80 - 100 
990* 
A quantity of Adidas Condivo 18 
training jersey's. 
£30 - 40 
991* 
A quantity of as new Shield non-
woven polypropylene coveralls with 
hoods (Approximately 45). 
£20 - 30 
992* 
A quantity of as new children's Nike 
FC Barcelona Messi football kits (No 
socks - various sizes, approximately 
95). 
£80 - 100 
993* 
A quantity of Adidas Condivo 18 
training jersey's. 
£30 - 40 
994* 
A quantity of as new children's Nike 
FC Barcelona Messi football kits (No 
socks - various sizes, approximately 
95). 
£80 - 100 
 
 
 
 

995 
A quantity of as new children's 
Disney Star Wars t-shirts in various 
designs and sizes (Approximately 
60). 
£30 - 40 
996* 
A quantity of as new shoe care items 
to include Dasco shoe buffing 
brushes and leather insoles, Woly 
suede velours, combi cleaners and 
Easy Lace no tie shoelaces. 
£20 - 30 
997* 
One as new Martina Liana wedding 
dress (Skin - CP, UK 14). 
£40 - 60 
998* 
Two pairs of as new Baumler men's 
trousers in grey (EU 48, 60). 
£30 - 40 
999* 
One as new Martina Liana wedding 
dress (Natural UK 12). 
£40 - 60 
1000* 
Two pairs of as new Baumler men's 
trousers in grey (EU 58). 
£30 - 40 
1001* 
One as new Martina Liana wedding 
dress (SK-IV, UK 14). 
£40 - 60 
1002* 
Two pairs of as new Baumler men's 
trousers in dark grey (EU 48). 
£30 - 40 
1003* 
One Pronovias Barcelona wedding 
dress (UK 14, as new but may 
require cleaning). 
£40 - 60 
1004* 
Two pairs of as new Baumler men's 
hand tailored trousers, one grey and 
one blue (EU 48). 
£30 - 40 
1005* 
One Pronovias Barcelona wedding 
dress (UK 10, as new but may 
require cleaning). 
£40 - 60 
1006* 
Two pairs of as new Baumler men's 
trousers in grey (EU 52). 
£30 - 40 
1007* 
One Pronovias Barcelona wedding 
dress (UK 12, as new but may 
require cleaning). 
£40 - 60 
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1008* 
Two pairs of as new Baumler men's 
trousers in grey (EU 50). 
£30 - 40 
1009* 
Eight as new Blood Brother clothing 
with no labels.  
£60 - 80 
1010* 
A basket of Freya active 
sports/swimming bras and a basket 
of underwear and nightwear. 
£30 - 40 
1011 
An as new Sherri Hill beaded two 
piece with high neck and cap sleeve 
bodice in nude/silver (Size 12). 
£40 - 60 
1012* 
Three gent's fashion suits and two 
shirts (All pre-owned). 
£30 - 40 
1013 
A quantity of sports T-shirts. 
£30 - 40 
1014* 
An as new Sonia Pena dress (Spanish 
T38 - UK 6), an as new Sonia Pena 
dress (Spanish T40- UK 8) and two as 
new Sonia Pena tops (Both Spanish 
0). 
£20 - 30 
1015* 
A Los Angeles Atelier Cashmere 
fashion top in grey (EU S), a Joules 
children's body warmer in navy (age 
7-8) and a Mountain Warehouse 
women's printed padded jacket in 
teal (UK 16), all as new. 
£30 - 40 
1016* 
Six packs of five as new Charles 
Wilson Classic v-neck t-shirts in 
various colours (XXL). 
£30 - 40 
1017* 
Ten as new Billabong t-shirts 
(Various designs and sizes). 
£30 - 40 
1018* 
Eleven as new Billabong t-shirts 
(Various designs L, XL, XXL). 
£30 - 40 
1019* 
Seven packs of five as new Charles 
Wilson Classic v-neck t-shirts in 
various colours (XXL). 
£40 - 60 
 
 
 

1020* 
Ten as new Billabong t-shirts 
(Various designs and sizes). 
£30 - 40 
1021* 
Sixty France 2018-2019 home Nike 
Mbappe number 10 football shirts 
(Various sizes). 
£80 - 100 
1022* 
A quantity of as new Hollister tops in 
various styles and sizes 
(Approximately 20). 
£40 - 60 
1023 
A quantity of as new baby clothing 
and accessories. 
£30 - 40 
1024* 
A quantity of as new Fruit of the 
Loom t-shirts and polo shirts 
(Assorted colours and sizes). 
£30 - 40 
1025* 
A quantity of as new clothing and 
related items. 
£30 - 40 
1026* 
Seven as new Brax silk washed short 
sleeved shirts. 
£30 - 40 
1027* 
Thirteen Ahman's classic-fit cotton 
formal shirts (Various sizes). 
£20 - 30 
1028* 
Four as new Charles Tyrwhitt slim-fit 
shirts, two white and two sky 
(42/84cm). 
£30 - 40 
1029* 
Three pairs of as new Lee Cooper 
Harry Jeans in mid-wash (32 L32). 
£20 - 30 
1030* 
Three pairs of as new Lee Cooper 
Black Jeans (32 L32). 
£20 - 30 
1031* 
Three pairs of as new Firetrap 
Blackseal Naomi Jeans in mid-wash 
(W28 L32). 
£20 - 30 
1032* 
Ten as new Billabong t-shirts 
(Various designs and sizes). 
£30 - 40 
1033* 
Three pairs of as new Lee Cooper 
True Blue Jeans (32 L32). 
£20 - 30 

1034* 
Two as new Ralph Lauren Polo shirts 
in navy (S, XXL) and one as new 
Ralph Lauren Polo shirt in grey (XXL). 
£30 - 40 
1035* 
A quantity of miscellaneous as new 
clothing. 
£30 - 40 
1036* 
Fourteen various Ralph Lauren t-
shirts (Various sizes) and three Ralph 
Lauren shirts (Various sizes). 
£60 - 80 
1037* 
Sixty France 2018-2019 home Nike 
Mbappe number 10 football shirts 
(Various sizes). 
£80 - 100 
1038* 
Fourteen various Ralph Lauren t-
shirts (Various sizes) and three Ralph 
Lauren shirts (Various sizes). 
£60 - 80 
1039 
Four baskets of assorted as new 
clothing and costumes and related 
items. 
£30 - 40 
1040 
Assorted as new adults/children's 
footwear to include Clarks, Kamik, 
S.Oliver, O'Neill, Un-Break-Able, 
Viking and Lilli Mill (24 items). 
£40 - 60 
1041* 
A quantity of Jack & Jones hoodies 
and t-shirts in various styles and 
colours (L). 
£40 - 60 
1042 
A basket of ladies assorted 
underwear. 
£20 - 30 
1043* 
A basket of as new clothing and 
related items (Basket not included). 
£20 - 30 
1044* 
A basket of as new clothing and 
related items (Basket not included). 
£30 - 40 
1045* 
A quantity of belts (Basket not 
included). 
£40 - 60 
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1046 
Five pairs of women's as new Rocket 
Dog boots; three Sofie Suede in 
Chestnut (2 x UK 4, 1 x UK 7) and a 
Lance Simone Shepherd in black 
(Both UK 3). 
£30 - 40 
1047* 
A pair of Ecco Cool 2.0 walking 
trainers (U.K 6). 
£30 - 40 
1048* 
A pair of Ecco Bella shoes (U.K 6) and 
a pair of Ecco Scinapse shoes (U.K 
8/8.5).  
£30 - 40 
1049* 
A pair of The Original Muck Boot 
Company Edgewater 2 Tall EW2-
333T boots.  
£20 - 30 
1050* 
A pair of Ecco Kenton lace up 
mink/mocha shoes (U.K 8/8.5). 
£30 - 40 
1051* 
A pair of Topman Raider loafers (U.K 
7), a pair of Lyle & Scott Thomson 
sliders (Size 10), a pair of Merrell All 
Out Crush Tough Mudder 2 shoes 
(U.K 9), a pair of Madewell heeled 
shoes (Size 6), a pair of Nike Air 
Jordan1 Flight high top trainers (4.5) 
(Unboxed).  
£30 - 40 
1052* 
One Pronovias Barcelona wedding 
dress (UK 14, as new but may 
require cleaning). 
£40 - 60 
1053* 
One Pronovias Barcelona wedding 
dress (UK 18, as new but may 
require cleaning). 
£40 - 60 
1054* 
One as new Pronovias Barcelona 
wedding dress (UK 14, as new but 
may require cleaning). 
£40 - 60 
1055* 
One Pronovias Barcelona wedding 
dress (UK 16, as new but requires 
cleaning). 
£40 - 60 
1056* 
One Pronovias Barcelona wedding 
dress (UK 10, as new but requires 
cleaning). 
£40 - 60 
 

1057* 
One Pronovias Barcelona wedding 
dress off white (UK 12, as new but 
requires cleaning). 
£40 - 60 
1057A* 
One Pronovias Barcelona wedding 
dress (UK 8, as new but requires 
cleaning). 
£40 - 60 
1058* 
Seven boxes of clothing and related 
items. 
£60 - 80 
1059* 
Eight boxes of clothing and related 
items. 
£60 - 80 
1060* 
Eight boxes of assorted clothing and 
related items. 
£60 - 80 
1061* 
Two suitcases/holdalls and five 
boxes of assorted clothing and 
related items. 
£20 - 30 
1062* 
Eight boxes of assorted clothing and 
related items. 
£60 - 80 
1063* 
Seven bags of clothing and related 
items. 
£30 - 40 
1064* 
Eight boxes of assorted clothing and 
related items. 
£60 - 80 
1065* 
Seven bags of clothing and related 
items. 
£30 - 40 
1066* 
Six bags of clothing and related 
items, one suitcase of assorted 
clothing and related items.  
£30 - 40 
1067* 
Six bags of clothing and related 
items. 
£30 - 40 
1068* 
Eight boxes of assorted clothing and 
related items. 
£60 - 80 
1069* 
Four boxes of as new and pre owned 
clothing to include shoes, jumpers, 
trousers. 
£20 - 30 

1070* 
Eight boxes of assorted clothing and 
related items. 
£60 - 80 
1071* 
Eight boxes of assorted clothing and 
related items. 
£60 - 80 
1072* 
Eight boxes of assorted 
bags/handbags/backpacks. 
£40 - 60 
1073* 
A bag of belts, six bags of 
bags/purses/wallets. 
£30 - 40 
1074* 
A quantity of empty 
suitcases/holdalls.  
£20 - 30 
1075* 
A quantity of as new and pre-owned 
suitcases (Approximately 15). 
£30 - 40 
1076 
Eleven bags of as new clothing and 
related items. 
£40 - 60 
1077* 
Eleven suitcases/holdalls of assorted 
clothing and related items. 
£60 - 80 
1078* 
Fourteen suitcases/holdalls of 
assorted clothing and related items. 
£60 - 80 
1079* 
A quantity of empty bags/rucksacks, 
purses and wallets etc. 
£40 - 60 
1080* 
Two pairs of as new Resurgence 
Gear Sara Jane ladies black leggings 
in black (8,10). 
£40 - 60 
1081* 
Two pairs of as new Resurgence 
Gear Sara Jane ladies black leggings 
in black (12,14). 
£40 - 60 
1082* 
One pair of as new Resurgence Gear 
Men's Cafe Racer Skinny Cut jeans in 
raw (30). 
£30 - 40 
1083* 
One pair of as new Resurgence Gear 
Men's Cafe Racer Skinny Cut jeans in 
raw (38). 
£30 - 40 
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1084* 
One pair of as new Resurgence Gear 
Men's Cafe Racer Skinny Cut jeans in 
raw (40). 
£30 - 40 
1085* 
Two Lyle & Scott polo shirts (L), two 
Lyle & Scott crew neck t-shirts (L) 
and one Lyle & Scott Junior t-shirt (7-
8 years) along with one Ralph Lauren 
t-shirt in ink (XL) and one Superdry 
man's hoodie (XXL), all as new. 
£30 - 40 
 

UNCLAIMED PROPERTY 
 
1086* 
Eight assorted pushchairs/buggies 
(Two A/F) together with a travel cot 
and assorted car/booster seats. 
£30 - 40 
1087* 
A quantity of medical/first aid 
equipment. 
£30 - 40 
1088* 
A quantity of medical/first aid 
equipment. 
£30 - 40 
1089* 
A quantity of medical/first aid 
equipment. 
£30 - 40 
1090 
Three bags of abs fat burning devices 
and sticker pads/conducting gel, one 
bag of miscellaneous items and one 
bag of dog buoyance harnesses. 
£30 - 40 
1091* 
Two boxes of as new and used 
toiletries. 
£20 - 30 
1092 
A bag of assorted razor blades, a box 
of body creams and a box of Toppik 
hair building fibers (Dark brown). 
£20 - 30 
1093* 
Fifteen as new Thermo Dr 
Microwaveable Back & Tummy 
Wraps. 
£30 - 40 
1094 
A quantity of assorted books and 
related items. 
£20 - 30 
 
 
 
 

1095 
A bag of car air vent fans, bag of 
assorted phone cases, a bag of 
ceramic car coating (BEH010) and a 
box of assorted torches and related 
items. 
£20 - 30 
1096* 
A boxed Kitchen Aid Artisan 4.8l 
mixer in pistachio. 
£40 - 60 
1097* 
Assorted as new toys to include 
Disney, Lego, RC helicopter, RC mini 
drone and Build a Bear Workshop. 
£20 - 30 
1098* 
A quantity of assorted yarn to 
include Stylecraft Special double-knit 
and Wonder Soft Merry Go Round 
double-knit (Approximately 150 
yarns). 
£60 - 80 
1099* 
Three boxes of princess dolls (Six in a 
box) and a box of Nathan workshop 
mini-rythems and maxi pearls.  
£20 - 30 
1100* 
A quantity of as new miscellaneous 
household items to include a 
Simplicity rug, Zara Home bedding 
and a selection of cushions. 
£40 - 60 
1101* 
A quantity of as new miscellaneous 
household goods to include a kettle, 
tablecloths and other kitchen items.  
£20 - 30 
1102* 
An as new Beko HIZG 64120 built-in 
hob, a Tower 800w 20ltr microwave 
and a Princess Churros Cake Maker. 
£40 - 60 
1103* 
A quantity of as new miscellaneous 
kitchen items to include a Swirlio 
frozen fruit dessert maker, cutlery, 
crockery and utensils (Over 18s). 
£30 - 40 
1104* 
Four boxes of assorted 
miscellaneous items to include toys, 
souvenirs and household items 
together with a quantity of new toys. 
£40 - 60 
 
 
 
 
 

1105* 
Four boxes of assorted 
miscellaneous items to include toys, 
souvenirs and household items 
together with an as new folding 
breakfast stool, an oven hob top and 
multi function table top grinder 
(Both pre-owned). 
£30 - 40 
1106* 
A quantity of miscellaneous items to 
include books, notebooks and 
stationary. 
£20 - 30 
1107 
Five bags of Beauty Body smart 
fitness toning devices and abs fat 
burning devices and sticker 
pads/conducting gel.  
£30 - 40 
1108* 
Three boxes of miscellaneous items 
to include toys, souvenirs and 
household items together with an 
inflatable bed and a camping stove. 
£30 - 40 
1109* 
A toilet pan and a washing machine 
door. 
£10 - 15 
1110* 
One Graco travel cot, one Sleeptight 
Red Kite travel cot, one Teamtex 
Disney Frozen child's car seat and a 
Baby Dan true pressure fit stair gate, 
all pre-owned. 
£30 - 40 
1111* 
A quantity of miscellaneous 
household items to include five 
wildlife watercolour prints, an Addis 
30ltr pedal bin and a VonShef nine 
piece Parisian Cocktail set. 
£30 - 40 
1112* 
Seven assorted pushchairs/buggies 
and a box of umbrellas/walking 
sticks/sports equipment. 
£30 - 40 
1113* 
A boxed as new Black & Decker 
HVFE2150L Cordless Dustbuster and 
Stick Vacuum Cleaner and six boxed 
as new Hoover Handy handheld 
cordless vacuum cleaners. 
£30 - 40 
1114* 
Three boxed as new Globo Toys 
Globo - Family Games Space Flipper 
with Legs, Lights and Sound. 
£40 - 60 
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1115* 
A quantity of as new toys to include 
an Assassin's Creed Origins Bayek On 
Sekhmet Goddess Statue, two pairs 
of Rookie roller skates Retro V2.1 in 
red and white (UK6) and one pair of 
Rookie roller skates Canvas High in 
black (UK5). 
£30 - 40 
1116* 
Four boxed as new Royal 11 in 1 
steam mops. 
£30 - 40 
1117* 
A boxed as new Honeywell Quiet Set 
40" tower fan HYF290B. 
£30 - 40 
1118* 
Seventeen Dymo S0883980 LetraTag 
LT-100H Label Makers ABC 
Keyboard, in Black/Blue. 
£40 - 60 
1119* 
Assorted miscellaneous items to 
include toys, souvenirs, tools and 
household items together with two 
boxes of as new/part used toiletries, 
a box of confectionery, a box of 
books and a box of RC car parts. 
£40 - 60 
1120* 
A Baby Einstein neighbourhood 
friends activity jumper in box, eight 
as new Tomy Toomies fountain 
rockets, three as new Baby Gund 
Spunky cuddly toys and three as new 
Baby Gund My First Dollys. 
£30 - 40 
1121* 
A quantity of as new Girlie Paws 13" 
Sparkle Star Unicorn cuddly toys 
(Approximately 60).  
£40 - 60 
1122* 
A quantity of L.O.L Surprise Confetti 
Pop (Approximately 35). 
£30 - 40 
1123* 
A quantity of as new Orange Life soft 
toys to include Pickle the Hedgehog 
and Doc the Dog (Approximately 25). 
£30 - 40 
1124* 
A quantity of as new miscellaneous 
household and leisure items to 
include one Andersen Royal Steel 
Vektor Shopper in black and one It 
Luggage Corona suitcase. 
£30 - 40 
 
 

1125 
Two sacks of assorted as new toys. 
£20 - 30 
1126* 
Three boxes of miscellaneous items 
to include household items, toys, a 
box of books and a suitcase of books 
to include fiction and non-fiction. 
£30 - 40 
1127* 
Fourteen white male torso 
mannequins. 
£20 - 30 
1128* 
A pair of pre-owned Yamaha SV12M 
Speakers, a boxed as new Pulse 
Adjustable Speaker Pole (PLS00007) 
and a quantity of pre-owned 
miscellaneous audio equipment to 
include Technics and Alesis. 
£30 - 40 
1129* 
Three boxes of miscellaneous items 
to include toys, snowglobes, sport 
items and one box of new toys to 
include Nerf. 
£20 - 30 
1130* 
A selection of as new and pre-owned 
toys to include a 1/16 scale Heng 
Long R/C Battle Tank German King 
Tiger, one pair of Rookie Roller 
Skates Canvas High in black (UK5), 
one pair of Rookie Roller Skates 
Retro V2.1 in red and white (UK6) 
and six Princess Dolls. 
£30 - 40 
1131* 
An as new Kampa Motor Ace AIR 400 
XL Motorhome Awning (Carry case is 
a bit dirty). 
£200 - 250 
1132* 
A box of JaBaDaBaDo car transporter 
and a box of JaBaDaBaDo cake 
stands. 
£30 - 40 
1133* 
A boxed as new Igloo Maxcold Glide 
110 qt wheeled cooler. 
£30 - 40 
1134* 
A quantity of miscellaneous as new 
and pre-owned garden and outdoor 
items to include a Qualcast 26cc 
petrol hedge trimmer and a 
Chimenea. 
£30 - 40 
 
 
 

1135* 
A boxed as new Bestway Hydro 
Force White Cap stand up paddle 
board (10' x 32" x 4"). 
£40 - 60 
1136* 
An as new Outwell Hornet 6SA tent 
(Carry case is a bit dirty). 
£200 - 250 
1137* 
A quantity of as new JaBaDaBaDo 
baby products to include pillow 
cases, baby blankets and two chairs. 
£40 - 60 
1138* 
A quantity of as new JaBaDaBaDo 
Frog and Swan pillows. 
£40 - 60 
1139* 
A quantity of as new JaBaDaBaDo 
products to include six kitchen 
scales, six soft balls and twelve pram 
rattles. 
£40 - 60 
1140* 
A quantity of as new JaBaDaBaDo 
items to include four Harlequin 
Storage Baskets, four Frog trolleys in 
pink and paper lanterns in pink, red 
and green. 
£40 - 60 
1141* 
Three as new JaBaDaBaDo children's 
suitcases in pink and white. 
£40 - 60 
1142* 
A quantity of as new JaBaDaBaDo 
products to include cuddly toys and 
recorders. 
£40 - 60 
1143* 
A boxed as new Kenwood chef 
KVC3100W Stand Mixer - White 
[Energy Class A]. 
£30 - 40 
1144* 
A boxed Credo cube for medical 
supplies. 
£60 - 80 
1145* 
One as new Away suitcase in pink. 
£40 - 60 
1146* 
One as new Away suitcase in pink. 
£40 - 60 
1147* 
One as new Away Everywhere Bag in 
black pebble leather. 
£40 - 60 
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1148* 
A boxed as new Ultrasport 
Heimtrainer F-bike 150, two 
Physioworx adjustable stretch 
boards and an exercise mat. 
£30 - 40 
1149* 
Two capable whiteboards with first 
aid training course displays.  
£20 - 30 
1150* 
A quantity of pre-owned 
miscellaneous outdoor activity items 
to include a fishing bed and a 24ltr 
electric cool box. 
£30 - 40 
1151* 
A quantity of portable display 
stands/signs. 
£30 - 40 
1152* 
A boxed as new multifunctional 
console table in shiny white and a 
Saly shelving unit. 
£20 - 30 
1153* 
A boxed Jay-Be Sleep Smart folding 
bed. 
£40 - 60 
1154* 
An as new Huntsman HMG51-SP 
Lawnmower 51cm Cut Self 
Propelled. 
£40 - 60 
1155 
A Peabey KN100 amplifier. 
£30 - 40 
1156 
A Spider Line 6 amplifer. 
£30 - 40 
1157* 
Four boxed as new Mapex Armory 
B800 Chrome Boom Stands and a 
boxed as new Gravity MS 4321 B 
Microphone Boom Stand. 
£40 - 60 
1158* 
A HIWATT Spitfire G8 Maxwatt G 
Series amplifier. 
£30 - 40 
 
1159* 
A boxed as new Work Pro MD 82 AX 
digital audio mixer. 
£30 - 40 
1160* 
One boxed as new Electro-Voice 
F.01U.278.396 12" Woofer and one 
boxed as new QR8K 8" Active 
Moulded speaker cabinet. 
£30 - 40 

1161 
A Bass speaker with a brand new 
cone. 
£30 - 40 
1162* 
Four TGL transit gig bags of classic 
guitars.  
£30 - 40 
1163* 
Two boxed as new Konig & Meyer 
25950 Mini Boom Stands, one boxed 
as new Konig & Meyer 210/9 
microphone stand and one as new 
Gator GRB-2U Audio Rack bag.  
£30 - 40 
1164* 
One pre-owned Venus Soprano 
Saxophone in case. 
£60 - 80 
1165* 
A Westfield electric guitar (Damage 
to body and back) and a guitar case. 
£30 - 40 
1166* 
Four TGL transit gig bags of classic 
guitars.  
£30 - 40 
1167* 
A boxed as new Leatherman Super 
Tool 300 (Over 18s only). 
£20 - 30 
1168* 
A boxed as new Leatherman Super 
Tool 300 (Over 18s only). 
£20 - 30 
1169* 
Two as new Leatherman Squirt PS4 
multi-tools (Over 18s only). 
£20 - 30 
1170* 
Two as new Leatherman Squirt PS4 
multi-tools (Over 18s only). 
£20 - 30 
1171* 
Two as new Leatherman Squirt PS4 
multi-tools (Over 18s only). 
£20 - 30 
1172* 
A Leatherman Sidekick multi-tool, a 
Leatherman Squirt PS4 multi-tools 
(Over 18s only). 
£20 - 30 
1173* 
Two as new Leatherman Squirt PS4 
multi-tools (Over 18s only). 
£20 - 30 
1174* 
Two as new Leatherman Squirt PS4 
multi-tools (Over 18s only). 
£20 - 30 
 

1175* 
Two as new Leatherman Squirt PS4 
multi-tools (Over 18s only). 
£20 - 30 
1176* 
An as new Leatherman Squirt PS4 
multi-tools and a Leatherman Micra 
black (Over 18s only). 
£20 - 30 
1177* 
Two Leatherman sidekick multi tools 
(Over 18s only). 
£20 - 30 
1177A* 
Two Leatherman sidekick multi tools 
(Over 18s only). 
£20 - 30 
1178* 
Two as new Leatherman Squirt PS4 
multi-tools (Over 18s only). 
£20 - 30 
1179* 
Two as new Leatherman Squirt PS4 
multi-tools (Over 18s only). 
£20 - 30 
1180* 
Two as new Leatherman Squirt PS4 
multi-tools (Over 18s only). 
£20 - 30 
1181* 
Two Leatherman freestyle multi 
tools (Over 18s only). 
£20 - 30 
1182* 
Two Leatherman Micra multi tools 
(One black and one blue) (Over 18s 
only). 
£20 - 30 
1183* 
Eight assorted Leatherman multi-
tools; two Wingman, a Sidekick, a 
Tool, a Blast, a Wave, a Super Tool 
and a Rev (Over 18s only). 
£30 - 40 
1184* 
Twelve assorted Victorinox knives 
(Over 18s only). 
£20 - 30 
1185* 
Eight assorted Leatherman multi-
tools; two Wingman, two Tool, a 
Blast, a Rev, a Charge and a Rebar 
together with a Leatherman 
accessory set in pouch (Over 18s 
only). 
£30 - 40 
1186* 
Five assorted Gerber multi-tools 
(Over 18s only). 
£20 - 30 
 



Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT), 
plus VAT (20%) on the hammer price where indicated with an * asterisk 

1187* 
Fourteen assorted knives/multi-tools 
to include Laguiole, Snap-On and 
Switzerland (Over 18s only). 
£20 - 30 
1188* 
Twelve assorted Victorinox knives 
(Over 18s only). 
£20 - 30 
1189* 
Fourteen assorted knives/multi-tools 
to include Wenger, Clas Ohlson and 
Spear & Jackson (Over 18s only). 
£20 - 30 
1190* 
A quantity of assorted letter 
openers/paper knives/miniature 
replica swords to include Laura 
Ashley and Paris Atelier & Other 
Stories (Approximately 18 items - 
Over 18s only). 
£20 - 30 
1191* 
Two trays of multi-tools, wine bottle 
openers, divers knife, darts and 
related items. 
£20 - 30 
1192* 
Eleven Victorinox multi-tool knives 
(Over 18s only). 
£30 - 40 
1193* 
Eleven Victorinox multi-tool knives 
and two Leatherman multi-tool 
knives Wave, Blast (Over 18s only).  
£30 - 40 
1194* 
Eleven Victorinox multi-tool knives 
(Over 18s only).  
£30 - 40 
1195* 
Twelve Victorianox multi-tool knives 
(Over 18s only). 
£30 - 40 
1196* 
Three Gerber multi-tool knives, 
three Leatherman multi-tool knives 
to include Rebar, Rev, Wave and a 
Ted Baker in Leather case multi-tool 
(Over 18s only). 
£30 - 40 
1197* 
Eleven Victorinox multi-tool knives 
(Over 18s only).  
£30 - 40 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1198* 
A quantity of as new kitchen items to 
include Fortnum & Mason cheese 
knife, chopping blades, scissors 
together with a quantity of assorted 
cutlery/scissors/sharps. 
£20 - 30 
1199* 
A tray of assorted bike tools, two 
trays of assorted bottle openers 
(Over 18s only). 
£20 - 30 
1200* 
A tray of assorted multi-tool knives 
(Over 18s only). 
£20 - 30 
1201* 
Three boxed as new We-Vibe Rave 
G-Spot Vibrators. 
£40 - 60 
1202* 
A boxed as new Elisa DRG influenza 
virus a kit. 
£40 - 60 
1203* 
A boxed as new Elisa DRG influenza 
virus a kit. 
£40 - 60 
1204* 
An as new Kurketrekker corkscrew, 
an as new Coravin model two Elite 
bottle opener pourer, an as new 
original Rabbit corkscrew/foil cutter 
and extra spiral bottle opener, three 
boxed Buckingham Palace bottle 
openers and a English Heritage 
Excalibar letter opener together with 
related items (Approximately 10 
items). 
£20 - 30 
1205* 
A box of assorted scissors (Over 18s 
only). 
£20 - 30 
1206* 
Fifty boxes of as new Bob Marley 
Pure Hemp King Size Rolling Papers 
(50 packs). 
£30 - 40 
1207* 
Eight pairs of branded sunglasses. 
£60 - 80 
1208* 
Eight pairs of branded sunglasses. 
£60 - 80 
1209* 
A box of unbranded sunglasses. 
£40 - 60 
1210* 
Eight pairs of branded sunglasses. 
£60 - 80 

1211* 
A box of unbranded sunglasses. 
£40 - 60 
1212* 
A box of unbranded sunglasses. 
£40 - 60 
1213* 
A boxed as new iRestore Laser Hair 
Growth System - FDA-Cleared Hair. 
£80 - 100 
1214* 
A boxed as new Choco Vision Mini 
Rev - Home Chocolate System. 
£40 - 60 
1215* 
A boxed as new GKR Heavy Hitters 
board game. 
£30 - 40 
1216* 
A boxed as new GKR Heavy Hitters 
board game. 
£30 - 40 
1217* 
Six Mayhem duo glow rainbow 256 
colour change base light. 
£20 - 30 
1218* 
Four boxed as new Brandani Alleluia 
new bone china. 
£20 - 30 
1219* 
Five as new Brandani Tower Vintage 
four cup coffee pot in green 
aluminium. 
£20 - 30 
1220* 
Three boxed as new sets of six Royal 
Doulton Pacific Porcelain Bowls in 
blue and white (11cm). 
£20 - 30 
1221* 
Two boxed as new Brandani Teapot 
Mille Bolle Blu, cast iron with 
stainless steel filter (650ml). 
£30 - 40 
1222* 
Two boxed as new Brandani Teapot 
Mille Bolle Blu, cast iron with 
stainless steel filter (650ml). 
£30 - 40 
1223* 
Two boxed as new Brandani Teapot 
Mille Bolle Blu, cast iron with 
stainless steel filter (650ml). 
£30 - 40 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT), 
plus VAT (20%) on the hammer price where indicated with an * asterisk 

1224* 
A quantity of Opinel Savoie France 
knives, a quantity of miscellaneous 
UST outdoor survival items, two 
Inova Microlight LED micro 
flashlights and a selection of NiteIze 
gadgets to include DoohicKey key 
tools, all as new. 
£40 - 60 
1225* 
A quantity of as new assorted Opinel 
Savoie France knives to include 
cuisine, 07 Tradition and 08 Nature.  
£30 - 40 
1226* 
Six boxed as new Brandani 
decorative deep  table centrepieces. 
£20 - 30 
1227* 
A quantity of as new knife sets to 
include a Richardson six piece steak 
knife set and a Homgeek stainless 
steel kitchen knife set along with 
two electric carving knives and a 
Spaghetti Rods knife block. 
£30 - 40 
1228* 
Sixteen jars of assorted Manuka 
honey to include Manuka Doctor, 
Manuka Pharm, Mother Earth, 
Comvita and New Zealand Pure 
Gold. 
£40 - 60 
1229* 
Sixteen assorted jars of Marmite (2 x 
125g, 2 x 200g, 10 x 250g, 2 x 400g). 
£20 - 30 
1230* 
Miscellaneous food items to include 
pasta and various organic and health 
foods. 
£20 - 30 
1231* 
A quantity of Pure Leaf tea bags to 
include Iced Green Tea with Citrus 
(37.6g), Iced Black Tea with Peach 
(48.8g) and Iced Hibiscus with 
Passionfruit (49g).  
£30 - 40 
1232* 
A quantity of Keurig Brewed K Cup 
coffee packs to include Colombia, 
Decaf Italian Roast and Green 
Mountain. 
£40 - 60 
1233* 
A quantity of food items to include 
preserves, sauces, spreads and oils. 
£30 - 40 
 
 

1234* 
Three boxes of as new assorted 
toiletries and gift sets. 
£20 - 30 
1235* 
Three boxes of assorted part used 
toiletries. 
£20 - 30 
1236* 
A quantity of preserves to include 
Harrods, Buckingham Palace and 
Fortnum & Mason. 
£30 - 40 
1237* 
A quantity of food items to include 
preserves, sauces, spreads and oils. 
£30 - 40 
1238* 
Three boxes of assorted part used 
toiletries. 
£20 - 30 
1239* 
A quantity of Pall Mall Barbers Argan 
enriched shampoo for men 
(Approximately 2 x 5ltrs with 
pumps), three Overtone Pastel Silver 
daily conditioner (237ml) and two 
Overtone Rose Gold deep treatment, 
all as new. 
£20 - 30 
1240* 
Three boxes of part used toiletries. 
£30 - 40 
1241* 
Two boxes of as new/part used 
toiletries. 
£20 - 30 
1242* 
Three boxes of part used toiletries. 
£30 - 40 
1243* 
Three boxes of part used assorted 
toiletries. 
£30 - 40 
1244* 
Two boxes of new assorted 
toiletries. 
£30 - 40 
1245* 
A box of assorted Organo premium 
coffees and teas. 
£30 - 40 
1245A* 
Twelve packs of Alchemy Opus 
Espresso coffee blend version XIV 
(1kg each). 
£30 - 40 
1246* 
Two boxes of assorted food items to 
include preserves, sauces, spreads. 
£20 - 30 

1247 
A quantity of assorted food items. 
£30 - 40 
1248* 
Two boxes of as new toiletries. 
£40 - 60 
1249* 
Three boxes of part used toiletries. 
£20 - 30 
1250* 
One box of as new toiletries and one 
box of part used toiletries. 
£20 - 30 
1251* 
Two boxes of as new toiletries. 
£40 - 60 
1252* 
Three boxes of part used toiletries. 
£30 - 40 
1253* 
Six pushchairs/buggies, a bag of car 
seats/booster seats and a walking 
frame. 
£30 - 40 
1254* 
Nine pushchairs/buggies, four car 
seats/booster seats, two 
wheelchairs. 
£30 - 40 
1255* 
Nine pushchairs/buggies, a car seat, 
bag of rain covers. 
£30 - 40 
 
1256* 
A portable blue massage table with 
bag.  
£30 - 40 
1257* 
A quantity of miscellaneous sports 
and leisure items to include Jaxjox 
dumbbells and Bestope resistance 
bands. 
£20 - 30 
 

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS 
 
1258 
Seven assorted as new household 
mirrors (One with chip in corner). 
£30 - 40 
1259* 
A quantity of DryNites bed mats 
(twenty packs of seven) and one 
boxed as new Tommee Tippee baby 
food blender. 
£20 - 30 
 
 
 
 



Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT), 
plus VAT (20%) on the hammer price where indicated with an * asterisk 

1260 
Three as new Solar Energy shower 
trays, three as new shower frames, 
three boxes of as new glass for 
showers and three Solar Energy 
shower rooms.  
£20 - 30 
1261* 
Twelve boxed as new, Hogartech 
spin scrubbers. 
£40 - 60 
1262* 
Twelve boxed as new, Hogartech 
spin scrubbers. 
£40 - 60 
1263* 
One as new Bisley 10 Drawer non-
locking Multidrawer for home or 
office (H 59 W 28 D 38 cm) 
H2910NLFC-bp5-Azure. 
£20 - 30 
1264* 
Seventeen boxed as new, Hogartech 
spin scrubbers. 
£40 - 60 
1265* 
Six boxed as new Brandani Ginger 
Yellow Stoneware Scalloped Bowls 
and two Brandani eighteen piece 
Alice Collections (Some damages, 
not eighteen pieces in boxes).  
£20 - 30 
1266 
Two boxes of as new Cole & Bright 
flame flickering candles (Large) 
mood lighting for home and garden 
(12 per box). 
£40 - 60 
1267* 
A box of as new Aukwing six point 
Hexa fidget spinners (Approximately 
160). 
£20 - 30 
1268* 
A quantity of Gleading dog training 
collars (Approximately 30). 
£40 - 60 
1269* 
A quantity of as new Aukwing fidget 
spiners (Approximately 100).  
£20 - 30 
1270* 
A quantity of Gleading dog training 
collars (Approximately 30). 
£40 - 60 
1271* 
A quantity of as new fidget spiners 
(Approximately 170).  
£20 - 30 
 
 

1272* 
A quantity of Gleading dog training 
collars (Approximately 30). 
£40 - 60 
1273* 
One boxed as new West Elm Terrace 
Bedside Table, Antique Brass (22" x 
19.5" x 29"). 
£40 - 50 
1274* 
One boxed as new West Elm Terrace 
Bedside Table, Antique Brass (22" x 
19.5" x 29"). 
£40 - 50 
1275* 
One boxed as new West Elm Terrace 
Bedside Table, Antique Brass (22" x 
19.5" x 29"). 
£40 - 50 
1276* 
One boxed as new West Elm Terrace 
Bedside Table, Antique Brass (22" x 
19.5" x 29"). 
£40 - 50 
1277* 
A quantity of as new Whitehouse 
Leisure soft cuddly toys 
(Approximately 400). 
£30 - 40 
1278 
Assorted toys, novelties and 
household items to include door 
chimes, Streetwize vacuum and 
Canon printer cartridges. 
£30 - 40 
1279* 
A quantity of magnetic door screens 
(Approximately 25). 
£30 - 40 
1280* 
A quantity of collapsible silicone 
travel cups (Approximately 135).  
£4 - 60 
1281* 
A quantity of magnetic door screens 
(Approximately 25). 
£30 - 40 
1282* 
A quantity of magnetic door screens 
(Approximately 25). 
£30 - 40 
1283* 
A quantity of as new Aukwing fidget 
spiners (Approximately 105).  
£20 - 30 
1284* 
A quantity of magnetic door screens 
(Approximately 25). 
£30 - 40 
 
 

1285* 
A quantity of as new miscellaneous 
DVDs to include mainly Midsomer 
Murders series five and six, Quincy 
ME and Coast series eight 
(Approximately 60). 
£20 - 30 
1286* 
A box of 30 Years of Milwaukees: 
Mixed By Fat Controller CDS 
(Approximately 35 CDS).   
£30 - 40 
1287 
A box of green laser pointers 
(Approximately 21 items) (Over 18s 
only). 
£20 - 30 
1288* 
Twelve as new Marvel Avengers 
backpacks. 
£30 - 40 
1289* 
A quantity of LED party light's and 
LED mini stage light's (Approximately 
30). 
£40 - 60 
1290* 
A quantity of 2 pack and single pack, 
LED string lights (Approximately 180 
packs). 
£40 - 60 
1291* 
A quantity of collapsible silicone 
travel cups (Approximately 135).  
£40 - 60 
1292* 
A quantity of LED Trafo adapters 
(Approximately 170). 
£30 - 40 
1293* 
A quantity of car washing gloves 
(Approximately 25). 
£20 - 30 
1294* 
A quantity of as new Avery products 
to include self adhesive address 
mailing labels and transfer textile.  
£20 - 30 
1295* 
A quantity of Birch brass padlocks 
and combination locks 
(Approximately 25) and a quantity of 
Renata watch batteries (Various 
sizes), all as new. 
£20 - 30 
1296* 
A quantity of boxed as new Peppa 
Pig Digital Thermometers (23 boxes 
of 6 units). 
£30 - 40 
 



Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT), 
plus VAT (20%) on the hammer price where indicated with an * asterisk 

1297* 
Fifty boxed as new Flow 
Woodpecker Wine Aerating Pourers. 
£30 - 40 
1298* 
A quantity of miscellaneous items to 
include; automatic soap dispensers, 
LED wall sconces and other items. 
£20 - 30 
1299* 
A quantity of kitchen items to 
include; milk frother's, knife 
sharpeners and other items.  
£20 - 30 
1300* 
A quantity of miscellaneous items to 
include; bed sheets, solar energy 
lamps, portable phone holders and 
other items. 
£20 - 30 
1301* 
A quantity of 3D lamps 
(Approximately 40). 
£30 - 40 
1302* 
A quantity of Ideal Shape Booty Band 
Kits 12" (Approximately 390). 
£30 - 40 
1303* 
A quantity of miscellaneous items to 
include Brazilian wool hair knitting 
yarn, Boldface 3-D lashes and bath 
bombs. 
£20 - 30 
1304* 
A quantity of wine glasses and a 
quantity of whiskey glasses. 
£20 - 30 
1305* 
Thirty boxed as new Flow Barware 3 
in 1 wine accessories (Chiller-
aerator-pourer). 
£30 - 40 
1306* 
Twelve boxed as new, Hogartech 
spin scrubbers. 
£40 - 60 
1307* 
Twelve boxed as new, Hogartech 
spin scrubbers. 
£40 - 60 
1308* 
A quantity of Ideal Shape Booty Band 
Kits 12" (Approximately 390). 
£30 - 40 
1309* 
A quantity of Seltino Hafcin water 
filter replacements for Samsung 
refrigerator DA29-00020B 
(Approximately 30). 
£60 - 80 

1310* 
One as new fabric covered armchair 
in grey, one salon chair top and one 
brown leather chair back and a 
wooden base. 
£30 - 40 
1311 
Swiss Line kitchen knife set, Royalty 
Line knife set, Shimono multi 
steamer and other household items 
(All as new) together with a Eurolec 
microwave and two vintage style 
sets of kitchen scales (Over 18s 
only). 
£20 - 30 
1312* 
A quantity of Intex filter cartridge, 
twin packs for hot tubs. 
£20 - 30 
1313* 
A quantity of Epiderma5 aha40 
(200ml) (Approximately 35 items). 
£30 - 40 
1314* 
A quantity of Epiderma5 aha40 
(200ml) (Approximately 35 items). 
£30 - 40 
1315* 
A quantity of Epiderma5 aha40 
(200ml) (Approximately 35 items). 
£30 - 40 
1316* 
A quantity of Epiderma5 aha40 
(200ml) (Approximately 35 items). 
£30 - 40 
1317* 
A quantity of as new Jacinthe Berthe 
extra large travel toiletry 
bag/portable makeup organiser 
(Approximately 10). 
£30 - 40 
1318* 
A box of Chilly's metal water bottles 
(Approximately 15, various colours). 
£30 - 40 
1319* 
Six boxed as new Wildlife World 
Solitary Bee Hives / Bee Habitats. 
£30 - 40 
1320 
A quantity of assorted toys, games, 
glassware, photo frames, household 
items etc. 
£30 - 40 
1321* 
One boxed as new Burco 20ltr 
catering water boiler, two boxed as 
new Stirflow 18" power fans and one 
as new Caterzap insect killer. 
£40 - 60 
 

1322* 
A box of Blamac Omega 3 tablets. 
£20 - 30 
1323* 
Assorted bags/purses/wallets. 
£20 - 30 
1324* 
A crate of neck pillows (Crate not 
included).  
£30 - 40 
1325* 
A crate of neck pillows (Crate not 
included).  
£30 - 40 
1326* 
A quantity of umbrellas, walking 
sticks, posters etc. (Crate not 
included). 
£30 - 40 
1327* 
A crate of neck pillows (Crate not 
included).  
£30 - 40 
1328* 
A crate of neck pillows (Crate not 
included).  
£30 - 40 
1329* 
A quantity of assorted neck 
pillows/pillows/cushions. 
£20 - 30 
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 Export of goods. Buyers intending to export goods should ascertain (a) whether an export  

licence is required and (b) whether there  is  any  specific  prohibition  on  importing  goods  of 

that character because, e.g. they may  contain  prohibited  materials  such  as  ivory.  Ask  us  if 

you need help. 

 Bidding. Bidders may be required to register before the sale commences and lots will be 

invoiced to the name and address on  the  registration  form.  Some  form  of  identification 

may be required if you are unknown to us. Please enquire  in  advance  about  our 

arrangements for telephone bidding. 

 Commission bidding. Commission bids may be left with the auctioneers indicating the 

maximum amount to  be  bid  excluding  buyers’ premium.  They  will  be  executed  as  cheaply 

as possible having regard to the reserve (if any) and competing bids. If two buyers  submit identical 

commission bids  the  auctioneers  may  prefer  the  first  bid  received.  Please  enquire in 

advance about our arrangements for the leaving of commission bids. 

 Methods of Payment. The following methods of payment are acceptable: 

Debit  Card  drawn  on  a  UK  bank  and  registered  to  a  UK  billing  address.  There  is  no 

additional charge for purchases made with these cards. 

Bank   transfer   direct   to    our    bank    account,    all    transfers    must    state    the    relevant 

i n v o i c e  number.  If  transferring   from   a   foreign currency, the amount we receive must 

be the total due in pounds sterling (after currency conversion and the deduction of any  bank  

charges).  Our  bank  details  can  be  found  on  the front of your invoice or in the sale catalogue 

under ‘Important Notices’. 

Sterling  cash  payments  of  up  to  £12,000  (subject   to   money   laundering   regulations).   All 

major  UK  issued  credit  cards  registered  to  a  UK  billing  address  with  the  exception   of 

American Express  and  Diners  Club. Collection and storage. Please note what  the  Conditions  

of  Sale  state  about  collection and storage. It is important that goods are paid for and collected  

promptly.  Any  delay  may involve the buyer in paying storage charges. 

 Droit de suite royalty charges. From 1st January 2012 all UK  art  market  professionals 

(which includes but is not limited to; auctioneers, dealers, galleries, agents and other 

intermediaries) are required to collect a royalty payment for all works of art that have been 

produced  by  qualifying  artists  each  time  a  work  is  re-sold during  the  artist’s  lifetime  and  for 

a period up to 70 years following the artists death. This payment is only calculated on 

qualifying works of art which are sold for a hammer price more than the UK sterling 

equivalent of EURO 1,000 – the UK sterling equivalent will fluctuate in line with prevailing 

exchange rates. 

It is entirely the  responsibility  of  the  buyer  to  acquaint  himself  with  the  precise  EURO  to 

UK Sterling exchange rate  on  the  day of  the  sale  in  this  regard,  and  the  auctioneer  accepts 

no responsibility whatsoever if the qualifying rate is different to the rate indicated. 

All items in this catalogue  that  are  marked  with  δ  are  potentially  qualifying  items,  and 

the royalty charge will be applied if the hammer price achieved is more than the UK sterling 

equivalent  of  EURO  1,000.The  royalty  charge  will  be  added  to  all  relevant  buyers’ 

invoices, 

 

 
 

and must be paid before items can be cleared. All royalty charges  are  passed  on  to  the 

Design and Artists Copyright Society (‘DACS’), no handling costs or additional fees  with 

respect to these charges will be retained by the auctioneers. 

The royalty charge that will be applied to qualifying items which achieve a hammer price of 

more than the UK sterling  equivalent  of  EURO  1,000,  but  less  than  the  UK  sterling 

equivalent of EURO 50,000 is 4%. For qualifying items that sell for more than the UK 

sterling equivalent of EURO 50,000  a  sliding  scale  of  royalty  charges  will  apply  –  for  a  

complete list of the royalty charges  and  threshold  levels,  please  see  www.dacs.org.uk.  There  

is  no VAT payable on this royalty charge. 
 

TERMS OF CONSIGNMENT FOR SELLERS 

 Interpretation. In these Terms the words ‘you’, ‘yours’, etc. refer to the Seller and if the 

consignment of goods to us is made by an agent we assume that the Seller has authorised 

the consignment and that the consignor has the Seller’s authority  to  contract.  Similarly  the 

words ‘we’, ‘us’, etc. refer to the Auctioneers. 

 Warranty. The Seller warrants that possession in the  lots  can  be  transferred  to  the  Buyer 

with good and  marketable  title,  free  from  any  third  party  right  and  encumbrances,  claims 

or  potential  claims.  The  Seller  has  provided  all  information   concerning   the   items 

ownership,  condition  and  provenance,  attribution,  authenticity,   import   or   export   history 

and of any concerns expressed by third parties concerning the same. 

 All commissions and fees are subject to VAT at the prevailing rate. 

 Commission is charged to sellers, rates to be confirmed upon consignment of goods. 

 Removal costs. Items for sale must be  consigned  to  the  saleroom  by  any  stated  deadline and 

at your expense. We may be able to assist you with this process but  any  liability incurred to a 

carrier for haulage charges is solely your responsibility. 

 Loss and damage of goods. 

 Loss and Damage Warranty  -  Bristol Auction Rooms / BCVA  is  not  authorised  by  the  

FSA  to  provide insurance to its clients, and does not do so. However Bristol Auction Rooms 

/ BCVA for its own protection, assumes liability for property consigned to it at the lower 

pre-sale estimate until the hammer falls. To justify accepting liability, Bristol Auction Rooms 

/ BCVA makes a charge of 1.5% of the hammer price plus VAT, subject to  a  minimum  

charge  of  £1.50,  or  if  unsold  1.5%  of our lower estimate. The liability assumed by Bristol 

Auction Rooms / BCVA  shall  be  limited  to  the  lower  pre- sale estimate or the hammer 

price if the lot is sold. 

 If the owner of the goods consigned instructs us in writing  not  to  take  such  action,  the goods 

then remain entirely at the owners risk unless and until  the  property  in  them passes to 

the Buyer or they are collected by or on behalf of the owner, and clause 6 (a) is 

inapplicable. 

 Illustrations. The cost of any illustrations is borne by you. The  copyright  in  respect  of  such 

illustrations shall be the property of us, the auctioneers, as is the text of the catalogue. 

 Minimum bids and our discretion. Goods will normally be offered subject to  a  reserve agreed 

between us before the sale in accordance with clause 9. We may sell Lots below the reserve 

provided we account to you for the same sale proceeds as you would have received had the 

reserve been the hammer price. If you specifically give us  a  “discretion”  we  may accept a bid 

of up to 10% below the formal reserve. 

 Reserves. 

 You are entitled to place prior to the auction a reserve on any lot consigned, being the 

minimum hammer price at which that  lot  may  be  sold.  Reserves  must  be  reasonable 

and we may decline to offer goods which in our opinion would be subject to an 

unreasonably high reserve (in which case goods carry the storage and loss and damage warranty 

charges stipulated in these Terms of Consignment). 

 A reserve once set cannot be changed except with our consent. 

 Where a reserve has been placed only we may bid on your behalf  and  only  up  to  the 

reserve (if any) and you may in no circumstances bid personally. 

 Reserves are not usually accepted for lots expected to realise below £100 

 Electrical items. These are  subject  to  detailed  statutory  safety  controls.  Where  such  items 

are accepted for sale you accept responsibility for the cost of testing by external contractors. 

Goods not certified as safe by an electrician  (unless  antiques)  will  not  be  accepted  for  sale. 

They must be removed at your expense on your being notified. We reserve  the  right  to 

dispose of unsafe goods as refuse, at your expense. 

 Soft  furnishings.  The  sale  of  soft  furnishings  is  strictly   regulated   by statute law in  the  

interests  of  fire  safety.  Goods  found  to  infringe  safety  regulations  will  not be offered and 

must be removed at your expense. We reserve the right to dispose of unsafe goods as refuse, 

at your expense. 

The rights of disposal referred to in clause  10  and  11  are  subject  to  the  provisions  of The 

Torts (Interference with Goods) Act 1977, Schedule 1, a copy of which is available for 

inspection on request 

 Descriptions.  Please  assist  us  with  accurate  information  as  to  the   provenance   etc.   of 

goods where this is relevant. There is strict liability for the accuracy of descriptions  under 

modern consumer legislation and in some circumstances responsibility lies with sellers if 

inaccuracies occur. We will assume that you have  approved  the  catalogue  description  of 

your lots unless informed to the contrary. Where we are  obliged  to  return  the  price  to  the 

buyer when the lot is a deliberate forgery under Condition 15 of the Conditions of Sale and 

we have accounted to you for the proceeds of sale you agree to reimburse us the sale proceeds. 

 Unsold. If an item is unsold it may at  our  discretion  be  re-offered  at  a  future  sale. Where in 

our opinion an item is unsaleable  you  must  collect  such  items  from  the  saleroom promptly on 

being so informed.  Otherwise,  storage  charges  may  be  incurred.  We  reserve the right to 

charge for storage in these circumstances at a reasonable daily rate. 

 Withdrawn  and  bought  in  items.  These  are  liable  to  incur  a  charge  of  15%  commission, 

1.5 % Loss and Damage Warranty  and  any  other  costs  incurred  including  but  not  limited  to 

illustration and restoration  fees  all  of  these  charges  being  subject  to  VAT  on  being  bought 

in or withdrawn after being catalogued. 

 Conditions of Sale. You agree that all goods will be sold on our Conditions of Sale.  In 

particular you undertake that you have the right to sell the goods either as owner or agent 

for the owner. You undertake to compensate us and any buyer or third party for  all  losses 

liabilities and expenses incurred in respect of  and  as  a  result  of  any  breach  of  this 

undertaking. We will also,  at   our   discretion,   and   as   far   as   practicable,   confirm   that   an 

item consigned for  sale  does  not  appear  on  the  Art  Loss  register,  which  is  administered  by 

an independent third party. 

 Authority to deduct commission and expenses and retain premium and interest. 

 You authorise us to  deduct  commission  at  the  stated  rate  and  all  expenses  incurred 

for your account from the  hammer  price  and  consent  to  our  right  to  retain  beneficially 

the premium paid by the buyer in accordance with our Conditions of  Sale  and  any 

interest earned on the sale proceeds until the date of settlement. 

http://www.dacs.org.uk/


 You authorise us in our discretion to  negotiate  a  sale  by  private  treaty  not  later  than  the 

close of business 48 hours after the day of  sale  in  the  case  of  lots  unsold  at  auction,  in 

which case the same  charges  will  be  payable  as  if  such  lots  had  been  sold  at  auction 

and so far as appropriate these Terms apply. 

 Warehousing. We disclaim all  liability  for  goods  delivered  to  our  saleroom  without  sufficient 

sale instructions  and  reserve  the  right  to  make  minimum  warehousing  charge  of  £10  per 

lot per day. Unsold lots are subject to the same charges if you do not remove them within a 

reasonable time of  notification.  If  not  removed  within  three  weeks  we  reserve  the  right  to 

sell them and defray charges from any net  proceeds  of  sale  or  at  your  expense  to  consign 

them to the local authority for disposal. 

 Settlement. After sale settlement of  the  net  sum  due  to  you  normally  takes  place  within  28 

days of the sale (by crossed cheque to the  seller)  unless  the  buyer  has  not  paid  for  the 

goods. In this case no settlement will then be made but we will take your instructions in the 

light of our Conditions of Sale. You  authorise  any  sums  owed  by  you  to  us   on   other 

transactions to be  deducted  from  the  sale  proceeds. You  must  note  the  liability  to  reimburse 

the proceeds of sale to  us  as  under  the  circumstances  provided  for  in  Condition  12  above. 

You  should  therefore  bear  this  potential  liability  in  mind  before  parting  with  the  proceeds 

of sale until the expiry of 28 days from the date of sale. 
 

CONDITIONS OF SALE 

Bristol Auction Rooms / BCVA carries on business with bidders, buyers and all those present in the 

auction room prior to or in connection with a sale on the following General Conditions and on such 

other terms, conditions and notices as may be referred to herein. 

 Definitions 

In these Conditions: 

 “auctioneer” means the firm of Bristol Auction Rooms / BCVA or its authorised auctioneer, as 

appropriate; 

 “deliberate forgery” means an imitation made with  the  intention  of  deceiving  as  to 

authorship, origin, date, age,  period,  culture  or  source  but  which  is  unequivocally 

described in the catalogue as being  the  work  of  a  particular  creator  and  which  at  the 

date of the sale had a value materially less than it would have had if it had been  in 

accordance with the description; 

 “hammer price” means the level of bidding reached (at or above any reserve) when the 

auctioneer brings down the hammer; 

 “terms of consignment” means the stipulated terms and rates of commission on which Bristol 

Auction Rooms / BCVA  accepts instructions from sellers or their agents; 

 “total amount due” means  the  hammer  price  in  respect  of  the  lot  sold  together  with 

any premium, Value Added Tax chargeable  and  any  additional  charges  payable  by  a 

defaulting buyer under these Conditions; 

 )  “sale   proceeds”  means   the  net  amount   due  to  the  seller,   being  the  hammer  price   

of the  lot  sold  less  commission  at  the  stated  rate,  Value  Added  Tax  chargeable  and   

any other amounts due to us by the seller in whatever capacity and however arising; 

 “You”, “Your”, etc. refer to the buyer as identified in Condition 2. 

 The singular includes the plural and vice versa as appropriate. 

 Bidding procedures and the Buyer 

 Bidders  are  required  to  register  their  particulars  before  bidding  and  to   satisfy   any 

security arrangements before entering the auction room to view or bid; 

 the maker of  the  highest  bid  accepted  by  the  auctioneer  conducting  the  sale  shall  be  | 

the buyer at the hammer price and any dispute about a bid shall be settled at the 

auctioneer’s  absolute  discretion  by  reoffering  the  Lot  during  the  course  of  the  auction 

or otherwise. The auctioneer shall act reasonably in exercising this discretion. 

 Bidders shall be deemed to act as principals. 

(2) Our right to bid on behalf of the seller is  expressly  reserved  up  to  the  amount  of  any 

reserve and the right to refuse any bid is also reserved. 

 Increments. Bidding increments shall be at the auctioneer’s sole discretion. 

 The purchase price. together  with  a  premium  thereon  of  24%  which  shall  include  VAT  on 

the premium at the rate imposed by law. The buyer will  also  be  liable  for  any  royalties 

payable under Droit de Suite as set out under Information for Buyers. 

 Value Added Tax.  Value  Added  Tax  on  the  hammer  price  is  imposed  by  law  on  all  items 

affi ed with an   asterisk  or  double  asterisk.  Value  Added  Tax  is  charged  at  the  appropriate 

rate prevailing by law at  the  date  of  sale  and  is  payable  by  buyers  of  relevant  Lots.  (Please 

refer to “Information for Buyers” for a brief explanation of the VAT position). 

 Payment 

 Immediately a Lot is sold you will: 

 give to us, if requested, proof of identity, and 

 pay to us the total amount due or in such other way as is agreed by us. 

 Any payments by  you  to  us  may  be  applied  by  us  towards  any  sums  owing  from  you  to 

us on any account whatever without regard to any directions of you or  your  agent, whether 

express or implied. 

 Buyers who utilise  the  services  of  ATG  Live  Auctions  or  any  other  live  internet  services 

are  hereby  informed  that  the  payment  method  details  that  are  provided  to  ATG   Live 

Auctions or any  other  live  internet  services  as  part  of  the  process  of  registration  will,  in 

the absence of compliance with paragraph (1) of this clause, be utilised by  us  to  settle  any amounts 

owing by such buyers to us. 

 Title and collection of purchases 

 The ownership of any Lots purchased shall not pass to you until you have made payment 

in full to us of the total amount due. 

 You shall at your own  risk  and  expense  take  away  any  lots  that  you  have  purchased  and 

paid for not later than 3 working days following the day of the auction or  upon  the 

clearance of any cheque used for payment after which you shall be responsible  for  any 

removal, storage and insurance charges. 

 No purchase can be claimed or removed until it has been paid for. 

 Bristol Auction Rooms / BCVA does not operate a packaging and postal service.  Successful 

buyers  must  make  these arrangements independently, though  the  saleroom  may be  able  to  

suggest  specialist shipping companies who can  advise  buyers,  this  advice  is  not  a  

recommendation and the saleroom is not liable for  any  aspect  of  the  packaging  and  shipping  

process.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Remedies for non-payment or failure to collect purchases 

 If  any  Lot  is  not  paid  for  in  full  and  taken  away  in  accordance  with  these  Conditions 

or if there is any other breach of these Conditions, we, as agent for the seller and on our 

own behalf, shall at our  absolute  discretion  and  without  prejudice  to  any  other  rights  we 

may have, be entitled to exercise one or more of the following rights and remedies: 

 to proceed against you for damages for breach of contract; 

 to rescind the sale of that Lot and/or any other Lots sold by us to you; 

 to resell the Lot  (by  auction  or  private  treaty)  in  which  case  you  shall  be  responsible  for 

any resulting deficit in  the  total  amount  due  (after  crediting  any  part  payment  and adding 

any resale costs). Any surplus so arising shall belong to the seller; 

 to remove, store and  insure  the Lot  at  your  expense  and,  in  the  case  of  storage,  either  at 

our premises or elsewhere; 

 to charge interest at a rate not exceeding 1.5% per month on the total amount due to the 

extent it remains unpaid for more than 3 working days after the sale; 

 )  to retain that or any other Lot sold to you until you pay the total amount due; 

 to reject or ignore bids from you or your agent at future auctions or to impose conditions 

before any such bids shall be accepted; 

 to apply any proceeds of sale of other Lots due or in future becoming due to you towards 

the settlement of the total amount due and to exercise a lien (that is a right to  retain possession  

of )  any  of  your  property  in  our  possession  for  any  purpose  until  the  debt  due is satisfied. 

 We shall, as agent for  the  seller  and on  our  own  behalf  pursue  these  rights  and  remedies 

only so far as is reasonable to make appropriate recovery in respect of breach of these 

conditions 

 Third party liability. All members of the public on our premises are there at their own risk and 

must note the  lay-out  of  the  accommodation  and  security  arrangements.  Accordingly  neither 

the auctioneer nor our employees or agents shall incur liability  for  death  or  personal  injury 

(except as required by law by reason of our negligence) or similarly for  the  safety  of  the 

property of persons visiting prior to or at a sale. 

 Commission bids. Whilst  prospective  buyers  are/\strongly  advised  to  attend  the  auction  and are 

always responsible for any decision to bid for a particular Lot and shall be assumed to have 

carefully  inspected  and  satisfied  themselves  as  to  its  condition   we   will   if   so   instructed 

clearly and in writing  execute  bids  on  their  behalf.  Neither  the  auctioneer  nor  our 

employees or agents shall be responsible for any failure to do so. 

Where  two  or  more  commission  bids  at  the  same  level  are  recorded  we  reserve  the  right  in 

our absolute discretion to prefer the first bid so made. 

 Warranty of title and availability. The  seller  warrants  to  the  auctioneer  and  you  that  the 

seller is the true owner of  the  property  consigned  or  is  properly  authorised  by  the  true 

owner to consign for  sale  and  is  able  to  transfer  good  and  marketable  title  to  the  property 

free from any third party claims. 

 Agency. The auctioneer normally acts as agent  only  and  disclaims  any  responsibility  for 

default by sellers or buyers. 

 Terms of sale. The seller acknowledges that Lots are sold subject to the stipulations of these 

Conditions  in    their  entirety  and  on  the  Terms  of  Consignment  as  notified  to  the  consignor 

at the time of the entry of the Lot. 

 Descriptions and condition 

 Whilst we seek to describe lots accurately, it may be impractical for us to carry out 

exhaustive  due  diligence  on  each  lot.  Prospective  buyers  are  given  ample  opportunities 

to view and inspect before any sale and they (and any independent experts on their behalf ) 

must satisfy themselves as to the accuracy of any  description  applied  to  a  lot.  Prospective 

buyers  also  bid  on  the  understanding  that,  inevitably,  representations  or  statements  by  us 

as to authorship, genuineness, origin, date,  age,  provenance,  condition  or  estimated  selling 

price involve matters of opinion. We undertake that any such opinion shall be honestly and 

reasonably  held  and  accept  liability  for  opinions  given  negligently  or  fraudulently.  Subject 

to the foregoing neither we the auctioneer nor our employees  or  agents  nor  the  seller accept 

liability for the correctness of such opinions and all conditions and  warranties, whether 

relating to  description,  condition  or  quality  of  lots,  express,  implied  or  statutory, are 

hereby excluded. This Condition is subject to the next following Condition concerning deliberate 

forgeries and applies save as provided for in paragraph 6“information to buyers”. 

 Private treaty sales made under these Conditions are deemed to be sales by auction  for 

purposes of consumer legislation. 

 Forgeries. Notwithstanding the preceding Condition, any Lot which proves to  be  a  deliberate forgery  

(as  defined) may  be  returned  to  us  by  you  within  21  days  of  the  auction  provided  it is in the 

same condition as when bought, and is accompanied by particulars identifying it from the 

relevant catalogue description and a  written  statement  of  defects.  If  we  are  satisfied from the 

evidence presented that  the  Lot  is  a  deliberate  forgery  we  shall  refund  the  money paid by you 

for the Lot including any buyer’s premium provided that (1) if the catalogue description refl    ted 

the accepted view of scholars and experts as at the date of sale or (2) you personally  are  not  able  to  

transfer  a  good  and  marketable  title  to  us,  you  shall  have no rights under this condition. 

The right of return provided by this Condition is additional to any right or remedy provided 

by law or by these Conditions of Sale. 

General 

 We  shall  have  the  right  at  our  discretion,  to  refuse  admission  to  our  premises  or  attendance 

at our auctions by any person. 

 (1) Any  right  to  compensation  for  losses  liabilities  and  expenses  incurred  in  respect  of  and 

as a result  of  any  breach  of  these  Conditions  and  any  exclusions  provided  by  them  shall 

be available to the seller and/or the auctioneer as appropriate. 

(2) Such rights and exclusions shall extend to and be deemed to be for the  benefi  of 

employees and agents of the seller and/or the auctioneer who may themselves enforce them. 

 Any notice to any buyer, seller, bidder or viewer may  be  given  by  email  or 

f i r s t / s e c o n d  c l a s s  m a i l  in which case it shall be deemed  to  have  been  

received  by  the  addressee  48 hours after posting. 

 Special  terms  may  be  used  in  catalogue  descriptions   of   particular   classes   of   items   in 

which  case  the  descriptions  must   be   interpreted   in   accordance   with   any   glossary 

appearing at the commencement of the catalogue. 

 Any  indulgence  extended  to  bidders,  buyers  or  sellers   by   us   notwithstanding   the   strict 

terms of these Conditions or of the Terms of Consignment shall affect  the  position  at  the 

relevant time only and in respect of  that  particular  concession  only;  in  all  other  respects 

these Conditions shall be construed as having full force and effect. 

 English law applies to the interpretation of these Conditions. 



  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

UPCOMING AUCTIONS 2019 
 

 

   
 
 Thurs 24th Jan  Arts & Antiques including the 
      Estate of Tony Nevill 
      and others     10am 
 
 Wed 13th Feb  TIMED ONLINE Sale - Technology 
      Finishes at 10am 
      VIEWING for this sale only 
      Tuesday 12th Feb 10am-4pm 
 
 Wed 20th Feb  Day One: Commercial Assets  10am 
 
 Thurs 21st Feb  Day Two: Commercial Assets  10am  
 
   

Viewing the Day Before 10.30am – 6pm and Day of Sales from 9am 
Catalogues available online a week prior to each sale. 

     
 

FREE ANTIQUE AND COLLECTABLES AUCTION 
VALUATIONS 

Every Monday and Friday between 1pm - 4.30pm 
AT 

Units 1-3 Yelverton Road (off Hungerford Road) 
Brislington, Bristol BS4 5HP 
(No Appointment Necessary) 

 
 

      
Further information available online 

 
www.thebcva.com / www.bristolauctionrooms.co.uk 

 
0117 953 3676   info@thebcva.co.uk  (Commercial Assets) 

 
0117 9531603  info@bristolauctionrooms.co.uk   (Antique & Later Furnishings) 

 

mailto:bristol@dnfa.com



